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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to provide insight into Reliability Worth through
quantifying the relative values of reliability activities and their impact on life cycle
costs. This study is based on APQ-120 and APQ-113, -114, and -144 Radar reliability
data, spanning only a specific time period of their development, and therefore the find-
ings presented are limited to the equipment configurations included in the data base and
the specific time period studied. In-service reported reliability performance data was
analyzed for both radar families, the objective oeing to correlate differences In relia-
bility performance with the equipment reliability requirements and programs structured.
Reliability program elements instrumental to the development effort are analyzed to de-
termine relative worth. Considerable emphasis is placed on reliability evaluation test-
ing, parts screening, and equipme.nt bu-rn-in which are identified as major contributors
towards achieving demanding equipment reliability performance.

This report finds that optimum maturity of radars, prior to deployment, requiresextensive and well-directed development effort as an investment measured in cost aid

time.

The report also recognizes awl supports the importance of uncompromiisig con-
tractual incorporation of MIL-STO-781 at applicable airborne stress levels as the prin-
6ctW driving force in establishing and executing effective reliability development effort.

Bassd on the exlvrience of the equipments studied, it Is eoneluded that timeoly,
sutficient aid properly directed reliability program investuient can produce significant
cost savings leverage when compared against the projtcted equipument life cycle vain-
tesance costs for unreliable equipment.

Revniemundat•ltus art provided, based on cunclusiurs derived from study findits,
relative to reliabIlty contracting prctices, prerelease disciplines antd testing programs,

ufically pplicabe to high performance airtra-t aio-cs OqpIpmenIS.
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SECTION, I

REPORT INTRODUCTION

A. MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

This report is a Reliability Study of the APQ-113, -114, -120, and -144 Radars.
Comparisons of their reliability requirements, programs, and results provide the basis
for the analysis developed of the effectiveness and value of the reliability disciplines
applied.

The radars studied were conceived and constructed during the 1960s for use on
high performance aircraft and are similar in functional capability, parts count complex-
ity, and acquisition cost.

This report concludes from comparisons made between the high performance air-
craft radar programs studied that the differences in results attained, both in reliability
test and field reliability performance, can be partially attributed to differences in con-
tract reliability requirements and the resultant contractor's reliability program. This
is particularly applicable for the MTBF and reliability test requirements.

It is reasoned that demanding, achievable, and measurable contract reliability re-
quirements contribute substantially to optimized reliability achievement by dictating de-
sign disciplines effective in controlling equipment parts count complexity, material
quality level selected, and parts application stress levels.

The selection and specification uf reliability test requirements is also considered
particularly important, in that dynamically structured reliability growth testing pro-
grams are necessary in providing the means to achieve the equipment's inherent relia-
bility capability. This is shown to be the case for new radar designs where the initial
equipment test performance was only approximately 10 percent of the predicted or in-
herent MTBF capability. The analysis provided in this report attributes this constrained
initial reliability performance to subtle design, quality, and material problems, which
are found to occur in approximately equal proportion (1/3, 1/3, 1/3). While these de-
fects can and must be minimized by the emphasis given in pre-release design efforts,
equipment testing must be performed to identify residual defects.

The report attributes the disparity existing between measured test and field MTBF
to factors such as time base, failure definition and accoutting, and stress level differ-
ences. f•econciling these differences and apportioning the eflects of tVese factors is im-
portant, primarily so that the effectiveness of reliability test programs can be evaluated•:: and impr-oved.

The test measurement is found to be more precise than the field, in the areas of
the readily identifiable factors such as time base and failure definition and accounting
due to the advantage of the test being conducted under standardized controlled conditions.
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However, the test results may not be a useful indicator of field reliability perform-
ance, regardless of measurement precision, if the stresses of the test program do not
encompass those to be encountered in the field environment. For this reason, the re-
port recommends using only MIL-STD-781, at appropriate test levels, and permitting no
deviations unless the field application is more severe. In conjunction with this recom-
mendation, considerable report emphasis is placed on timely reliability testing to take
advantage of the opportunity to identify and correct problems early in the equipment de-
velopment cycle, thereby minimizing or precluding deployment of unreliable equipment.
Field data presented lends support to this recommendation in that it indicates that the
reliability of the equipment studied did not grow, once field deployed.

The report describes a General Electric Company developed methodology entitled
Reliability Planning and Management (RPM), useful in determining the test hours re-
quired during development to achieve a given test MTBF based on initial equipment capa-
bility and the rate of MTBF growth alpha (0). Bs-sed on RPM's fundamental premise
that reliability growth in this context is real and projectable, a provision is included for

monitoring of equipment reliability growth perfc-rmance versus plan during the program
testing phase.

In addition, RPM enables evaluation of tradeoffs by both contractor and buyer in
program planning encompassing the acceptability of the initial design, design margin,
number of equipments to be placed on test, facilities, test time, calendar time, and
program cost, beyond the minimum requirements of MIL-STD-781.

An analytical derivation of the factors influencing and limiting the rate of reliabil-
ity growth alpha (Ca) is provided. This analysis shows that alpha is influenced primarily
by the systematic and permanent removal of failure mechanisms through identifying de-
fects and taking corrective action, the rate and efficiency of failure removal, and the
distribution of system failure mechanisms. Maximum reliability growth rate is shown
:_to c, -.•r when a reliability test program is structured to detect and remove every sys-
tematic failure source (alpha = 0.6).

The report provides a mathematical model relating the cost factor variables asso-
ciated with reliability growth testing with selected factors impacting equipment life cycle

maintenance costs. The model developed has been generalized in a computer program
capable of evaluating optimum reliability test investment, dimensioning MTBF goals,
estimating test schedules and testing the sensitivity of the chosen reliability factors for
a variety of conditions. The approach presented provides the opportunity for making ob-
jective cost analysis tradeoff decisions regarding the effective amount of reliability
growth test investment within the context and limits of stated simplifying assumptions.

The report concludes that the cost just to maintain unreliable equipment over its
planned life cycle can far exceed the initial procurement costs associated with the reli-
ability growth test program advocated herein. In an example provided utilizing data
representativc of the APQ-113 procurement history, the additional investment in relia-
bility growth testing is shown to have a favorable cost savings leverage of approximately
50:1 (maintenance savings : reliability growth test investment).

The report dimensions the total reliability development program investment in-
cluding all the prerequisite MIL-STD-785 elements necessary to produce these results
as approximately 20 percent of an RDT&E Program based on the APQ-) 13 reliability
program described. Other cost analyses provided show that the APQ-113 decisions to
use hi-rel electronic parts, and to 100 percent precondition assemblies by temperature
cycling, were also cost effective.

2
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This report reinforces and amplifies the rapidly growing volume of evidence that
reliability investment properly directed does produce significa t cost saving dividends.
Also, it emphasizes the merits of the Air Force reliability policy, thus encouraging its
extended implementation.

B. SUMMARY OF REPORT SECTIONS

Section I provides a management overview of this report and contains summaries
of key report findings, conclusions, and recommendations. Also included is essential
background material covering the programs and products studied, as well as the data
utilized and its sources.

Section H presents the development of the Reliability Planning and Management
(RPM) methodology, an analytical derivation of reliability growth rate, and cost model-
ing dimensioning reliability program investments and assessing the effectiveness of re-
liability growth testing, and parts and product screening.

Section III describes the reliability program elements, disciplines, and results
during the RDT&E and production contract phases for the radars studied.

"Section IV discusses and compares the radar reltability test programs conducted
and their results.

Section V describes the relationships between the specified radar environmental
test requirements and conditions, as compared to the test stress levels applied and the
field environments encountered.

Section VI analyzes Air Force reported radar field performance based on 66-1
data covering the time period of December 1970 through November 1971. Some addi-
tional insight is provided based on reported experiences of the airframe contractors
involved.

Section VII contains the study contractor's recommendations for improvements to
reliability contract documentation and practices specifically applicable to complex high
performance aircraft avionics.

"C. SUMMARY OF REPORT FINDINGS

NOTE: The findings presented herein relate to high performance aircraft
avionics, are based on the data available, and are limited to the
equipment configurations included in the data base and their de-
velopment status at that time.

1. RELIABILITY DISCIPLINES AND VALUES

0 Reliability growth can be real and projectable under specified conditions
Sbetween well-defined practical and theoretical limits.

3



* The analytical derivation of reliability growth (09) has shown that the

underlying mechanisms which influence a are:

* Distribution of failure mechanisms

* Detection of failure mechanisms

0 Rate of failure removal

0 With a uniform distribution of failure mechanisms, a maximum
reliability growth rate (a) of 0.6 can be achieved.

0 Investment in reliability growth testing to achieve the APQ- 113 re-
liability objectives is shown herein to provide life cycle maintenance
savings as high as 50:1 (savings to test investment) when compared
to projected maintenance cost if the test investment had not been made.

9 APQ-113 experience demonstrates that reliability predictions using
credible part failure rates are achievable in equipment performance
when reliability growth programs are planned and executed.

* Design inheritance is shown to be a factor in off-the-board reliability

performance.

0 APQ-113 Hi-Rel (screened) parts improved part failure rate by a factor

of 10:1 and observed field reliability by no less than 4.

. APQ-113 Parts Screening and Product Screening to prescribed conditions

were cost- and reliability-effective. Parts Screening cost effectiveness
Ls shown herein to be 2:1 (savings : cost). Product Screening cost effec-
tiveness is shown herein to be 4:1 (savings : cost).

• Field mnaintenatncit, cost per radar for the APQ-120 equipment configu-
rations studied is reported to be approximately three times higher than
theAPQ-113, -114, -144. (AFLC Report K051 (10-71))

2. RELIABILITY PROGRAM ANALYSIS

I. APQ-113 environmental product screenhig was effective in precipitating
an additional aumount of failures equal to all factory amblitrt tests com-
bined, reducing platform iaiturvs by a factor of five.

0 The APQ-120 avd AIPQ-113 had significantly different factory test flow
plans. Particularly, equipment envirunmental test screens were ap-
pli•d to the APQ- 113.

• APQ-113 workmanship-induced failures were practically all romovLd
by product invironnental screeting before the equipment lvft the factory.

4
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3. PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST PROGRAMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
ANALYSI

* Initial APQ-113 R demonstration MTBF was 10% of predicted, con-
strained by probTems which were one-third design, one-third workman-
ship, and one-third parts. Reliability growth testing was needed to pro-
gress from this 10% to compliant MTBF.

* Differences in MTBF between field and factory are attributed in part to
differences in environmental profiles. APQ-113/114/144 are exposed in
flight to cooling air and vibration conditions markedly different from fac-
tory environmental qualification and RQT.

* Twice as many failures were observed at low temperature as high tem-
perature during RQT.

4. FIELD PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

• F-ill radars (APQ-113/114) exhibited a 2.5 to4.0 times higher field R
rate than the F-4E (APQ-120) as reported June-Nov. 1971 (RCS 6 LOG
X261).

* The F-Ill aircraft avionics equipments exhibit an average R rate equal
to 20 of factory demonstrated MTBF. Similar patterns are observed
for avionics equipments aboard other high performance aircraft (F-4D,
F-4E, A-7E). The APQ-120 R rate is 200% of Its demonstrated MTBF.L Differences between field R rate and factory demonstrated MTBF are
explained in retrospect forthe equipments studied tuough factors
accounting for dissimilarity of environmental profiles between RQT
and flight, flight hours versus ON-hours, and diagnostic capabiltits.

* Field data shows no reliability growth on APQ-1131114 and APQ-I20
during the five years of field deployment.

* Reliability predictions reflecting failure rates consistent with the qual-
ity of material are a good indicator of product performance.

* Electrical, Electronic and Electromechanical (EEE) part failure rates
(Replacement Rates) at platform and field were lower by approximately
one order of magnitude ow APQ-113/114 t•un on A-PQ-120, which is at-
tributed to differences iz program parts screening.

* The 15:1 estimated lower cost of faiiluris at .pLatform, for the APQ-
113/114 versus the A PQ- 120, is attrlhutod to the factory eavironmet-
tal precovluonlng of the APQ-113/114.

is5



D. SUMMARY OF REPORT CONCLUSIONS

NOTE: The conclusions as presented herein relate to high performance air-
craft avionics as they are based on the findings for the equipments
studied, but have been generalized in the belief that broader appli-
cation is merited.

1. PRERELEASE RELIABILITY PROGRAM

* Challenging but achievable reliability specifications should be derived
based on required equipment functional capability and also considering
optimization of RDT&E reliability program investment with projected
life cycle maintenance costs.

* Demanding reliability requirements are essential to optimize equipment
reliability capability, constrain design complexity, necessitate selection
of high quality parts, and discipline parts application.

* Meaningful and demanding equipn, ent reliability performance can be
achieved and demonstrated as part of RDT&E programs, if contractu-
ally specified as requirements, and uncompromisingly enforced.

0 Analytical predictions of demanding reliability performance are achieve-
able, using credible part [ailure rates, and dynamically structured reli-
ability gr•wth testing programs.

2. PRODUCTION RELIABILITY PROGRAM

* Equpmwnwt tT•sign Maturitystability - New product designs should tot he
!reic•aset for volume amanufacture until reliability qualification testittg has
certifItl that tWe equipment miets its specified reliability rtNuirvaenat.

* 1lroductitm Test Prograin Structure - Aii~e manufacturing test igrai
structure tstablishes the oifewtiveneas of product screc-ing and the qual-
ity level of the product delivered; ther-fore, the minimmu productim
pro|rAtn test structure for comple- aviwnics products utili-ed .n high
performaace aircrafl oavlt•zuneutst ShWW be coutramualy sýtwcf i And
approved.

* Problem Identificatton and Solution

- Ieliaibility progravs must bo iltrutured to provide fur the utmely
idcntificatiti aWd climinLtion of all design, n.terial, arn ,.rlnwan-
ship patterii problsems in order to achieve maxinum rate of eqrip-
mntes reli~ahilfty growth.

v Measuremant of equiplment reliability u3ing unanaly•od failed Imrn
data will be based unrellisticall$ low- based on APQI-113 fctory
experitie~ reoealikg that t)pTcAlly 30 percent of factory test rort-t-
""d part tatlures, when aualyzed, casuer be verified as tailed parts.

6
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* Part failure analysis needs to be maintained throughout a production
ma•iufacturing program because of subtle design and process changes
as well as lot-to-lot quality variation problems, continuously intro-
duced by part suppliers.

* Existing electrical part screens need to be improved as typically 35
percent of the equipment test level verified failures of screened ma-
terial had aisignable causes attributable to supplier resporsibility.

3. RELIABILITY TRADEOFF DECIIOhS

* Equipment complexity needs to be contractually limited, consistent with
functint -il capability, to preclude parts count escalation and its attendant
negative impact on reliability perfor'nuce and life cycle maintenance
Costs.

* One hundred percent pjiz'•. screening is necessary to meet demanding
reliability requirements and provide effective control of the quality ofpurchased parts.

nan Co.plex electronic products having demanding reliability requirements
and high performance aircraft applications must be 100 percent screened,
'during_ manufacture, in the most severe eud use onvironmeat but no less
than 1L-STD-781 requirements.

Subcontracted itens must be+ sub)cted to the same reliability require-
ments and disciplines applied to the pr e• oeequipent and virument-
ally qualified as end items.

4. QUALFICATION TEST

- Enironmet•t -arid Reliability' Qwlificattin toet requiremens is shol4 be
onsidered ns an Wtw product qualWita.ion test r zWit-miWt.

.Eqipmeivt camot be com.t sred qualilied nd t shArd not tw- commiltld to
voluime prod-tctimi unll both ewviro u l and reliability qlii Iation
tests are succafuuly CmPleI*4.

* Time mvs; be strucbtud in ltDT+r 4+ram fo Rerliabity Grth
+•.- Toittng.

R eliability Accetj*-ncv Testing of tho ptedurtton oqu4mwnt *Vp~tawti i
"" e~dod for assri, tw qualified reliability level i•s stailrd t u"t bý
productioa.

* ~liaih~ Q~iifcatvn ~st~ic 1awe bticriterIA need to be SnIipli-
"fied. To m'ariety of tonfide-we 1•iis, mmsured, specited and demon-
Mr.ust vate, s .Ioro uuAc"Sary ckthsLW.



5. ENVIRONMENTAL

* The scope of reliability test stresses should approach worst case designlimits with performance measurements made at high, low and room tem-

pera ,Lre.

* The minimum reliability test environmental levels should be established
based on the most severe equipment use conditions - but in no event be-
low MIL-STD-781 requirements.

0 To minimize differences in factory to field environmental profiles, ran-
dom spectrum vibration should be introduced into environmental qualifi-
cation testing.

6. FIELDAND PLATFORM

9 Avionics equipment fie, --. eliability performance will be improved by
factors of 4 to 10 if prerelease and production practices of reliability
growth testing ane, parts and product screening are implemented.

- Significant equipmient reliability growth is practical only via factory
reliability test programs because, once equipments are field deployed,
problem identification and correction become increasingly difficult,
more costly and loss timely.

o Reliability test measured MTBF and field reported R rate (66-1 MTBF)
differences can be explained through retrospect data analysis for the
specific equipment by establishing common baselines of environmental
conditions, time measurements and failure verification.

* The problem of field failure verification could be reduced through im-
proved design maintainability, increased 31TE z-pability and environ-
mental troubleshooting facilities at the Base Maintenance and DepoL
shop levels.

* Material quality consistent with TX, ER or MIL-M-38510 will ymlximize
performance and minimize costs. Substitution of lower grade nmaterial
in field repairs saould be prohibited.

E. PROCUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS SUMMARY

1. RELIABILITY CONTRAC fING POLICY

* Im-ure that MIL-STD-785 is imposed on Avionics contracts.

"S• EeWvate the stature of ý.ellability requirements In the overall program
context so that tradeoffs will at a minimuni be on a par w(tU other ptr-
formance requirements.

8
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o Instill the fear of failure to meat contractual reliability requirements on
both sides -- the contractor and the government program manager.

2. RELIABILITY CONTRACTING PRACTICES

* Realistically establish and dimension the reliability requirements.

a Provide for reliability growth programs.

9 Objei;2ively evaluate the contractor's ability to comply.

3. DEVEIOPMENT CUNTRACT PENALTIES

* Test and corzective action continuance until the reliability requirements
are achieved.

* Droduction authorization wiJiheld until the reliability requirements are
achieved.

* Correction of deficiencies in delivered hardware.

• Extended contractor in-service warranties.

4. .ELLBILITY CONTRACTING DOCUM:ZNTATION

* Modify &L-S8TO-765 to incorporate R growth concepts during development.

SEsablibh a training hat-book for planning aud control of rellability growth.

5. PRE-PROCUREMENT

* Establish reliabit'y growth pt•arning and measurement dialoeue between
procuremnnt and contractor management, initially utilizing the RPM
parameters of this study. Encourage modlfication and improvement in
the use of these measurements froe experience of on-going programs.

" Ii'eorpo• -tu current Rei•ability Planuning and Managemeut (RPM) ..Aethod-
ology into pro-procurement by:

. Aduaced planning of reliability requirements in concept stage

*Requiring eialuation and pric~ig of reliab-ility traidexAi

0 Trading off relisbility with other functional requirements

*.Strtucturing reliability growth

•.: •* Requiring asesinme t ofthe deg~ree of design inherirance

- UdIat4 at dissemnating failure rates at relevant stress levels

9
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E l * Building upon RPM parameters of this study

9 Require contractor and contracting officer to consider overall program
costs including equipment and field support as a basis for contract award.

F. PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTS

1. INTRODUCTION

This part of the report describes the APQ-120 and APQ-113 series of radar equip-
ments studied, their design inheritance, and functional capabilites. Comparisons are
drawn as to equipment complexity, acquisition and logistics support cost, and reliability
requirements. The primary objective is to establish the base line for the material con-
tent of the balance of this reliability study.

2. DESIGN INHERITANCE

Both radars were conceived and constructed during the 1960's for use on high per-
formance aircraft. The APQ-120 was a repackaged solid state design which evolved
from its tube type predecessors, the APQ- 100 and APQ-109, with much of its initial de-
sign being performed on the R&D of the APQ-117. The APQ-120 program through 1971

has spanned seven years, producing an 'valent of 1050 radars. The APQ-113, on the
other land, was a new design contracted as part of the initial F-111 procurement. Cou-
pled with the APQ-114 and -144 contracts, a total of 560 equivalent radars were designed
and delivered over a nine-year period (Figure 1). Significant differences are observed
in RDT&E program calendar timeand in production quantities and rates.

0 ADVANCO FUNING
A IP 100 F -4C Up 0 CONTRACI AWARD

C) 1' 1D EMOt STAR' a COA•Pi•~~ -•l• 40 100•0)I AU{ E QUAIt START C OMIP

AN AWG 0 4i:1 R&Dijo)

AN-,11 At IH sot ID

RDI 0

A N~i l a4 I ! 11 F t

AN

f -II Altt

Figure 1. Design Inheritance, APQ- 120 and APQ-113
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3. COST COMPARISONS

The radar contractor RDT&E programs are nearly identical when considering total
cost aspects (Table I). Additional cost similarities are found in the AFLC K051 report
for Air Force radar spares acquisition, yet the monthly logistics support cost per APQ-
120 equipment was $746, compared to $299 for the APQ-113, a 2.5 to 1 cost differential.

TABLE I. COST COMPARISONS

F-111A F-111E F.B-111&
AP-2 APQ-113 APQ-113 APO-114

RDT&E
CONTRACT VALUE $24.2 M $17.7 M
EQUI PMENT QUANTITY 9 24
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT COST $7 M

COST PER RADAR
AIR FORCE SPARES $242.7 K $276.8 K $217.8 K $235.3 K

ACQUISITION t
"LOGISTICS SUPPORT 243.3K AVG

AIRCRAFT QUANTITY 564 118 91 66
MONTHLY COSTIRADAR $746 $299 6 $166

2.5:1I. I 2.841
-4.5:1

*SOURCE: AFLC REPORT K051 (10-71)
DATA FROM 7-71 THRUI 9-71

4 RELIABILITY PROGRAM COMPARISON SUMMARY

The radar equipments are of similar design vintage, functional capability, parts
count complexity, acquisition cost, and application, yet had 15:1 different contractually
specified MTBF reliability requirements which were to be demonstrated in Reliability
Qualification Test. The contracted reliability requirements at 90% lower confidence
level for the APQ- 120 was 9 hours Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) compared to a
requirement of 134 hours for the APQ-113.

The APQ- 120 demonstrated 4.3 hours MTBF or 50% of Its requirement while the
APQ-113 exceeded its requirement by 12% with a demonstrated 152-hour MTBF. The
teat measured reliability MTBF ratio of 35:1 between the APQ-.113 and APQ- 120 is at-
tributed to the difference in specified reliability requirements, the resulting reliability
program3 structured, and the uncompromised customer enforcement of the APQ-113
requirement.

;i• 11
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APQ- 113 APQ-120

F.S10, 700 Equipment Complexity -Parts Count 13, 500

89%0 High Reliability Parts Content 24%
134 hr MTBF Required (at 90% LCL) 9 hr
178 hr MTBF Predicted 45 hr (est)

MILR-. Reliability Test Specification MIL-STD-
26667A78A
Level 3 Level E
Not timely Reliability Test Timing Late

-lo, 000 hr Reliability Evaluation Test Hours 0
152 hr Reliability Demonstrated (at 90% LCL) 4.3 hr

1413 hr Relevant RQT Hours 96h
7000 hr Reliability Acceptance Test Hours0

100%0 LRU Environmental Screening 0

The reliability requirements and programs for both radars are examlined and dis-
cussed in further detail within the body of this report. The greater rlabinyyhlegpresened by he APQ113 MTBF requirement is given credit formayothdierns
observed in the design and manufacture of the radars studied. As an introduction to the
study conducted, a brief description of the equipment is provided,

5. EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY AND DESCRIPTION

RADAR COM~PLEXITY NO~
EQt ItP, EL(CTRIM~ of-

PARTS ELEC
tRUS -, ,

4,-K

Figure 2. Equipment CajiabiIlly Cotulariaoai
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Functionally, the APQ-120 is primarily Air-to-Air and the APQ-113 is Air-to-
Ground (Figure 2).

a. APQ-113 Radar LRUs (Figures 3 and 4)

LRU 1 - The Antenna, utilizing a flexible diaphragm to provide pencil
beam r ground mapping patterns, scans in azimuth either *45 degrees
about the longitudinal axis of the aircraft or *10 degrees about a
movable azimuth cursor. Automatic stabilization in pitch and roll is
accomplished by signals from the bomb/nay equipment, and elevation
positioning within 30 degrees of the horizontal is performed either
manually or by a depression angle signal also provided by the bomb/nay
equipment. Contained within the main antenna is an auxiliary Broad
Beam Antenna for sidelobe cancellation.

LRU 2 - The Pedestal is attached to the most forward bulkhead of the
arcraft and serves primarily as a mounting and roll-stabilized platform
for the antenna assembly and for two antenna- receiver units of the
terrain-following radar (TFR).

LRU 3 - The Antenna Control Unit (ACU) senses and compares antenna
and roll platform position with the bomb/nay equipment command and
pilot command inputs for movement about the four gimbals: azimuth,
pitch, tilt, and roll. If a difference exists between sensed and input
positioning commands, the ACU provides drive power for correction.

LRU 4 - The Receiver--Transmitter-Modulator (RTM or MRT) provides
hUgh voltage for the generation of high power RF energy pulses to be
transmitted at random or set frequencies. The echo signal is then dis-

played on the radar scope within the aircraft. During tandom frequency
operation, the magnetron output sweeps through the frequency band,
which improves the stability of return signals and also provides a
measure of immunity to various jamming frequencies. Sidelobe signals
may be cancelled at the video level.

LRU 5 - The Electrical Synchronizer (Sync) provides timing for the
tt radar, cnhs the rauar s regulatod DC power supplies, gen-

erates range marks for the radar scope display, provides automatic
angle tracklnzw of air targets, and supplies range and range rate infor-
:nmtiom to the load comtuting optical sight (LCOS) for gun and missile
firing control. It also generates precision range and atzimuth cursors;
supplies the reoeiver with signals for automatic g•la control, and dul -
lag self-test monitors radar operation for in-flight or flight lInO Mal-
function de•tection and ieolation.

LRU 6 - The Indicator Recorder (W/R) provides a radar scope display,
tuning control, defle•in-and i amplification circuits, and an hitegral

camera. The display is a plan position indicator (PPI). Also contained
within the unit is an integral camera which numually or automatically
phaomaphs the back of the CRT display.

LRU 7 - The I(adar Skt Control (RSC) provides power, mode, and
M•"ion cont-•l' forslgMi to be sent to all units of the attack radar.

i.is
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LRU 8 - The Antenna/Indicator Control, during the Air Mode of oper-
ation, controls antenna tilt; changes antenna scanned sector from wide
to narrow; provides rapid slewing of the range cursor; and positions
azimuth and range cursors for navigation, bombing, and target tracking.

LRU 11 - The Electrical Equipment Rack supports the RTM and Synchro-
nizer in the aircraft's forward equipment bay.

Figure 4. F-111, With Radar Exposed

b. APQ-120 Radar LRUs (Figures 5 and 6)

LRU 1 - Target Intercept Computer - Interceptor flight data and target
information are fed to the intercept computer which determines the in-
terceptor flight path and calculates the permissible launch zones for the
missile. The computer, capable of solving an attack problem and trans-
mitting the results to the display indicator, has as its outputs the inter-
ceptor steering commands, the launch zone signals, and the missile
prelaunch commands.

LRU 2 - The Radio Frequency Amplifier produces and amplifies the fre-
quency-nmodulated CW, RF energy required to illuminate a target for thle
missile guidance equipment.

15
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Figure 5. APQ-120, Port Side

LRU 3 - The Modulator-Oscillator contains the circuits required by the
missile for prelaunch tuning. It provides both the ranging and amplitude
modulated coding signals and performs the required modulation of the
carrier. Also provided is automatic power leveling of the klystron
power amplifier (KPA) drive signal.

LRU 4 - The Stabilizer Assembly receives and uses aircraft pitch, roll,
and drift information to stabilize antenna drift in air-to-ground mode or
PPI sweep drift in map- PPI modes. The unit also provides space stabil-
ization of the antenna, B-sweep, and PPI-sweep, and generates the hori-
zon line positioning signals that are sent to the indicator control.

LRU 5 - The Radar Transmitter genereates both the pulsed RF energy at
the required pulse width and r~etition frequency and the basic timing
signal. (radar trigger).

LRU 6 - The Power Supply provides DC power and appropriate switching
action to various parts of the radar set.

LRU 7 - The Antenna Control (Servo assembly) generates signals that
control antenna, B-sweep, and elevation strobe position. It also gener-
ates the simulated composite angle error signal for BIT 3.

* I LRU 8 - The Monitor Control contains switches for BIT, meter, stabili-
zation control, and VC scale factor selections. Switches for selection of
radar voltages and current to be read on the monitor meter are also
available. Prominently displayed are indicator lights to warn of CORDS
malfunction during either BIT or CORDS operation and of overheating
within the radar set (CORDS capability has been deleted in later equipment.

• 16



INTRA TARGET
INTA TARGET DT

DATA INDICATOR ~ NIAO

CONTROLL

INPUT PARTSCOMPLEME NT RO

VOLUME WEIGHTf POWER INTEGRATED SEMI-
(CU FT) (LB) (WATTS) CIRCUITS CONDUCTORS TUBES PASSIVE TOTAL

637 172 2920 24 10,437 13,553

Figure 6. AN/APQ- 120 Airborite Fire Control Set
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LRU 9 - The Radar Set Control enables the operator to select power,
mode, and function. An Indicator light indicates when the radar has
attained a skin track condition.

LRU 10 - The Antenna Control contains controls for azimuth positioning,
range strobe, range flag, acquisition symbols, and elevation positioning
of the antenna. It also provides lock-on and target reject capability,
adjustment of the antenna at boresight for air-to-ground ranging, and
ground adjustment of azimuth and elevation boresight potentiometers for
air-to-ground operations.

LRU 11 - The Indicator Control accepts signals from other units and
associated equipment within the radar set and performs the signal re-
shaping and switching required to provide signal voltages and scale
factors for displays on the indicators. It also develops the deflection
and intensity signals for the indicators.

LRU 12 - The Forward Indicator is a combination azimuth-elevation-
range indicator and optical display unit. Airborne intercept, mapping,
and bombing information are displayed on the indicator and, with the
track display, enables the pilot to direct the aircraft on the correct
course for firing air-to-air missiles.

LRU 13 - The Aft Indicator provides the same displays as the forward
lidicator, but does not include an optical display unit.

LRU 14 - The Electrical Equipment Rack supports all the components
that mAe up the radar nose package axd contains a built-in amplifier
assembly to heat the rate gyro assemblies.

LRU 15 - The Cable Assembly connects aircraft wiring from the forward
bulkhead to the radar nose package. At the field shop it connects the
test bench set to the forward radar assembly.

LRU 16 - The Antenna provides for the transmission and reception of
RF pulses and rate position information for computing, angle tracking,
and display. During an attack, antenna movement rate and position
signals are used for computing and displaying aircraft steering informa-
tion and for computing missile launch signals.

LRU 17 - The Electrical Synchronizer develops the basic tracking video
sgnals for the computer, servo tracking loop, and the indicators. Out-
put voltages are fed to the computer for attack course computation.
Also deve!hped by the synchronizer are the required range gates for
angle tracking, air-to-ground, AGC circuits, and for positioning the
range strobe symbol.

LRU 18 - The Oscillator Control provides a command signal to a servo
aimiier to runmetiiagnetron tuner assembly.

LRU 19 - 'The Waveguide Assembly combines the RF output of the radar
transmitter with the output from the CW KPA so that both can apply
power to the antenna. In test operation, the antenna is bypassed and the
RF energy is directed to a dummy load.

18
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LRU 20 - The Power Supply provides regulated -600 V and 4000 V for
the pump tube.

LRU 21 -Output from the Radio Frequency Oscillator (pulse STALO) is
used as the radar set frequency reference in the CORDS~ mode.

LRU 22 - The Rag Idcator provides range and range-rate informa-
ton dr-ing viullen caon operation.

c. Aircraft Installation

The physical placement of the APQ- 120 radar LRUs aboard the F-4E aircraft is
shown in Figure 7.

LRIJ 11 COTROL, INDICA701

LRIJ 12 INDICATOR, INTRATARGET DATA IAlsi

tRJ 2 AMPLIFIER. RADIO FREQUNC'Y ICW TRANSMITTER)

LRUi MODIJLAIORAOSCILtATDR ICW ILECTW41 CSi

tRU Ui CONTROL OSCILLATOR W191M 1TNCS /
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Figure?7. Installation APQ-120
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G. DATA ANALYZED AND PLACES VISITED

This study was conducted in four primary phases - familiarization, data acqui-
sition, analysis, and report.

During the familiarization period, several visits were made to Griffiss Air Forc-e
Base, which, being nearby, afforded early opportunity to become familiar with Air
Force reporting and maintenance procedures and the 66-1 data system. Table 11 shows
the Air Force Bases and Depots visited for data familiarization and acquisitini.

Concurrently, visits were made and data obtained from ASD/SD4E-5 in reference
to the APQ-120 contract phasing, delivery requirements, reliability program andi design
requirements. The data obtained is identified in Table III. In parallel, General L.-ectric
acquired and organized the in-house data required for the analysis of the AP1,Q- 113 114'
144 radars, during the pre-release and the factor.y cycles. Table IV identifies the dita
used.

Platform and field data obtained directly from both prime contractors, Geiýrdl
Dynamics and McDonnell Douglas, via the SPO, and from AFLC, is reflected ill "iihlo'•s
III and IV along with data obtained directly from operational bases and mnainteimiie
depots (WRAMA & OOAMA). Table U identifies locations and functions cmtacted tl i
Tables Ill and IV the specific data sources. Table V proviles general data avplic-Ablt to
all the radars studied.

TABLE U. FIELD DATA FAMILIARIZATION AND ACQUISITION

W e
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TABLE M. APQ-120 DATA

Ro SOUJRCE EQUIPMENT &TIME PERIOD

p-RERaEASEI
SPECIFICATION CONTROL DRAWINGC M-On)41O MCD U kIIDOUCIAS APQ13) I2AN 403Q
ENVI ROWENTAL DESIGN A~UREMPS Vt73 MCDOiNNaLIDOU3LAS APQlO A~IZ

RELIABILIY "~AYSIS ESTIMATE VA"M WIS1INGIUJS( APQ-IMO WMA Ih71

RELIABgIIY DEMONSTRATION TEST WiSTINIi"~OSf APO-Im (OCT IW~I)
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IJUN 1911 NOV twl
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TABLE IV. APQ-113/114/144 DATA

REPORT SOIJRCE ESUIJIDMEET & TIME PERlIAO

PRE RE~rL[ASEFACTORY

TEST REPORTS ~~~~GE FAILUIRE REPORTING SNSTEM A I OA ITRM'N RT
APOEEE' 1141 144 PN'TDlCTIOS 067 T'71

SYSTEM lEST LOGS Gf MIICROFILMR F-FE AO11 -IT-EER 'WNS

APO-10A 4 A ql

ENG-NEERING QUAI TEST REPORT GE DESIGN ENGINEERINC APO-IIt 'TUNE IRAN'
APVI1-Il1 TUNE sEEE.
APQ-14E 'JUNE 1911,

EQUI PMENT SHIP- SCHEDEULE CGE PROGEMIS OFFICE APO IT1,11%51
APQ l14
ANO 144 119T'

MANUPACTURIt. PLANNINAG
RfcoRrs GE MA;LFACINURITEG PLANNING AN-ITS IWN TIT

ESUIVAIENT SYSTEMP COMPIEXITY GE FRLA. MPG V1I, MFG. FINANCE
'ACTORS CECORDS AN I1, .:965 1%11

RELIUBRIIT(I tSTING PROGRAM GE REL.IABILITY ING.* IDOM. EAVES' ANO ITT SEPT ERA5.

PRF-TUAL REI TESTS 121 GE RELEAWEITY EWit 0D.0 DAVISI ANQ 131'AUGIERS IAN TIRA

RRE OUGA TEST IRET' GE RELIABILITY ENGR TNTM DAVISI ANO IT3 ilENL KFPONT APR T195A
PRELIATNURY & PRESEN' CARRY- GE RGLIABILITY ENGINEERING APOTE1 ROWR PRO- RAM, PEAN
ON RELIABILITY PROGRAM '5.0. MILLER' 'I)AN IWE"

REL. TEST A::SLYZE AND FlU GE RELIABILITY ENGR. ATN 114 FINAL REPORT
PROGRAM 'TRAP' NTOV IRAN'

'ERPUIAINCE!GESIGN & PROTUCT GENERA' DYNAMEICS AN- IIT 'AUG 19b6.
CONFIGIJRATION BEAUI REMENTS

'EZE IODE'

VENDOGE RATING SYSTEM 'Ef BRQA SUPPLIER RATI.IG SVS;EM -PQ ER, 'TRAT IRA9

"4AN ITT 'TRAT I9WO'

ERG R'IRN-IN REPORT SUFAN.ARY GE R&QA DATA SUMMARI ANPC 113,1114 144

COST MODNLES GE COST ESTIMATING RA PL IIE 11 IRAN4 1%6 T11

REL1ASIlITY ACCEPTANCE TEST GE REL. ENGR. ANO III PRODUICIV;';AUT AT APR IRAQ'
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PN 144 'TE IRT1
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TABLE V. APQ-120/113/114/144 GENERAL DATA

REPORT SOIl RCE EQUI PMENT & TIME PER! CD

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE USAF AFLC (FEB 1970)
(AFLC 66-15)
TRAINING PRODUCT PERFORMANCE USAF AFLC ARI (JAN 1970)
(PART I. II & III) (66-1)

FORWARDS (LOG K 260, K 261. USAF AFLC (DEC 1971)
K 262)
MAINTENANCE DATAILOGISTICS USAF AFLC (OCT 1963)
MANAGEMENT IAFLCP 50-31
WORK UNIT CODE MANUAL (TO) USAF AFLC FlIIA. FlilE. FBI1I & F4E

'JUL 1971)
ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN(TO) USAF AFLC FIIlA, F111E, F8ll & F4E (1911)
LOGISTICS SUPPORT COST USAF AFLC APQ-113/114
RANKING (K 051) (JUL 1971 - SEP 1971)
RELIABILITY TESTS: US DOD ALL PROGRAMS (NOV 1967)
EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
(MIL-STD-781B)
RELIABILITY & LONGEVITY USAF ALL PROGRAMS (JUN 1959)
REQUI REMENTS FOR ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT tMIL-R-2667A)
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SECTION II

RELIABILITY DISCIPLINES AND VALUES

A. INTRODUCTION

This section is analytical in contert and describes the modeling approaches used
in dimensioning reliability program elements and values based on APQ-113 radar ex-
perience. The relationships establirhed, for the examples analyzed, are expressed in
general terms so that they may be tested over an extended data base utilizing other
sources.

The section is introduced with a discussion of the origin and development of the
Reliability Planning and Management (RPM) model. The purpose is to provide the
framework for the following analysis of the reliability growth rate (alpha,a) as well as
for the modeling presented to quantify the value of reliability investment.

B. SUMMARY

1. RELIABILITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT (RPM)

I The background and development of this methodology is described and explained.
.ihe need and advantage of the application of this methldology to future programs are
presented. The relationships of "prediction versus requirement," "product capability,"F environmental exposure," and "growth rate" are defined.

2. RELIABILITY GROWTH RATE

The analytical derivation of alpha (a) is treated Aith consideration and emphasis

on timely removal of systematic failures, distribution of failure mechanasms, efficiency
of corrective action, and equipment growth monitoring. The effect of quality of materi-

* I.. ale and stress factors Is discussed. An analytical determination of parameters affecting
the value of alpha is provided.

3. RELIABILITY INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

Models are derived for the relationships between costs of reliability test invest-
"ment and equioment life cycle rmaintenance. Elements comprising the APQ-l13 RDT&E
reliabi.!?•v"- im investments are dimensioned, and the costs and value of paris and•i•: produc:t i"••" : ane anly zed.
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C. RELIABILITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT (RPM)
BACKGROUND

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this subsection, as a prelude to this report, is to present the his-
torical background and origin of Reliability Planning and Management because It repre-
sents a significant development in reliability methodology based on the APQ-113/114/144
program experiences which are analyzed in this report. RPM is a powerful reliability
growth technique, which was derived and developed before this study by J. D. Selby and
S. G. Miller of General Electric, and initially presented on September 26, 1970 at the
ASQC/SRE Seminar in Niagara Falls, New York.

2. SUMMARY

Reliability Planning and Management is a reliability RDT&E program methodology
that bridges the gap between the stated reliability requirement and the reality of the tech-

nical planning required to assure successful hardware implementation.

The major points learned through retrospect analyses of these experiences are as

follows:

9 Credible reliability predictions are achievable in equipment performance.

* New products typically perform "off the board" at 10% of the predicted
MTBF capability.

* Reliability growth is real and projectable.

6 Reliability hardware development can be dimensioned, disciplined, and
managed as an integral part of functional product development.

The RPM methodology ties together the contract requirement, the design margin
between the MTBF prediction and stated requirement, a projection of the initial "ofi the
board" product performance, recognition of the reality of reliability growth, and a sized
estimate of the program required and implementation options/tradeoffs available for[ successful implementation of contract requirements in development equipments.

3. CONCLUSIONS

* RPM is a mamngement tool that will bridge the gap between inherent
reliability and achieved roliality in a timely and orderly manner.

0 RPM allows customer and contractor to structure a Reliability Plan to
assure compliance to requirement.

6 RPM clearly dimensions the magnitude of a test-and-fix reliability
growth program prior to contract release thereby allowing cost tradeoff
decisions.

. RPM provides an additional tool to contracting officers for proposal
evaluation nd effective rocuring activity.
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4. BACKGROUND

The Reliability Planning and Management methodology is an outgrowth of first-
hand reliability experiences with fixed price development contracts in the early and mid-
1960s, wherein GE learned to approach the reliability program requirements differ-
ently. Successful implementation in several new technicallv sophisticated programs
proved this'approach.

The methodology is based on earlier works of J. T. Duane in which he postulated
that reliability growth is a fact based on positive and constant corrective action. This
methodology was first applied at GE/AESD when early attempts to qualify the APQ-113
and demonstrate reliability requirements failed. The measured MTBF was, after a test
length spanning several MTBFs, only 10% of predicted. This unacceptable performance
resulted even though all required prerelease reliability disciplines, as presently identi-
fied in MIL-STD-785, had been incorporated. The primary disciplines were: parts
screening of semiconductors, rood derating criteria, and parts standardization.

Under contractual pressure to meet the reliability requirements, a decision was
made to maintain the equipment on test in the demonstration environment and to correct
all observed problems. This test-analyze-and-fix program• wr.s successful because the
equipment reliability was achieved and provided the basis foi development of the RPM
(Reliability Planning and Management) methodology.

5. CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS

RPM methodology forces early recognition of certain factors and conditions in
order to achieve growth within the timeframe planned and meet the reliability require-
ment. The application of this methodology requires only that the designer not violate
the laws of physics and that technical requirements imposed are not "beyond-the-state-
of-the-art." Successful program implementation requires that specific compliance be
achieved for each of the following criteria.

a. Prediction versus Requirements

Prior to release, the design must be simplified and parts stress and screening
levels must be adjusted until the prediction exceeds the requirement by 25%. This pre-
diction must be based on technically established and credible failure rates.

b. Product Capability

A realistic appraisal must be made of the new or changed design, recognizing the
inevitability of flaws which constrain initial performance to 10% of the inherent analytical
prediction.

c. Reliability Growth Rate

F The reliability improvement for complex eqaipnient. when operatingS in the
"intended use" environment is approximately proportional to the square root of the
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cumulative operating (test) time. For a constant level of corrective action effort and
timely implementation, ,reliability growth closely approximates a straight line on log-log
scales. Growth rates *ill vary depending on the effort expended. Factors impacting a
growth rate are discussed in the following subsection entitled "Alpha Derivation." A
rate of 0. 5, which has been experienced, reflects a hard-hitting aggressive reliability
program with management support spanning all functions of a knowledgeable organiza-
tion. A minimum rate of 0. 1 can be expected on programs where specific consideration
is not given to or for reliability. In this latter case, growth is largely due to correcting
the clearly obvious problems impacting production and implementing corrective actions
as a result of user experience and complaints.

d. Product Environmental Evaluation Exposure

This structures the test evaluation time required to effect a compliant product
based on initial capability and growth rate. Given the exposure hours and a valid
assumption on achievable test efficiency (AESD uses 200 equipment exposure hours per
calendar month for new complex avionics), the tradeoffs in program planning encompas-
sing the acceptability of the initial design, design margin, number of equipments to be
placed on test, facilities, test time, calendar time and program cost, can be objectively
made by contractor and buyer.

The RPM model in Figure 8 shows the relationships of various growth rates and
test times based on a 10% of prediction MTBF "off the board" performance.

*.PREDICTION SIMPLIFY DESiGN UNTIL MIL4HDBK -211 PREDICTION MEETS
REQU IREIMENT VYI TH 25% MARG IN

•OFF THE BOARD OESIGN - PERFORMS AT 10% OF PREDI CTED CAPABILITY
• SCREENI NG PROCESSING - ADJUST TO USE ENVI RONMENT

0 GRO•'TH- PLAN PROGRAM BASED ON RELIABILITY GROWTH AND RPM TRADEOFFS
REL IAB IL ITY GROWT H

PREDICTION
L 25 OF REOMT.------------

REQUIREMENT -G-VT LII-

OFF THEBOARD - A~.
P.~ .OF PREDICTION4

I LOGfL0G

iL

EVM.UATION EXPOSURE - IRSI

DIMENSIONS
* DESIGN QUALITY * RESOURCES OPTIONS
*PROD~UCT MARGINS 4EQUIPMENTS

*INITIAL PERFORMANCE -FACILITIES
*TtlME - SCHtDULING *CORRECTIVE ACTION EFFORT

• COST

Figure 6. Reliability PfIatalm and Maniagetufnt
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6. DEVELOPMENT (APQ-113)

RPM was developed based on the APQ-113 failure to demonstrate the requj red
MTBF. This experience, supported by others, provided the basis for the RPM ground-
rules and disciplines that evolved. The following APQ-113 program experiences pro-
vided the baseline:

a) During the initial reliability evaluation test (Pre-Qual), the "off the
board" measured MTBF was 9.5 hours at 907b LCL, or approximately
10% of the estimated reliability prediction. At that time the pre(Tic-
tion was 88 hours and the evaluation test duration was 896 test hours.

b) Even after the equipment parts count was reduced, the percentage of
screened parts increased, the LRU burn-in instituted, the iiýtial test
measured MTBF still amounted to only 10% of the revised 178 hour
prediction. In order to meet the specified MTBF, an environmental
LRU and radar reliability evaluation test program was init:11ted. The
resulting equipment MTBF growth was exponential, approximating a
straight line on log-log scales, and had a relatively steep (0.5) pcsi-

, • tive slope. RPM designates this slope, a measure of reliability
growth, as alpha (0). This test program, which is depicted in Figure
9, continued for a total of over 10,000 test hours, resulting in meas-
ured equipment reliability performance meeting the specified MTBF
of 137 hours.

tOi ) , i I ! 'I] II

8:- ANALOG!/DIGITAL
10.000 COMPONENTS PROD ACCEPTANCE

SLIU &URN-IN
COMPONENT PART SCREENING UNITS

4 IDUAhILIL.Y DEMO & ACCEPIANCE -CONFirURATION 4.
PER MI.,.4W" CHAN•E CONSTRAINTS

""Z SPECIFIED MTBF 137 HOURS 0

110% REC, IREM•NTr PREDICTION) I

1 2 46 10 M I tW 4100 M03 emOD
f Ti:- IIM I[HOUbS) X |0.

i.RU ENVIRO&MENI4T. & RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION HOURS

•lguai' 9. RPM Model
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c) The reliability prediction for the final design of APQ-113 was estimated
at 178 hours versus a contract requirement of 134 hours at 90%o lower
confidence level. The reliability requirement was achieved by demon-
strating 152 hours at 90% lower confidence level. In this case, credible

:, reliability predictions were achievable as evidenced by the reliability
test results.

d) The reliability growth during the APQ-113 production phase was exam-
ined and is depicted in Figure 9 as an extension of the rate of reliability
growth line observed during the APQ-113 evaluation test phase. Through-
out the production phase of the APQ-113 program, a continuous formal
Reliability Acceptance Test (RAT) was performed to assure maintenance
of the required MTBF for each production lot. Fifty-four radars were
subjected to 130 test hours each. The MTBF measured on the initial
sample of equipments representing the first production lot was 196
hours, while the final measured MTBF for the total production quantity
was 202 hours. This reliability performance, during the APQ-113 pro-
duction phase, equates to a reliability growth rate (a) of 0. 1. These
results are to be expected however, since during production, the pro-
gram is under the constraints of configuration control, which restrict the
incorporation of equipment design improvements.

7. IMPLEMENTATION (APQ-114)

In 1967, General Dynamics requested modifications to the APQ-113 Attack Radar
to meet the tactical requirements of the FB-111 bomber configuration. This new design,
designated as the APQ-114 Attack Radar, required a 5% increase in the number of elec-trical component parts and a change to 20% of the existing electrical.design, with no
relief in the existing reliability requirements.

Taking full advantage of the reliability experience gained on the APQ-113, an
APQ-114 reliability program was structured utilizing the concepts of RPM. For the
first time GE/AESD implemented, from inception, a reliability program utilizing RPM
as an integral part of the program plan, with the following constraints:

a) Dimensioning "Off the Board" MTBF

To dimension the off the board MTBF for a modified design, a relia-
bility prediction analysis was performed. This.prediction allowed for
the changed portion of the design to initially achieve 10% of its analyticalI. inherent prediction, while the balance of the design would be expected to
achieve Its predicted performance. This analysis indicated an off the
board MTBF of 50 hours.

b) Although a growth rate of 0. 5 was demonstrated on the APQ-113 pro-
gram, it was difficult to estimate if a similar rate of growth could be
sustained on a more complex product. It was therefore decided that a
conservative estimate of 0. 375 should be selected.
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c) Test Plan

With the predicted off the board MTBF of 50 hours and a growth rate of
0. 375, a reliability evaluation test program for a duration of 4000 hours
was planned. The total test time would be accumulated on three advance
manufactured radars, two maintained on tests concurrently, 24 hours
per day, 7 days per week and the third radar to serve as an asset
spare in support of the test to obtain maximum test efficiency.

d) Test Findings

The results of the reliability evaluation test program are portrayed in
Figure 10 and indicate that the actual reliability performance exceeded
predictions. A growth rate of 0.48 was achieved as compared to a pre-
dicted 0. 375 and close to the 0. 5 observed on the APQ-113 program,
providing further evidence that a growth rate of 0. 5 was realistic. Fur-
thermore, the first lot of 84 APQ-114 Attack Radars manufactured, of
which 21 went through Reliability Acceptance Test (RAT), measured an
MTBF of 212 hours as compared to the 202 hours measured on the Pro-
duction Radars of the mature APQ-113 program.

EVENT HISTORY
'i1966 1%I7 1968 1%•9170gm

""3 RADARS

SPRODUCTION (20% CHANGE)84 RADARS .. .T~ll~~ll-' •'l

PRO ACCPTANCF TEST

RELIABILITY GROWTH-PREDICTED vs EXPERIENCED

-- 200

1L; "{R 0.L -10100

• • °TIME

Figure 10. RPM Model
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D. RELIABILITY GROWTH RATE - ALPHA (a) DERIVATION

1. INTRODUCTION

Reliability growth - a - is intrinsic to the RPM methodology, and is a necessary
and important element in product development. Failure to provide the time and dollar
resources necessary for reliability growth is an error committed much too often in
RDT&E Program planning. In this section, the underlying mechanisms which influence
a will be examined.

2. SUMMARY

The analytical derivation of alpha (a) is treated with consideration and emphasis

on timely removal of systematic failures, distribution of failure mechanisms, efficiency
of corrective action and equipment growth monitoring. The effect of quality of materials
and stress factors is discussed. An analytical determination of parameters affecting
the value of alpha is provided.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Alpha is influenced by:

a) The systematic and permanent removal of failure mechanisms through
taking corrective action.

b) The rate and efficiency in failure removal.

c) The statistics of the underlying distribution of failure mechanisms whose
failure rates prevent the initially released system from achieving its full
potential.

Removal of every systematic failure mechanism from a uniformly distributed set
of sources results in a growth slope of a = 0. 6. Removal of alternate failure mecha-
nisms from the same source distribution causes a growth slope of a = 0. 23.

The use of tightly screened material (say, Class B, under MIL-STD-883) would
have removed about half of the pattern problems Wi the APQ-114 RET test. This would
result in a 40% increase In the initial MTBF, a drastic reduction of test time but no
change in the growth rate.

The instantaneous growth slope can be infinite but the upper limit on a, the aver-
age growth curve slope, is 0.86.

(x depends on the ratio T/6 , the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of the
distribution of failure sources.

a is independent of the cycle time to fix a failure, if the time is a constant multiple
of M , the mean time between failure of a systematic failure mechanism. If the cycle
timeAto fix each failure mechanism is different, as is usually the practical case, a de-
pends strongly on the cycle time.
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The ability to detect a problem is directly related to the ability of a particular test
"program to cause the failure mode to occur.

Data from the APQ-114 RET Program showed excellent agreement with the RPM
* .model.

4. ALPHA DERIVATION

Figure 8 demonstrates that reliability growth, a, is a necessary and important
element in product development. Furthermore, failure to provide the time and dollar
resources necessary for reliability growth is an error committed much too ofte-a in
RDT&E Program planning. In this section, the underlying mechanisms which influence
a will be examined.

a is the average slope of the cumulative hazard rate curve, H(t), plotted on log-
log paper, using a 'Sest-fit" straight line. It will be shown later that a ranges from
0 to 0. 86. Another statistic, a', will be used in this section; a' is the instantaneous
slope of H(t). I a'I ranges from 0 to

total cumulative failuresH(t) =dtal time interval, 0 to t

Since a is the linear growth rate of MTBF with time when plotted on log-log
scales, any factor which serves to increase M, or to speed an already apparent increase
in M, will increase a. M is increased by the systematic and permanent removal of
failure mechanisms, regardless of their sources, through taking appropriate corrective
actions. a is affected by the characteristics of the underlying distribution of systematic
failure mechanisms whose failure rates, Xs, prevent the equipment initially released
from achieving its full potential. a is also affected by the rate of failure removal, or
efficiency in effecting corrective action.

The effects on a of the above three items will be treated in some detail.

a. Removal of Systematic Failure Mechanisms

Available data from industry and Figure 8 show conclusively that products initially
released for manufacture exhibit a MTBF that is near 10% of the inherent, or latent,
product capability predicted from parts performance. If M is the predicted MTBF,
Mp/10 is the initial performance, and IOX.- is the initial faiure rate. Furthermore,
regardless of the underlying failure distrieution, the initial performance is evidently
Mp/10. This fact implies that the underlying failure distribution is bounded or con-
strained, such that the sum of the failure rates of all the systematiC-failure mechiisms
which dilute equipment early performance and the non-pattern failures which one accepts
and identifies as Xp is 10,p, i.e.,

S=n
X + Xp ff 1 xp = M-

S= I
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Thus,

Sn

X 9X

S= I

These systematic, or pattern, failure mechanisms have an associated failure rate Xs
that is relatively "close to" the equipment failure rate Ap, but which is several orders
of magnitude above and, therefore, distinguishable from the failure rates of the parts
themselves. (Figure 11) Note that the failure rate ,nf the lowest major procurement
assembly Is approximately 10-5 compared to the systematic Xs around 10-2. The re-
moval of these X5 through an orderly and planned program of test, analysis, and cor-
rective action, is one of the basic principles of RPM.

2

EQUIS PMENT
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Figure I1. Failure Rate Distributions

Figure 12 is an idealized display of the %a which are close to the )p. The failures
are placed regularly in time at intervals MN IA (when in reality they occur quite
irregularly, even randomly in time, but such that their averg interval of occurrence
is Ms. determined by summing the times and failures from the s-th systematic failure
mode). Also idealized in Figure 12 is the failure source distribution. It was assumed
to be uniform and nearly symmetric about Xp. These assumptios lead to no loss of
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cc.tasidering the case where ormly alternate fal1h.r* niechanisnma are- fixed (haklf of tionui).
the growth rate is reduced to a 0. ~"3. keigure 14) The cycle time to Incorporate cor-
rective action affects t"e break poin: of the iturve M4t), and thereby, the total teiot dura-
tion. lIn the above examples. the br-'k poiknt occurs pr'ecisely at 4 N. be-yood the first
failure of that mode with the shortest mean ti=-. "a~ Uu.
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Figu'res 15 and 16 exhibit data from the APQ-114 RET Program, plotted in a form
sianilar to Figures 12, 13, and 14 and showing excellent uorrelation with &,e postulated4 : model. The 114 RET Program and its a growth will be discussed at the end of this
section.
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Figure 15. APQ-114 RET Results - Systematic Failure Sources
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b. Underlying Distribution of Failure Mechanisms

In the discussion above, the distribution of failure sources was assumed to be uni-
form, approximately symmetric about \p, and bounded by the constraint that

S n

s=n

S=I1

In what follows, all distributions will be similarly bounded, since the preponderance of
evidence confirms this constraint as factual, but variations in uniformity and symmetry
will be discussed.

i I Intuitively, one can envision that there is no upper limit to ', This observation
comes from the following reasoning:

Suppose the ,mderlying failure distribution consisted of nine separate
systematic failure mechanisms each with a failure rate X= X, and a
* mean time, Ms= Mv. I! the nonsystematic failares associated with the

predicted MTBF, Mp. are included with the systematics, the combined
distribution satisfies the 10 Xp constraint but is plotted as a thin line at
%p with n = 10 units high.

0

~P

Suppose also that the first failure 6, each of the systematic failure
me,.hanimnis occurs at exactly the same time, and that each Is corrected
in the same cycle time, say WMf,. as before. Then th, I it) plot, Fig-
ume 14, would be , 10 cut to tON = 4 and at that point Jump disvo.-
tinuously to X 1 i. Thu&, the k(t) curem would be a verticl lint at
:t/Ms r4, and the tslop of the lnstaune-ous failurs rate c4rvm would bea'dM -d'

d t - w, The corresponding value for a is +0, 860.

HIowev'er. while the iretically a could approach 0.800, there are many practical
factors which tend to limit v,'Cue of a:

1) Failure rater of pattern problems are dletribut on both ides of p

2) The distributions are rarely symmetric.

3) Corrective actions are =4 aiwayu psr4 ect.

4) i'allures do no occur at th same time.

I: I



5) The corrective action cycle time for each failure mechanism is really
not the same.

6) Every failure cause is not discovered and eliminated.

These "real-life"' considerations have led GE to hypothesize a practically achiev-
able upper growth limit of a = 0. 6, a number borne out by extensive GE7N reliabii-
ity est data on a variety of different products.

Several skewed distributions were examined, and their associated values of mean,
_X, standard deviation about the mean, (5, and corresponding growth, a, are shown
below normalized for X =1

UNIFORM ABOVE') _X6

NOTE: Tlhis case occurs when a number of fail-
ure mechanisms exist in the released design,

I any of which can unilaterally prevent the equip-
ment from reaching its latent captability, M. Pit
represents a design with shortcomings that are
disc-overed early in test.

SKEWED LEFT

I(2) 1.11 0.300 3.70 0.67
I NUT E: This case occurs when the design con-
I ~atis a preponderance of easly~ detected failure

mechanisms combined with a tow subtle failure
modes, which will not show up until far into test.
This case occurs raost frequently in~ "real life"

experiencetSKEWED RIOHT

.'(3) 0.71 0.22f' 3.14 0.63
NOTE, This cuse occurs when the released de-
jign cent~ains a high proportion of very subtle
failure mechanismns, not easily detected in test.
F'ew obvious fauits exist. A long and discrimi-

_____________________ nating test will bft rtoiuirod to discover and re-.

The distribution lactors which work to lnezemse

1)Cancentmatio of faliure ahus nrvebow.

(~~(M~ ea K 1 14 g to early 1WV0



An inverse ralationship exists between the standard deviation, 6, of the assumed
distribution and the value of at . The smaller the 6 (nearness of the MTBFs of indivi-
dual failure modes to each other) the greater the at (steeper rate of growth). In par-
ticular, the 6 for the hypothetical case that gave +' = + was zero. Subsection II. D. 7
examines this relationship with mare rigor, and shows that a' depends on the ratio 1 /6.

c. Efficiency in Effecting Corrective Action

In Part a. of this Subsection, it was assumed that the total cycle time to remove
the s-th failure mode was fixed at 4M.. This assumption means that those failure
mechanisms with low Ma which present themselves early and repetitively in test are
fixed quite easily and rapidly, and those failure mechanisms with high Ms that occur
only occasionally in test are from subtle sources, not easily discovered or corrected.
Clearly, available experience confirms the reasonableness of this assumption.

However, the total cycle time to fix the s-th failure was reduced to 2M. to obtain
a comparison with the above result. a did not change, only the break point at which the
x (t) curve began its descent from 10 Xp toward its asymptote, X p (Figure 14). Again,
this break point was at 2Ms beyond the first failure in that mode with the shortest mean
time, Ms. Thus, while the curves with 4Ms and 2Ms cycle times had the same a., and
were parallel, the curve with the shorter cycle time reached the Xp goal much quicker.
Since test time increases logarithmically, the program with the shorter cycle time to
fix failures requires less calendar time and test hours but more diligent corrective
action.

Now if it is assumed that each of the failure mechanisms is eliminated in a differ-
ent cycle time, the time to fix tWe failure becomes a variable that affects a - the shorter
the fix-time, the steeper the a growth. Since this effect is quite irregular and related
to the difficulty of the individual fix, its variable effect on a is best treated empirically
using data from the actual case at hand.

The severity of the test environment is a factor which affects a in a subtle way
since environmental severity can accelerate the exposure of failures. T'he optimum
combination of temperature cycling, and/or long-term dwell at temperature pedestals
in precipitating failure mechanisms is not addressed in this study. However, it is gen-
erally accepted that cycling is better where stress phenomena are invlwvd (nailhead
bonds in integrated circuits and solder Joints, for example) while soaking at high tem-
perature accelerates failure modes dependent on chemical processes and soaking at low
temperature identifies circuit performance margins. Furthermore, available parts
failure data confirm that high temperatures increase failure rates (Arrhenius Law).

Vibration. whether fixed frequency, swept sinusoidal, or random !s known to ex-
1 pose mechanical weaknesses like wire dress problems, looseness of antenna linkages,
incorrect torquing of screws, and general workmanship items. T'he time at which such
failures occur is retated to vibration levels through normal S-N Curves (Stress vs Num-
ber of Cycles).

In general, the ability to detect a problem is directly related to the ability of a test
program to cause th"e|ivuro - iode to' occr:--hether the causative mechimiim 6-s"lin
durio, 'as 0 i, nthe case of wJarout). eoKnvirimenlal temperature. vlbraton. or cobina-
tions thereof.
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C.

d. Equipment Growth Monitoring

It is important to recognize that the RPM planning model expression

[(tT•a

where

= Time at which initial data point is plotted (pre-conditioning time)

M = MTBF requiredR
M, = MTBF initially

provides the test time, tT, at which the instantaneous MTBF of the equipment under
test will reach the MTBF requirement, MR. Normally, the cumulative MTBF is meas-
ured in test and converted to instantaneous MTBF by dividing by 1 - a. i.e.,

a

The cumulative MTBF is plotted vs cumulati, e test time, a straight line is fit to
the data, and its slope a is measured. The instantaneous MTBF line is then drawn
parallel to the cumulative line but displaced upward by an offset equal to 1/(l - a).

e. APQ-114 RET Program

Actual test data from the APQ-114 RET Program is shown in Figure 15 in a form
similar to Figures 12 and 13 and in Figure 16. However, the ten most serious syste-
matic failure modes are presented in order of ascending time to first failure. Thirty-
six pattern incidents were grouped into ten failure modes uniformly distributed above
X•1 My Pfor the APQ-114 was approximately 200 hours giving X.p = 0. 005 failure/hour.
All the X8, of the pattern modes were below Xp, and it took several mean times, Mp. of
test to precipitate failures and identify the modes as systematic. The 36 failures are
the condensate of 130 separate test incidents resulting from the following censoring per-
formed basically consistent with MIL-R-26667:

1) Test equipment failures were removed

2) Test operator errors were censored

3) Early mortality failures were removed

4) Confirmed wearout failures were removed if the wearout times exceeded
that time containted In scheduled maintenace lists published prior to
Initiating RET.

In addition to the systematic failure mechanisms. 15 nonpattern parts failures
occurred with their rate of occurrence largest in the first 700 hours ot test. The X. of
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these nonpattern, parts failures is 15/3500 = 4.3 fails/1000 hours compared with 5
predicted,indicating remarkable correlation between materials performance and pre-
diction.

The summation of the X s associated with each systematic failure mode plus the X
associated with the 15 pattern failures were added to give a sum of 20.9 failures per
thousand hours or a MTBF at test start of 48 hours, comparing reasonably well with the
actual observed MTBF at the beginning of the APQ-114 RET program. This signifies
that all the significant data that affected the RET results are in the above numbers.

The APQ-114 growth curves are plotted in Figure 16. The total data demonstrates
a growth of a = 0.48 and the instantaneous growth must be derived from the cumula-
tive curve by offsetting it an amount

1 1 192
I- - 1-(.48) = 0.52

The instantaneous curve is also shown in Figure 16, along with the growth for non-
pattern failures.

The growth for nonpattern failures shows a remarkably interesting trend. The
failure rate improves with test time at a steep growth rate (a = 0.67) even though no
specific corrective action was taken. Further, the growth persists for nearly 2000
hours and then levels off to a X that is within 15% of the predicted, latent, X u. This
improvement occurs even though an effort was made to recognize and censor early
mortality failures from the data. This "apparent" growth, as distinguished from Du.ane
growth resulting from correcting observed failures, has been noted in btrrn-in data in-
house and has been reported by others in similar test work. True a growth contains a
contribution from long-term burn-in as well as a contribution from correction and re-
moval of failure mechanisms. One might expect the growth associated with the long-
term burn-in to be less than the Duane growth due to the corrective activity in the latter
case, but the 114 RET results do not confirm this expectation.

In any event, linear growth on log-log scales arises from a failure distribution
that is Weibull In form. The phenomenon of part failures occurring at successively
increasing time intervals is identified with the age of the equipment in test more than
with the cumulative test time and, of course, benefits only the equipment under test,
not all equipments of the same configuration.

The growth associated with the first time occurrence of each failure mechanism
was also plotted in Figure 16. If it were ideally assumed that each failure mode was
eliminated immediately after it first occurred, then the growth rate shown by this curve
might be considered a theoretical upper limit on the Duane growth associated with
identiying and eliminating all the pattern failures. In this case, a.a 0.68, and the
actual test result of o 0.48 is sustaintially short of this empirically derivedI umaxin umin

5. QUALITY OF MATERIALS

The quality of materials has two basic effects on rk -growth: (me for pattern"
S-correctable failures: a second, and different, effect an nonpattern/accepted residual

o.so-called "randomd " failures, The available APQ-114 aid APQ-1I3 RET experi•ce
will be drawn on heavily in this empirical analysis.
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a. Effect on a of Correctables

Of 51 incidents used in Duane growth curves, 36 are from identified pattern
problems. Since many of the 36 incidents were repeated, they group themselves into
15 separate, correctable, pattern problems. The correction of these problems was
the major contributor to the Duane growth of a = 0.48 demonstrated on the APQ-114
Program. About half (actually 8) of these problems would not have existed if tightly
screened material (equivalent to Class B under MIL-STD-883) had been used from the
outset.

An additional two failure mechanisms might possibly have been eliminated under
MIL-STD-883 Class B screening, but are not included with the above 8 since the prob-
lems were of a very subtle nature, uncovered only after many hours of concentrated
testing and analysis. Eliminating these 8 failure mechanisms removes 19 incidents.

After removal of these 8 mechanisms the remaining 114 RET data then consists
of 17 pattern failures from 7 correctable sources, plus 15 nonpattern problems. This
data was replotted in a form similar to Figure 16. The growth rate was a = 0.48 or
identical to the growth using unscreened material, but the slope intercept was
appreciably increased by the removal of material problems. In particular, the initial
MTBF increased from an average of 42 to an average of 55 hours*, or an increase
of 31%.

While this increase does not seem particularly dramatic of its own magnitude, it
allows a tremendous shortening of test time and, therefore, cost-saving in test. With
screened material, the same MTBF could be achieved in 1275 hours, for a saving of
2485 hours or 66% of the cost of test.

b. Effect on a of Nonpattern Problems

The "apparent" a -growth resulti'ng from the tendency of nonpattern problems to
occur at successively increasing times between failure was previously discussed and
distinguished from Duane growth resulting from corrected causes.

The nonpattern part problems in both the 114 RET test and 113 qualification tests
were all of the variety that conceivably could be eliminated (or reduced) by screening.
The dita from the 113 or 114 effort does not easily provide the desired data comparison,
since these failures were not eliminated but accepted as the predicted residual. If all,
or most, nonpattern failures were eliminated through the use of higher quality materials,
the ultimately achieved MTBF clearly would be higher, and the "apparent" growth rate
to get there would be lower than the 0.57 demonstrated in Figure 16. It is estimated
that the a would be- closer to 0.35.

*The word average is used to denote the averag- of two twumbers obtained in extremely
different ways: (1) The cumulative failure rate versustime was plotted In Figure 16,
and a line faired through the data points. The inptantaneous failure rate line was
drawn parallel to the cumulative line but displiced downward by the offset factor I-a
and extended to the le.t side intercept at I s 100 hours. The failure rate . I
28 x 10-3 was obtained giving an initial MT13F of 36 hours. (2) The summation of all
the systematic failure rates was taken,-: - 20.9 x 10-3. and ?MTBF 48 hours.
The average of 36 and 48 hours was tamken u the intercelit.
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Failure rate tables give a range for the improvement in the ultimate MTBF with
improvement in parts screening levels. Experience with such data shows them to be
reasonably accurate and credible (e. g., RADC Notebook I1).

Actual in-house data from parts procured to MIL-STD-883 Class C, and on a
later buy upgraded to the tighter screening requirements of MIL-STD-883 Class B, are
shown in Table VI. The dramatic improvement in module and part failure percentages
or percent defectives is at once evident. This table provides valuable data not readily
available elsewhere. If projected costs of eliminating failures at each level of assembly
can be hypothesized or determined, the table can be used to determine the cost effec-
tiveness of screening to various levels under MIL-STD-883.

TABLE VI. PART FAILURE COMPARISON, MIL-STD-883 CLASS B AND CLASS C

ICs TRANSISTORS SFPs*" DIODES TRANSFORMERS CONNECTORS OTHERS TOTALS

I FAILURES QTY NOT
MODULE 447 441 251 178 7 NIA SIGNIF

UNIT 55 38 101 50 4 2 23

EQUIPMENT 31 2D 60 31 1 10 24

F1 FIELO 1 1 3 1 2 3

TOTAL 534 500 415 260 14 15 47 1199

*EQUIPMENTS 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

IFAILURESIEQUIPMENT 20.5 19.2 15.9 10.0 0,5 0.6 1.8 69,2

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE
PART USAGE 2900 1690 260 5290 39 950 9D 20,519

DROPOUT RATE 0.3% 1.1% 6.1% 0.2% 1.3% 0.06% 1,02% 0.3%

# FAILURES OTY NOT

MODULE 51 47 11 14 NIA SIGNIF
UNIT 3 2 S 2 1 9

, EQUIPMENT 2 3

-FIE9 F3 15
TTI56 4916 16 0 2 1 5

#EQUIPA7ANIS 51 95 5I S0.51
4FAILVRIES1QUIPMENT 11.2 1.3 3, 2 2 O 0 04 2.6 30.4

PARTUSG(APO.119 0 m119 D .9

DROPOUT RATE 4% 0.6% 1.2% 0. NIA 0.04% Q, 0C Lis

*OT)VRS INCUD RESISTORS, C-APACITORS, CRYSTALS, COILSIC". E INDUCTORS,
DELAY LINES, AND MAJOR SISCONTRACTOR ITEMS

.HY$RIO MICROCIRCUII

6. MANAGEMENT EFFECT ON ALPHA

Several basic effects of management commitments on a and on the overall relia-
bility test have been observed in various test programs at GE. This commitment can
"take the form of multiple test positions, dollar resources, manpower commitments.
productiom schedule incentives, priorities, or combinations thereof.

Multiple test positions accelerate accumulation of test time for mninium schedule
within balanced limits of dollar expenditures for equipments versus dollar expenditures
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for test time. Multiple test positions have very little effect on a, but large effect in
shortening time and cost of the overall test. The remaining four factors cited above all
serve to increase a and shorten the overall test within limits. Each factor works to
limit the time between a failure occurrence and the ultimate corrective action in product
to eliminate the cause, and in each case except priority, there is a saturation limit, or
a diminishing return for the next unit of commitment. The optimization of the test cost
factor in balance with the life cycle savings resulting from MTBF improvement has been
treated elsewhere herein.

In the case of the APQ-113 Reliability Evaluation and Reliability Qualification Test
effort which maintained an a = 0.48, the times to remove systematic failure mechan-
isms averaged 4.4 times the MTBF of the indicated failure mechanism. In the case of
the APQ-114 RET Program, the a was slightly less (0.48), and the times to remove
systematic failures were much shorter (4 times the MTBF). The reasons for the
decreased a are:

1) Most of the failure mechanisms had been removed in the prior 113
design

2) There was only a 20% transition to the 114 design

3) The 113 production and quality learning was complete on 80% of the
system.

The decrease in the average time to remove failure sources li, related to exper-
ience, learning, and a greater propensity to investigate failure causes before the par -
ticular failure repeats in test.

Each of these RPM Programs had an adequate commitment of the above-listed
management ingredients, necessary to program success.

7. ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE VALUE
OF THE SLOPE a'

a. Purpose of Analysis

The purpose of the analysis was to:

1) Identify and determine analytically, the parameters that affect the
reliability growth rate a '

2) Determine i1 an upper bound on the value of ' exisits

3) Determine the value of such an upper bound if one does indeed exist

b. Summary of Results

The parameter that primarily determines the value of a' is the ratio of the mean
to the standard deviation of the probability density function (pdf) of the systematic

failure mechanisms, 5 s!O s. Other influencing paraireters are the symmetry of the
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pdf and the number of standard deviations from ' to Xs m *'There is no theoretical
upper limit on a ', but as shown earlier, practicaf program•-factors tend to limit a.'
growth. It was also found that a ' is not influenced by the time to detect and remove each
failure mechanism if that time remains constant. Ways to increase the value of a' by
judicious testing are discussed from a conceptual viewpoint.

c. Conditions of Analysis

The initial hazard rate XI of the equipment is equal to 10 Xp, where Xp is the
inherent hazard rate of the parts comprising the equipment.

The final hazard rate of the equipment XF is equal to Xp. This implies that the
systematic failure mechanisms, which account for 9X p, have been removed in the final
state and only the inherent parts of the equipment can subsequently fail at a constant
rate.

Each individual systematic failure mechanism is removed at four times its
mean time to failure. That is,

i si

where

X. = hazard rate of the i-th systematic failure mechanism
s1

t fotime to remove the i-th syrtematic failure mechanism measured
I from t 0

The total hazard rate of the equipment XT(t) is assumed to be a linear function of

t on a log-log plot. For this analysis the linear chararteristic will only be assumed,
" I rot proven.

The growth, a', is the negative instantaneous slope of a curve of failure rate ver-
sus time.

The computed value of a' is predicated on a line joining two distinct break points
in a curve, a' is defined for

44
Xs max "s in

All early mortality defects have been removed by appropriately structured burn-
In tests.
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d. Results

The following listing contains the results of work reported under Analysis. All
derivations are contained in that section.

1) The slope, a', of the hazard rate curve is as follows:

D flog (Smax -log (X (7)

Since

Slog(x ) -log ('x )] • log (x m
Smax min "

aV depends not only upon the difference

S 5.max mm

(i. e., the spread of Xs), but, more accurately, on the absolute values of

X s andXs
max mln'

2) Not much insight into the process can be obtained from the above equation.

For values of Ia 'I • 1.9 the following expression anproximates equation (7) above:

F 2.30 ('\ 1.15( 1 -s)

a'•Lk 1 (I ÷s) + s)(18)

where "X, dS s, and s are the mean, standard deviation, and symmetry parameter
respectively of the Ns probability density function. kI is the number of standard
deviations from ) s to X a max or the parameter that measures the range, or spread,
of the data.

3) If the Xs rpd is symmetrical about its mean, s 1 and equation (7) may
be approximated as follows:

SI. i5 / •s I-

for values of V I , 1.9

4) Also when s • 1, the above expression shows that a' is directly related
to the ratio of ks/, . and is inversely related to k I The value of k1
is different for different 1xit shaLeS. If the pdt type (or shape) remains
constant, W varies as the ratio ks/ ,
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5) Since
)SMax -- 8

kX

equation (19) above may also be expressed:

= - .(2 0 )

Xsmrax .

6) The maximum negative value of a' is infinity and occurs if

0
5

! or if

X~max =

can conceptually be made zero by designing equipment with identical
components (e. g., a box of only resistors), by selecting only those
components with identical X 's, or by hypothesizing environmental stress
factors which affect the failure mechanisms independently and cause all
X's to approach a single value.

7) The average value of X s governs the approximate mean time to discover
and remove systematic defects, and thereby affects the length of test.

8) The time (to) to the first systematic failure mechanism removal is

Max

9) The time to the last systematic failure mechanism removal is
4/k

min

10) The tst time to achieve a specified reliability is governed by both
44o and W.

i 8 ma"

o. Background
Systematic failure mechanisms are failure mechanisms that are designed and

built into e:ach and every equipment of a given design with certainty. These consist of
design deficiencies, of engineering and drafting mistakes that wont unnoticed, those
manufacturing mistakes that are repeated (e.g., improper procedkure), unreliable
designs, and those repoated workmatiship errors related to the above -mentioned mis-
takes and unforeseen or unrtmensioaed material quality and screening coutraint
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either unique to a part or Its application. Systematic failure mechanisms are distin-
guished from "random" defect failure mechanisms in that they can be removed from all
the equipment of the same design once they are discovered in any one of the equipment.
'7Random" defect failure mechanisms can only be removed from the particular equip-
ment under test.

It has been observed that complex electronic equipment cf different design from
different vendors have an initial X I of 10 X p. This, in effect, says that complex equip-
ment with many possible sources of systematic failure mechanisms have initially o,
the average the same total ni X si. The individual ni X si most likely are different, but
their summation is not.

Thus,

Js- Ns
n 9 xp

1=1

is a constant. No such constraint exists in the variance

2
Xs

or the type of probability density function.

1. Analysis

Define

X T.t % L•j• t • s t 1

where

T total equipment hazard rate as a function of uzue

)ee a ha.z-rd rate of the )-th part of tho cqIlpment

Np - total number of equip•ent parts

)si(t) a hazard rate as a t.;uction kd time of the 1-th systemauc
i failure mechanasm

N, *. #oal nau-ber of systematic tailure mecitanisms

aj % er of parts having tW j-th ba.rd rte
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l•Iti.•lly •t t "+ 0
S+ x s(O) = 10 >, (2)

)'I XT(0) = Xp p +

or

Xs(O) = 9>, (3)
P

\s(t) decreases with time as •o individual ),st are removed, x remains
constant. P

Define

SM p ffi l/•p = equipment •TBF
+iiI X • log(•)= log(tXp) (4)

21 •T(t))

Y = 10€ (-•p (5)

ii+!

!!i+i -t

" •" t10) I •"

: i• _-- l'" 0 ..... • • .. ..... • ........

i}):°.
i• i Y• " Y! •- I I

•,.:': • :y .,-

I:+, 50
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X2 = log(4X -log (X• )

x, log (4 ) -log (X. ) (6)
Pmmax

SX1og(>s )- log(> ) log
max min sY- - 1 (7)

mimin

stain

As an example consider an equiprobable pdf as shown below:

f (%S)

(X I } -

max stai 0 [ ]
0 S s

min max
S

- max stins 2

s -xi imax Smill

21T

It can be seen that

max

X kSmin s 2 s

S - x (k +kd•d
max mlin s

In this case, It= k 2 = k due to symmetry about X8
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Therefore,
k

s

or

k= "

The density function of X s will not necessarily be symmetrical about 5s; in which
case k1 k2 . Thus, define

S -- symmetry parameter.kk

max s s
/ skI 6•

k= 5•-I -- 9)
Sin s5s s

Define

kidx
sr =(10)

From equations (6). (8). (9). and (10):

S 5 max N +( .r)1• - -X . 1 l o g l o ( 1

(Fr6)•-Q+ (I +r ril÷)

Define

r (1.8a)

X2 XI log(l+U) ((U)

ln (I + u)- • • LJ.. +-( (
+L(2 ) 2 ZU

*Mathonmtacal Tables, Ninth Edition. 1951, p. 281. Chemical Rubber Publishing Co.
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where

(-1 < U i

k 2
S0 < ; O< + iOD

kid

* ~is always positive and will be less than I for the cases under stud~y.

0 <r <1

U r +rs

Therefore, U will be within the desired range of -1 < U <(+

Furthermore:

in (1 + U) = 2-U ifU ~3or rs 0.86 (14)

Therefore,

in (I. U) -+r----r (15)

lo~io (1I U) 0. 434295 In (I U) (8

1~ ~ U +.5( * rs & (17)

or

2 .30 / 's ~1. 5(1-s)]()

for
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For a symmetrical pdf, equation (18) reduces to:

1.15( s

- 8' (19)s

where

S•x - S

8 -
= max

Therefore,

1.15

smax 1-- I

xs

•:• I ' & 1.9
I>

Stress Facior Consideration

The following diagram shows the effects on X8 and x of varying the stress fac-
tors. Assume that X I can be influenced by vibrationlevel only, X 2 can be influenced by
vibration at a particul.r resonant frequency, and ),3 can be influenced by temperature
only. Inherently X 1 = x 21 2, and 3= 3 (in arbitrary units).

F..Initially

and

S= J•=00815

I|f all 2 are increased by a factor of 5 as In (a). thi new n nd e will bo five

. times higher than= initially. Equa~tion 7 shov•, tiw, a ' is tunaltered. Diagratu parts (b)
S ...... oand (c) show the chan~ges in m•' by altering the V•s by the amounts shown.

•-:• ' * Environmental strs factors cause the effective \si to be- greater than, the it,.he.rent

.s1 by sonie factor. ki. which is no. linear in general. Inc'resing the temperature
abvo room temperature by (I) increasing the ambient temperature or by (2) lowering
cooling air rate. for example, on a transistor will result in a decrease in MTBF (i. e..
an increase in its "inherent" ,). Increasing the level of Input vibration of a structure or
part near its resonant frequency cause% an Increase In I. according to the corresponiding
stress cycles to failure curve for fntigue-type failure nocrhanisrns. Also. maintaining
the vibration frequency at resonance for a long time by using a slow vibration sweep rate
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f()
2 -- 5(2)-- 10

I (a) •' 0.815 . 5 (0.815)
ki 1.23 k 1 1.23
GROUP I GROUP II

1/3
0 j X.

X 1  )2 -3  5 > 1  5 *X2 5X3 3

lI I I I l ,

0 1 2 3 5 10 15 XUNITS

(b) GROUP III -
4s=0.8151I/3 1-3k1c= 1.23

5X,13X7/3X&,

f01) GROUP IV "IV

6• 0;31 = 3/2" 3 = 3

!!0 X '

3

compared to using a fast sweep rate causes , to be larger for fatigue-type failure mech-
anisms. Changing the nature of vibration from sinusoidal to random causes a change in
X Ways of estimating the various damage p~tentlals of these widely differing environ-
menta& stresses is available in the literature and will not be discussed here.

Thore are other mechanisms that are sensitive to levels above some threshold. A
loose solder ball, nut, or washer may relocate -and cause a short circuit it its accelera-
tUon exceedc Ig. A bolt may become loose above a threshold amplitude.

There are still other failure mechanisms that are sensitive only to the combination
of environments.

An antenna. secured by a tapered sh-aft with a captive eiid nut.* can lose bore-
sight as a result of cýmblned temperature and vibration environment. There are cases
(levels) where neither environment, individually, will cause the slippage. Many other

examples could be cited. The main point is that the reliability engineer has many u-ays
selectively to alter the X 's by synthesizing the desired reliability environmental test.
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Insofar as the changes in the 5s due to environment can be reflected in the under-
lying distribution of new, accelerated, higher (X s)NEW, then the effects on a can be
calculated/predicted with some rigor. But this problem has plagued reliability engi-
neers for years without solution other than reasonable ampirical approximation.

The diagram shows 3 hypothetical cases of the effects of environmental accelera-
tion on X s, and the corresponding, but widely varying effect on a'. These distributions
were contrived to show the dramatically different effect on a' that relatively mild
changes to failure rate acceleration factors can have.

Diagram (a) shows a set of 3 systematic failure, X1 , X 2X X3 , all accelerated

equally by a factor of 5. They take on a new mean, X, which is 5 times the old. They
exhibit a new standard deviation about the new mean, oX ., which is 5 times the old.
But, the ratio T /6, does not change, and therefore, a', is invariant in spite of dramatic
environmental effects on the 5.s.

In (b), we hypothesize that X 1 could be increased (accelerated by environment) by
a factor of 5, Xk 2 by 3, X 3 by 7/3. In this case the mean X s was increasedby 6/2 = 3,
but 6 = .815 before and after, unchanged (deliberately). Because the ratio X/6 is now
considerably increased, a' also increases.

In (c), X 1 and X 2 are independently increased such that all 3X i are equal after-
ward. 6 is now zero, and a' is infinite. This result implies that all 3 failure mechan-
isms are removed simultaneously and discontinuously.

E. RELIABILITY INVESTMENT ANALYSES FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AVIONICS

I1. INTRODUCTION

This subsection dimensions and analyzes elements of reliability costs, termed
investments, and establishes models to evaluate their interrelationships, vtalue, and
impact on life cycle maintenance costs. The si.'action analysis is structured An the
following sequence:

e lllabUity Test Investment anl Life Cycle Maintenance Cost

(Model Derivation)

* Computer Program for Reliability Test Investment Aawlysis (LIFCO)

* RDT&E Reliability Investment Analysis and Life Cycle Cost Impact

* Production Program Reliability Investment Analysis

* Parts Screening Cost Model

* Product Screening Cost Model

Life cycle costs as referred to and utilized herein have b en simplified to include only
the equipment recurring field naintenance costs/savings eased on ma nate nce %an-
hours aud replacement material excluding all other logistics support cost factors.
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2. SUMMARY

e Reliability Test Investment and Life Cycle Maintenance Cost

A mathematical model is derived relating the cost factor variables as-
sociated with reliability growth testing with selected factors identified
as impacting equipment life cycle maintenance costs. Using the vari-
ables selected, the model developed permits determination of optimum
reliability test investment within the context and limits of stated simpli-
fying assumptions.

* Computer Program for Reliability Test Investment Analysis

The above model has been generalized and refined into a computer
program capable of evaluating optimum reliability test investment, di-
mensioning MTBF goals, estimating test schedules and testing the sen-
sitivity of reliability factors for a variety of given conditions.

e RDT&E Reliability Investment Analysis and Life Cycle Cost Impact

The APQ-113 RDT&E reliability program elements are dimensioned in
terms of contract value to size the investment required to achieve de-
manding reliability requirements. The attendant cost leverage of
reliability investment to maintenance savings is also presented.

* Production Program Reliability Investment Analysis

The value of parts and product screening are .;essed based on savings
attributed to the relationships of costs of failures in the factory versus
the field and the associated failare rates experienced for the APQ-113
program.

3. RELLABILITY TEST INVESTMENT AND LIFE CYCLE MAINTENANCE COST

a. Introduction

Reliability tests cost nioney! Maintenance of unreliable equipm~ent over its life-
cycle costs a great deal MORE money. The question arises: "When does the Incremen-Reliability ~ ~ ~ ~ -t tests 10s Ioe, aneac f srlal qi ncreme n ta le

tal cost of MTBF improvement through reliability ;rowth testing equal the incremental
saving In maintenance costs over equipment life-cycle by doing so ?" This question is
analyzed In the following model derivation which permits establishing guidelines for
cost/roesource zamnage went.

I < b. Derivation Model

The model is derived in terms of MTBF; however, for convenience the resulting
expressions are also shown In terms of tailure rate (k).

As described in the Alpha lerivation subsection of this report, the reliability
growth of an equipment during RET can be wmthematically expressed by the folloftng
equation:
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M= (21)

where
M = MTBF measured after t hours of testing which is assumed to

remain constant thereafter

Mi = MTBF initially, at time t

t = Accumulated test time

S= Slope of reliability (i.e., MTBF growth curve)

To evaluate Mj use the "10% Rule" of RPM, i.e., when ti 100 hours,M = Mp/1O,
where M is the predicted MTBF.

p
Then

When a 1/2 (a value demonstrated in several test programs)

M 1/2

M =T t (23)

and solving for t

t 10 (24)

Let I' be the cost of performing reliability tests in S/hour. and C be the total test

cost in dollars.
Sk l4M2 ,104 x

C W't k 10 or - 2 whereM14 kndM, (25)

p

Equatio• (25) Is a parabola C/M or a more complicat•d fuctlon COA).

C O C(S

M-I.) 4 (fALUaES/HR



It follows that the incremental change in cost, dC, caused by a change in MTBF,
dM, is:

2kI 10 X
dC 2k' 104 dC p

= M or =- - - (26)
P

In a life-cycle of T hours of operation of an equipment, 10T/M maintenance
actions will occur. *

Furthermore, a reasonable average cost of a basic maintenance action is $220**.
Then the lWe-cycle cost of maintenance in dollars is:T

S (220) (10) = 22001 or 2200 XT (27)
M

where

S = Total maintenance related life-cycle cost, excluding items
identified in the footnote.

Equation (27) is a hyperbola in M or a simple straight line ink.

II •..• OR

M IHRSI X (FAILURES/HR)

Model Sznplilftcatiori Assumptious: (Pra-utiocas for modil use are provided on page 61.)

* OQrational taintwtace tasks are proportioal to test MTBF.

* Field MTBF is a co•staut relttod to test MTBF - this also es-umes that field
streSses are coastant.

* The avexage cost of a lntviianve task is $220. It is recognizcd that lWidvid-
nal tasks %ary, twsed on dlfficulty.

Equations (25) a;xi (27) are plotted below for typical values of the variables, related
to GE!AIMD experience with actual Air Force programs.

"*The ratio of factory detinstrated MTBF to the 66-I reported field M rate is approxi-
mately 10.1 (See Field Perfornunce Analysis)

S*Thls cost Is only traintenat ce nmn-hours wnd repl"cownat naterial excluding all otbhr
logistics suppart cost factors.
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The rate of change of S with respect to M is

dS 2200 T .S
' 220 or T 2200T (28)

with the minus sign denoting only that S decreased as M increases.

Equation (28) gives the incremental savings, dS, due to increasing M by an amount
r,-•.dM .

Upon equating (26) to (28) and ignoring the minus signp

2k' 104 220 T

p

13 T 1/3

Equation (29) determines that va-lue of N w1 r,, the slope of curv C equals the
slope of curve S. Also, equttion (29) determnnes that value of Nt where the cost of
reliability taprovement through lost equals the life-cycle savings, when:

1) The 10% Rule applie* (RPM).

2) 1' 1/2

3) Test cost is assumed to be proportional only to test time.
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4) The number of maintenance actions in field is 10 times the factory-

demonstrated MTBF.

5) The cost of each maintenance action is $220.

The above model equation has been generalized, making it independent of the above
five restrictions and refined to include the following additional variables in a computer
program:

1) Nonrecurring cost of test equipmeaL.

2) Nonrecurring cost of equipment under test (recoverable with reasonable
refurbishment)

3) Recurring cost of Corrective Action relating to test failures/problems

4) Calendar time to achieve the indicated MTBF

This computer program, called LIFCO. allows one to optlnize resources againx t
a variety of rationales. Examples of the model capability and application are:

1) Determining the optimum reliability test investment based on mainte-
nance life-cycle costs for a given program force structure.

2) Dimensioning equipment MTBF goals based on optimization of reliability
test investment with projected maintenance life cycle costs.

3) Estimating the test program schedule time required to achieve the
specified MTBF based on the resources allocated.

4) Determining the impact on reliability test investment, lif -cycle c.st
or MTBF achievemeut by changing any of the program variables.

IMPGfiTANT PRECAUTIO.N TO BE OBSERVED:

Some very puratical c•snlderations must b applied to effectiv ly use this thU rt'-
teal model:

1) I'he PquIpment MTUF tUMt can be achlievL thruugh P growth testing is
limited to that predict-able within the lest stre-sses ijplieel, using real-
Istic failure rates based on MNi-Handb-Wk-21 i, aWn consiering con-
'tractor and Air Force experience (refer to RPM Criteria and Con-
strails, tuge- 27).

2) Recognition tOat somue destgn changes lutrodurve to increa4se reliability
(MTOF) cold result in higher equipment naintetinace c.Ksts. The com-
l/Jter program permits selection oi any average cost of a minatetanwe

actwo.
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3) Many factors unrelated to equipment reliability (MTBF) impact the total
cost of field maintenance and need to be excluded when analyzing the
worth of reliability investment in terms of field maintenance savings.
Typical of other factors govertring maintenance costs are: equipment
utilization, personnel skill and experience, base manning levels, main-
tenance policy, and spares and support equipment availability.

4) Only the numter of field maintenance actions resulting from equipment
failure directly relatable to equipment reliability should be used in pro-
jecting life cycle maintenance costs/savings. In the computer program
provided, the factor (MAF) permits conversion of test MTBF (Ma) to any
desired value of projected field MkMA.

4. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR RELIABILITY TEST INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

PROGRAM LIFCO
LANGUAGE BASIC

MACHINE GENERAL ELECIRIC MARK 11 TIME SHARE

DESCRIPTION

This computer program, using the identified variables, relates reliability test in-
vestment cost to fielded equipmeM maintenance costs, based on test schieved MTBF.

TEST TIME (Hours)

a a

•'- wl-,--

where

ti Initi-al accumulative tours (t-p rically establishWd at
1l00 hours)

M lnitially btserved MTDF (at t 1

-Ma - Test ahhieved MTBF (the program calculates Ma a
I)4Vrceot of I)

U- Predlcted MThF (See Note)

:l llI~bility growth slope (practicalky constrained to < 0. 6)

NOT.: It per RPM, the predicted MTBF Mip L 125W of the required MNTDF, then cost
tradeoU analyses based an the computer model should be wajlq at the point
:a 0.8 &I.
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TEST COSTS (DO'lars)

C (TC) (t)+ CAC ~ .TA +NRCTE

where

TC Test Cost in $!/hr of test

CAC = Cc rrective Act~ion Cost Wn S/hr of test

TA Test Asset. Coo't (value of p~rite equipment corisunv-d in 'eatII or refurblsh=m .nt cost when~ not consumed)

NRCTE '~Nc *.recurring test equipnmeit costs

SERVICrF COSTS (Dolla..'s)

where

* ~Cm = Cc t per imahiteiuiace AcUti (t )

M4AF -Maintenance acts/ uiurte (-W factor !6 used to convert test achleved
NIT3FS , 1a to pro~ected flek. MTSMA, I. e, b4AF

T E-qipetit field life cyv-le In

=(N) (P) (FI

where

N Nuwbet' of aircruf* :wga*iw -:rdeA

P F±t~d tioCy e inye

CALENDAR~ TIME Mn.

x
'wbere

Hor I tvW ~r awn0 4o eUfitlive test tInMe

x (X M



where

xAvailable test hours per mnont~h

X2 =Eificiency in terms of decimal ratio of time utilized versus
time availlable

E Number of equipments concurrently on test

The pregram permits a variety of input/output options and routines by varying a
single input over a wide range of values to determine the model'Is sensitivity to t1 at vari-
able or to establish a fanuly of cost and cost ratio relatioships between selected pro-
gram variables

INPUT (Aftachment I - Typical Input Statement)

A selection of (1) a base case resident in the program or (2) individual inputs of

18 variat~les,. Description of thc variables is as shiown on preceding pages.

Computer
Program

Symbol Description of Variabit Variable

M PPredicted MTBF in hours, A(l)

C Cost per Field Nainttnaancc Action in $A(2)

TC Test Coat in $I hr A(3)

T Life~ Cycle in hours A (4)

Numiber of Aircraft Progratuxued ur Deployed A(6)

PEumipntt FIidt Life- Cyrie inx ye~ars A(?)

MAF 14Aliatenante- Acts lailure A(5)

Alphl- as Zk d'cxiral A 19)

CAC (4rreedie A~ta-, Costs ia $fhr of Test A(I 3)

Temt Assmni t A(1Il

NWtTV Nch "trri%~ Tost Squpmtm~t Costs inA12

A WfecUV~ Test H~uors -mr Mdowil, A(18)



Computer
Program

Symbol Description of Variable Variable

X1 Available Test Hours per Month A(14)

x 2 Test Hour Efficiency in % A(15)I E Number of Equiprn:ents on Test A(16)

OUTPUT

The program output is selectable in terms of a detailed printout by 10% increments
of MTBF azhieved (Ma) with a minimum total cost program calculation or only the 100%
MTBF achieved and minimum cost printout. The output is also selectable in terms of
dollars of test and service costs (Attachment II) or ratios of test and service cost per

1 hour of MTBF achieved (Attachment 11).
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ATTACHMENT I

-LIFCO -

) TYPICAL INPUT STATEMENT

F WL~A'~ TC CALC AVAIL TEST 14FS ...YES-I..NO-Z

AVAIL RES --PEfv V ~C;

TfEST EFF'ECIE~NCY IN X
? 36.33
NbO.CiG E60UP-ENTS

~TbF ~AELCTELIN HESS

CO6ST PER I~ANT ACT IN~ $

TEST COST IN $/MR
? ?.5
LIFE CYCLE IN HkS
0o YOU 41SH TO CALCULATE...YKS-l..N0-Z

NO.0 A/C
?1000

NO. OF YE-S LCC FIELL

FL HfRS/AC/Y[h
? 250
rAINT ACTS/FAILUFRE

? P

ALPPý AS A UECIr.AL
4~, YOU WISP. TO CALCULAfE ALPHA..YES-I..NO-2

I~tllU YCU1ý OWN VALUE:
? 5
ACCU¶V, HkS-INITIAL
?100

INITIAL tTBF
17.F

CRFECT'IVý -CTN 11H.1
AS A~ FUNCTICN QOF TEST COST ANL, ALPXA-1 OR FIXED-2

INP'UT r!XiX VALUE:
? 45
TEST ASSETiS

*~C IE

_11,P,_lCUT SLL (Tlu4 ... CXNJLETE.-..OF NIN$-2

Ch~iAItL3- I **. ..... Cf. kATI(;S-2

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ATTACHMENT II

- LJFCO -

MTBF ATTAINED BY INCREMENTS OF PREDICTED

p-•ly-b(1): 176 I-MTBF(17): 17.8 I-HCUES-(10U YI00

iIX E 'ý.SS FAC.TOI.(19): 0 FIX E'VITY FACTOR(20): 0
Ljjrz CYCLE(4): 2.500000 NO.A/C(6): 100 -NO.YRS(7):- 10 FH/AC/YR (6): 250
KATACTSiFI•-(5): 2 $/MA(2): 220 TC-$/HR(3):-T5 CAC-i/H£(1): 45

TEST ASSt.TS-$(1i): 0 NIC TU$(12): 220000

AVAIL TESi -KhS-(it;): 399.16 --

";..S/0 MAV*(1t4): 60U TLST EFF %(15): 33.33 NC.OF' EQ'S(16): 2

rdý,i' TATAINEU ThST CHARLES SE.RV CHARGES TOTAL kATIO

7. H MoS $ $ $ S$T$

10. 17.3 0.3 232000 61797753 62029753 266.4
20. 35.6 1 26S000 3.08989E+7 3.Y[6•gE+7 115.3

30. 53.4 2.3 323000 20599251 209272-51 62.?

"4u. 71.2 4 412000, 1.54494E+7 1.58- GT4E+7 37.5
50. S9. 6.3 520000. 1.23596E+7 I. 2M79GE+7 23.F

f3. 106..? 9 65?000. 1.02996E+7 1.095T6E+7 15.8

i. 7u. �14.6 12.53 ý0?000. S.32325E.C 9.63625E+6 10.9

Su. 1'4;).4 16 9g_3000. 7.7124'i2E+6 8.71272E+6 7.s

90. 1tO. 20.3 1.193•+6 6066417 8056417 5.8

10-i. 17b. LS 1 4L .+6 6.1797ht+6 7.59978E+6 4.4

11J. 1$ . 30.3 1.G7LL+6 5.61798E+6 7.299a8E+G 3.4
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ATTACHMENT I

- LIFCO -

VARIATIONS OF LIFE CYCLE COSTS OVER A FORCE STRUCTURE RANGE

10,000 HRS -2,500,000

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEI •A-AIN .... TEST CH-RGESE S-RV c-S--*- OTAL RATIO

z H8S MOS $ m $ S$/Ts

so 142.4 16 988000 7,41573E+6 S.40373E+6 7.5

VARIABLE NO.- 4 2400000

10 17.8 0.3 232o000 59325843 59557943 255.7

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

, 142.'4 16 9b8000 6,17978E+6 7.16778E+6 6.3

'Vkr,,,AbLL NO.- 4 _000000

10 17,b 0.3 .32000 4.94382E+7 4.96702F.+7 Z13.1

------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------

e J 142.A 16 9SS330 4.94382E+6 5.93132E+6 5

'VhIAP.LE NG.- 4 1600000

1 17.9 0.3 232000 395505•? 39782562 170.5

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

80 142.4 16 988000 ... 0898"9+6 4.07789E+6 3.1

VA-IAbLE NO.- 4 1000000 ---

10 17.8 0.3 23ZO00 2.47018E+7 2.49511E+7 106.5

380 142.4 16 988000... 1 .85 393U:6 [.9-3A 6 f S'1.9

VA blAbLE NO.- 4 600000 "

10 - 17.8" O.3 2W2'066 1.48315E.+'7 1.506355+7 ^3.9

------------------------------------------------------------------------
ScA:;• Cbh(,-1,C ANLLS-2,MULT c;H•C-3,INT VALU•S-4, d. ' -6
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ATTACHMENT HI (Continued)

a0 1"42.4 16 988000 61-T7'.. 1.60598E+6-- 0.6

VAPI IABLE N0. 4 200000

10 '178 0.3 232000 4.'7752E+6 5.11552E+6 21.3

so . 4-4.16 988000 239T.- ....... 1.11E+ 0.3

VAkIAbLE NO,- 4 80000

10 1708 -0.3 232000 1.977543-E+6'" Z.20953E+6 8.5

3 0 142.4 '1 988000 12359 1.1I1G+6+ 0.1

10 17.80-.3 232000 988764..........276E+6 4.3

---- ------------- ý*--------------------------------------------------------

go 8 142.4 [6 8800Q -3089849 1 .0 1891+6 0

VAFIALEK N0.-_4 10000

10 17,8 0,3 232000 247191. 479191. 1.1

----------------------------------------------------------------------
CASE. CHNG-iCHANGES-2,MULT CHNG-3,PRI-NT VALUES-4,END-5
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5. RDT&E RELIABILITY INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND LIFE CYCLE COST IMPACT

a. Objectives

The primary objectives of this subsection are to relate the reliability investment
costs required during the RDT&E phase of tne APQ-113 development program to the to-
tal RDT&E program costs. Having established these, the relationships between invest-
ment and field maintenance savings are portrayed and quantified.

b. Summary

On a new, high performance aircraft avionics program, where the reliability re-
quirements are demanding, an investment approximately equal to 20% of the RDT&E
nonrecurring program costs is required for reliability disciplines and practices. Relia-
bility evaluation testing (RET) alone accounts for 55% of this investment; however, sav-
ings in field maintenance in the order of 50:1 are projectable for just this portion of the
investment, depending on the size of the programmed force structure and achieved
equipment MTBF.

c. Investment Analysis

"To structure and dimension the reliability cost model, the APQ-113 program ele-
inents and costs were analyzed and related. In order to afford an orderly and generally
applicable model, only the nonrecurring RDT&E costs were selected, while costs asso-
eiated with prototype fabrication - labor, material, etc. - were excluded because the
quantity of equipments normally varies from program to program.

It was deemed appropriate to subdivide the costs into three basic reliability
RDT&E categories:

1) MIL-STD-785 Pre-release Reliability Practices. Provides for reli4-
bility involvement and considerations throughout all aspects of design,
development, and production and assures that the specified reliability
performance requirements can be met. These practices generally en-
compass the following areas of reliability control:

• Parts Reliability - Preferred Parts - Evaluation/Qualification Tests

* Reliability Apportionment

• Reliability Predictions

0 Design Techniques - derating, stress analysis, redundancy

* Worst Case analysis

* * Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

, Reliability of Critical Items

. Design Reviews
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0 Manufacturing and Test Reliability

* Evaluation Tests

2) RPM Growth Program. Includes reliability evaluation testing, with

associated failure analysis and corrective action. This program must
be structured in consonance with the optimization routines presented in
other sections to maintain the relative cost relationships.

3) Reliability Qualification Test. Cost associated with performing the final
demonstration test o! achieved reliability.

NOTE: It is paramount to recognize that reliability growth to the predicted level is not

achievable if the reliability disciplines identified in MIL-STD-785 are not im-
plemented. Similarly, total reliability achievement can only be obtained
through a properly structured reliability evaluation test program.

The APQ-113 RDT&E cost structure analysis has indicated that an investment in
relia•blity disciplines approximately equal to 20% of total nonrecurring RDT&E cost is
necessary to achieve reliability compliance prior to production. It is important to rec-
ognize that this 207o ratio is applicable to a 100% ne,ý; design release. Designs with dif-
ferent degrees of design inheritance may require other ratios of reliability investment to
RDT&E program costs. It is probable that the relative percentages will increase.

The 20% reliability cost of RDT&E programs is composed of a set of elements within
the three primary ones, discussed earlier, dividing the costs as follows:

5% for prerequisite MIL-STD-785 Pre-release Practices

* 4% for Reliability Qualification Tests

* 11% related to Reliability Evaluation Tests

The evaluation tests are further segregated into two principal categories:

* Cost of Test

* Cost of Failure Corrective Action

Test costs accounting for 6% of RDTr&E costs include the cost of:

* Test Equipment

* Test Facilities

* Test Labor

* Repair Costs

* Test Monitoring and Planning
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The 5%, costs attributed to corrective action, consists of:

* Engineering Design Evaluations

* Reliability Parts Failure Analysis - down to failure mechanisms

"• Quality Assurance - workmanship failure assessments

"* Cost of Corrective Actions - part vendors, engineering redesign,
manufacturing changes

The reliability cost model derived from the APQ-113 is depicted in Figure 17. It
has been found that costs do not relate to achieved MTBF on a straight line basis for
several reasons. principally:

1) Systematic failures detection rate decreases per unit of test time.

2) Failures detected in the later test phases are normaliy complex requiring
more analysis and more in-depth corrective action than eariier failures.

20

RELIABILITY QUALIFICATION
TEST ACHIEVEMENT

16 RANGE

L •oCORRECTIVE ACTION EFFORT

11 GROWTH
> •RELIABILITY EVALUATION

Z ...5
OFF THE PRE-REQUI S ITE

BOARD MIL -STD -785 PRERELEASE
10% OF PRACTICES

PREDICTION

10% S PRED ICTE DMTBF 100%

-BASED ON APQ-113
EXPERI ENCE

Figture 17. RDT&E Reliability Investment Cost Model
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The model in Figure 17 illustrates several of the relationships discussed in this

study:

* MIL-STD-785 is a prerequisite to reliability evaluation testing.

* The 10% initial performance even after all the pre-release disciplines
have been implemented.

0 The 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 failure distribution constraining the initial performance.

* The separation of the RQT and RET with the RQT being the customer proof
test and the RET being the contractor growth testing.

e The "achievement range" indicates the variability in the dollars to MTBF
relationship.

d. Life Cycle Cost Impact - High Performance Aircraft Avionics

Reliability growth programs are not cheap - but can result in significant savings to
the end user. This section evluates the leverage which an investment in reliability
growth testing has upon life cycle maintenance costs.

Application of the cost model through the use of the LIFCO* computer program
has provided a variety of analyses. The two most applicable are reflected in Figure 18
and Figure 19 based on data inputs shown on page 66, representative of the APQ- 113
example.

In Figure 18 it can be seen that a minimum savings leverage for this example is in
excess of 50:1, i.e., ratio of dollars invested in the reliability growth test to the savings
projected considering maintenance costs, at $220 per maintenance action. The ratio is
obtained by comparing the net cost of maintenance (61M - 7.7M) 53.3M vs IM Invest-
ment 53:1.

This savings is based on the difference between growth test achieved reliability and
the off-the-board initial test reliability at 10% of predicted. Typical deployment periods,
flight hours, and aircraft Inventory were used and are identified in the sampie computer
printout.

Readily seen are the rapid recovery of test investment cost and the significant
savings in maintenance cost assuming that the MTBF improvement realized persists in
field performanc:1, Not reflected in the nia tenance cost are the additional logistics
costs associated with low reliability, e.g., spares, AGE, mission effectiveness, ma-in-
tenance facilities, aircraft down town, training, changes, all of which would serve to en-
hance the value of the reliability test investment.

Figure 19 portrays the effects of a given MTBF on field maintenance cost and re-
lated reliability test investment costs, stressing the importance of specifying the opti-
mum achievable MTBF requirement and assuring compliant reliability performance.
Figure 19 is based on the samlle quantities as the inputs for Figure 18 and the total sav-
ings are based on costs of $220 per maintenance action.

*LIFCO - An acronym for the GE program developed for this study.
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LIFE CYCLE (YRS) 10

6 FLIGHT HRSI AICI YR - 250
COSTIMA -$220

EX. 1000 AIC
SAVING LEVERAGE 50:1

EX - 16 A/C
'IREAKEVEN"0

03A

11

973j K R INVESTMEN 4 VUMs
•J • EVALUATION TESTING

16 A/C 1IOGAIC 5W AIC 1O0WAIC
FLIGtT HOURS X 104) HIGH KRFORMANCE AIRCRAFT

Figure 18. Maintenance Cost vs Flight Hours

i LEVERAGE 50:1

A MAINT COSTS 18 HRS COST - 143 MRS COST
41 TEST INVEST•MNT T"EST INVEST 1 143 MRS

4 0 IN SERVICE 61M 1,6M
1 ,..4AINTENAlNCE 973K

30 I

tGROWTH TESTi

20 4 0 s 100 120 1I40
TEST ACHIEVED MTBF IN MRS

Figure 19. Reliability Growth Te3t Investment versus Life Cycle Cost
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6. PRODUCTION PROGRAM RELIABILITY INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

a. Introduction

Equipment reliability performance and achievement is largely determined by the
decisions and investment,: made during the RDT&E program phase. However, to com-
plement and sustain the RDT&E program investments and achievement requires con-
tinued disciplines throughout the production program.

Two of the significant production program disciplines discussed in this report as
essential to meeting the APQ-113 reliability requirement were:

1) Parts Environmental Screening

2) Product Environmental Screening

The objective of this part of the report is to dimension the cost effectiveness of each of
these disciplines as apolhed on the APQ-113 program.

NOTE: Cost of faihlIre values used herein were not derived as part of this study. The
numbers wer.' obtained from factory and field sources and are judged to be
reasonable based on being best estimates of the user's experience. Expressions
derived utilizing these numbers have been presented in general terms in order
that they may be evaliated over a range of input values.

b. Parts Screening and Burn-In

INTRODUCTION

The APQ-113 program utillz& high reliability lurts based on having a contractual-
ly enforced devu- iding equipment MTBF requirement. At the time of the decisken,
cost effectiveness was a secondary consideration to meeting the contract require-
mont. This section evaluates the merits of parts screening based on the Improved
part failure rates experienced, and cost of part fAilures, compAred to the additioni-
al average cost of a screenei part. One obj.ctive of this a ialysis is to demonstrate
that it is cost efftctive to identify aixd remove part failures at the point of lowest
cost per failure, which is the part manufacturer. Another objective is to show t wt
the higher material costs of screened parts is largely offset by reduced equipment
nm~aufacturing costs.

It is recognized that many actors ¢ontribute to the cost of a screoimtxd pArt iriclud-
.hg part typo, lot quantity, and type a1 screening required. The APQ- 113 parts
screening cost analysis is based on the practices described iW Table XIV in Section
III and the cost of parts scre-nix;g at an early stago of its development.

CONCLUSIONS
This study ha•s concluded that use of high reliabll'y parts on the APQ- 113, neces-

sary to meet the contractually specified MTBF, also hid positive economic payoffs
over and above the higher material costs initially incurred by the radar manufac-
turer.
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COST ANALYSIS

The cost effectiveness (E) per radar of using high reliability rarts versus standard
parts is expressed in the following equations, which relate the costs of implement-
ing high reliability parts into equipment, to the cost savings achieved in the manu-
facturing cycle, at platform and in the field. These savings are based on the ex-
perienced failure rate differentials between high reliability and standard parts at
these levels and their relative costs of failure:

Factory Platform Field

QC 1 (P-P 2 ) C2 (P 3 -P 4 ) +AC 3 (P 5 -P 6 ) +C4 (P 7 -P 8 ) CC5 (P4-PI 0 )3

=CXQ (30)

and

Savings per equipment: S Q Cl(pl- P2 ) '". C XQ (31)

where

E Cost effectiveness of high reliability parts per equipne.)t -
(it E > 1, it is effective; if E < 1, it is not)

ArPQ-113
•:•:- ,, 'x~lecence

C Average additional cost of a high reliability part over $. 00
a taIdard part

Q Quiaautity of purts per equipm•ent 10.700

"P1 " @ failures - staidard parts" - at bIcoming Test 3.

P3 a failures - staulard parts" - at In-Process Tv.st At

P5  la failures - staniard parts- - at RAT .02q.

:P.. • N [failures - smtudard parts* - at Platform .03

P. 10 failures - staunard parts* - Wn Field (I year) 18•

P 2 failures - high reliability parts - at Wncoming Test

)P4 '-ie failures - high reliability parts - at In-Process Tes.

P 6 = failures - high reliability parts - at RAT .0031-

iP8 failures - hitgh reliability parts - at Platform .011

*The values used for standard parts in the APQ-113 example were estimated based on
GE experience on other programs.
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APQ- 113
Exr 2rience

P % failures - high r-* "ability parts - in Field (1 year) .06%10,

A % of systems presented to RAT 30%

C1  Avg. cost of failure ix' $ at Incoming Test (exc4. Mat'l) $16

C2 = Avg. cost of failure in $ In-process test $150

C3  Avg. cost of failure in $ at RAT $300

C4 = Avg. cost of failure in $ at Patform $2500"

5= Avg. cost of niainteva:ce action in $ iii Field $220

The above equations can be generally applied to any program with applicable or
projected costs and percentages. The average failure percentages and costs for the
APQ-113 are reflected adjacent to each f~actor.

Note that the field contribution to the savings is limited to one year of projected
failures. This is because the percentage of part failures was taken from one jear's
APQ-113 field experience atd the fallacy of projecting forward at this rate.

The "E" - offectivetess - of Itigh reliability parts for 0h APQ-113 is there-fort
calculated as follows:

70 .$2oQU o $IS3t-0.t.i' ) -I . . ) 30 $0 (.'02W-.10

E

The~r•ifore, E be;ng 1. Ow worth of high Mrability parts is psitivo. and was
effective,

lit the exampite providr-i. the dtstr112.zixi u savitngs olzcurs ~S Iallow-U.
VPcIry Plat•o•rm Ftold

,3SaVlw."s Part .,5 .50 .27 1. 0
~ -V

M% ishows that thr ivxestmvit lin high rleliaibhty. parts t& -- t fially rierovkre to tho fac-
tory, Nirni p e mpu cut na,•nufactucr-, r;,suulttit Wh s case' in a nm 12', htzher r•ciurri:W
oqu4uen materil cost anionnt~lnw •,o $1300 per tar. ThL swaLd anvoui to less than

*WIsed on a lurts failure dsitribetimi of tIvo pArt faiture-s durtn ground anstallation atd
checkout for each part failure during flight, at platform hvvel.
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one percent of the procurement cost of a radar of this type to implement • 100 percent
screened malarial. Even if higher .jquipment procurement costs are indicated, thU ue-
cisior to use high reliability parts is cost effective based on the total savings available
when hicluding those projected at platform and field levels.

Calculating the achieved overall savings rser radar by substituting APQ-113 "dues

into equation (31):

S $17,700 - $10,7C' $000 saivLngs per radar.

Proje(tirig this savings across the entire APQ-113 radar p-, gram for the 359
equipments delivered amounts to a total savings of $2.5M. By further projecting this
across the e-1tte APQ- 13,'1'-4/l4.4 quantities, hy utilizing tl e APQ-113 costs and per-
centages, a nh t.vi-gs of 560 x $7000 $3.9M can be pro xcted.

c. Value of Product Fnviroaenta, Screening

AP-11i program LRU burn-in proved -n effective test screen and failure pre-
cipit.,tor as discussed Ir the, failule distriL~bpn part of the Reliability Production Pro-
gram Analysis sectio,, l.t (act, tie eau:,,meit's MTBF requirement would not have L: :e.
achieved nor sustained withou it.

Calculating the relative x-'! in dollars of performing product environnumtal
screening at factory lest. as up J to the costs associated with not performing the
test presumes that poteptiAl ff'iiurts not fowtd at factory test will occur in the iietd
necessitating corroctioi at a hlghe-r cost pfr failure. Toie a'-alysis prezote. is bUa1et
on the product screetihg desc Libo.d in Section Ill, pages 123 through 12b

tn dimetnsionieg th.ý co.,st tradeotis, the following elemants wrrant evahatiMU:

[ In-tr-t o'st: ionrocurrhng facilities. Test F!upkipent. Test
Eng - ing '1W Pltanning.

"" Bnr.- tns' t-a-.s tvr t•xcteqlpmnl- piweatt -ra r;, ig cot•s
assoc aiad with perfornng ¢ he test

C V40 roSt i burn Ln :uros trouh- . rrvrtg

& C PI~AtI, 4r. VA ~ a IQ itut'e

C Cui -t a ,i-4 tlorlu failure underr grj•; level Oheikout ambieWt

C3 Cwt (A a i 4fprnm '"IurC 4ndcr Aircraft Sell fliht vuent- t
COMn4it Io"~

Q Quantity of rLadrf proccssed
# Vactory -in L, llurts: Pilure p - radar

• , llattornl failures: Fati-ure ner -'aZr attributed ;ust to the :,_tul:of not havi.g performv. Lac~ory pr-duct scrcrmatnI A7Z



P Percent (decimal) of factory burn-in failures that would have
escaped aad occurred in the field at platform level as a result of
not having performed factory burn-in

The above elements may be related in the following general expression which is
structured assuming that screening is economically worth doing if the total cost of
finding the failures in the factory is less than the cost of finding the failures at the field
platform level.

Factory Cost < Field Platform Cost or I + Q(T + F C) < QF C1

Note that the actual contribution of field failures beyond the platform level has been
ignored since the platform level, like factory burn-in, provides the initial equipment
environmental exposure. Also omitted from this equation is the cost of oevelopment and
implementation of technical corrective action which is an independent analysis based on

; ]its contribution to reliability growth and the resulting effect of reducing both factory and
field failure levels.

To estimate the tradeoffs in cost effectiveness without knowing F2 . the percent of
the factory burn-in failures that would escape and fail, (P), times, the factory failre
rate (F1). cr PFI, may be substituted for F2. This permits solving the equation for P
or examining the tradeoffs available based on varying assumed values of P.

Based on the cost per failure differences existing at platform in-process and flight
test levels, the F2 platform failures are broken into two primary components expressed
as:

F 2  FA +FE

where

FA Plutiorm failures occurring at ground level check-out ambient

FE • Platform failures ocurrcing under flight etivironmental
cowditions

The general expressiun can now be resiatt.d as foliows:

Illustration. based on A I-113 '114 7144 data:

.Q 560 radArs

'T S $2.5XQ radar

F 5 failures/radar (Ref. Figure 47 - note this number rangod as
high as 16 fai!ures/radar when burt-in was first InitiAted and

e tdbe t use as reriesenuing the worst case of nAt itsttutizig
_143. a-int)
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C = $1 50/failure (avg)

C2  $1000/failure (avg)

C3  $5000/failure (avg)

Assuming

F (FA +FE)

then for this example it is estimated that

F 2 andF = 3A E

baseU on factory experience where environmental testing precipitates 50% moie failures
than ambient test. This apportionment was also observed in the distribution of the
APQ-120 platform failures.

Setting the factory costs equal to xhe field costs and solving the equation for P
yields:

S14
p 232 x10

952 x 10

This result means that under these conditions, the product environmental screen-
ing investment would have been completely amortized if only 24 perceat of the factory
btun-in precipitated failures had escaped to fail at the field platform level. Evidence
that more than 24 percent of the factory burn-in failurezj would tav; uccurred at plat-
form level is provided in the study data (Refer'ence Figure 53) where it is shown that 40
to 80 percent of the LRUs tested failed burn-in with approximately 40 to 50 percent of
the faiiures occurring during the first temperature cycle.

.U,3ing the generail e-pres-i'rn developed and the dimensions of the APQ-113 exam-
ple indicates a potential 4A cost leverage advantage to performing factory product

F'. eOvironamntal screening. ass-ming all of the burn-in failures escaped and failed at the
p"iatfnrm level. While not all of the factory burn-in failures precipitated would have
escaped and faibd at the platform level, this is considered a reasonable estimate of
!'allable cost leverage based on the average defect rate of 5 failures per radar used in
the calculation, which is considerably less than actual initial burn-in experience of 1.6

- Ifailure, per radar.

It must be recognized that the cost savings projected cannot be ralized without an
iiicrease in equipment manufacturing costs. The estimated size of the increase is din,,-
Onsioned as follows:

I Q (T+ F C)
Factory Costslladar

V";' $4000/Radar
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This amodnts to roughly 2% of the procurement costs for a radar of this type, but based

on the projected savings it should be treated just as a reallocation of costs to the equip-

went manufacturing level, where the cost of finding and fixing failures is a minimum.

Anoth•.r alternative to examine using this example is portrayed when factory

s,.reening is not performed, i.e., I + Q (T + F 1C) = 0 and the given five failures/radar

do occur at the pIatiorm level, in the same assumed distribution; then:

FC + FEC3 = $17,000/Radar

ITing the values provided in this analysis indicates that there is a possible savings of up

to $13, 000/Racdar by performing factory LRU screening.

Also important to note is that the APQ-113 values used in the example to estimate

the value of product screening are not independent of the positive effects of parts

screening.

8-1
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SECTION III

RELIABILITY PROGRAM ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section describes the APQ-113/114/144 Attack Radar reliability program
elements, disciplines, and results during the RDT&E and production contract phases.
The objective is to identify, analyze, and dimension the primary reliability program
elements incorporated and their contribution to equipment MTBF achievement.
Comparisons are drawn between the APQ-113/114/144 and the APQ-120 radar reliability
programs as data availability permits. Reliability evaluation and qualification testing
programs are analyzed separately in Section IV.

B. SUMMARY

. Pre-Release Program

Analyses are made of the APQ-113 RDT&E reliability program expert-
ences including the reliability program specification, analytical MTBF
predictions, and part standardization and application.

* Reliability Tradeoff flcisions

The decisions prose t.d and analyz'ed contributed most effectively to
equipment ITBF alichievoment and involve the tradeoffs made an materil
quality levels, product complexity. and product and subcontract itemi!; ernvirournenttAl screening.

T Ti- reliability program elvennts imlueticiltg, controlllU, and measur-
.. g the APQ- 113 114.:144 matufti-turibiW alot program are calu-
.ted. Thte elments evated Iinclude the equipment design maturity Mt
time of release to maoulacturing, the produrtion te.st program structure
atablished, the rmulting failure d1_qtrlbftfons anl performance mevasure-
Sments. and tK) roulines utilied lIfor technical problem Identification and
.solution,
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C. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. PRE-RELEASE RELIABILITY PROGRAM

a. Findings and Observations

0 The APQ-113 challenging MTBF requirement and its strict customer
enforcement were primary factors influencing the program direction
and success.

0 APQ-113 equipment MTBF inittally measured in reliability evaluation
test was approximately 10 percent of that predicted.

0 APQ-113 part failure rates used for predicting the equipment MTBF
were achieved in Reliability Qualification Test.

* Eighty percent of the parts selected for the APQ-113 radar were com-
pliant with the prime contractor's Preferred Parts List.

• The APQ-113/APQ- 120 part drawing standardization was approximately
1.9:1.

* Both the APQ-113 and APQ-120 parts were applied within their estab-lishod derating criteria.

b, Conclusions

Challenging achievable reliability specifications should b.c derived, based on re-
quired equipment functional capability and considering optimization of RDT&E reliability
program investmenit with projected equipment life cycle maintenance costs.

Demandijig reliability rLquirements are essential to optimize equipment reliability
:eapability, eonstrain design complexity, necessitate selectiuon of high quality pa rts, and
discipluic parts application.

-Menbngful and demanding equipment reliability performatnce can be achieved arsddemonostrated as part of RDT&.E programs, if contractually spLcified a rvulremtts

and uncompn1umsiagly e'forved.

A~alytitcal predictitons e de-maWding retiabflity ptrfortmnce are achievubkle, usuig
crodible panrt falure rates, and dynamically atructurcd reliability growth testing pro-
grams.
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2. RELIABILITY TRADEOFF DECISIONS

a. Findings and Observations

*• Environmental parts screening of 89 percent of the APQ-113 radar
part complement was required to meet the 134-hour (at 90% confidence)
?vITBF requirement.

* Room ambient testing alone during manufacture of avionics products to
be used in ,igh performance aWrcraft environments is inadequate based
on APQ- 120 and APQ-113 experieice.

• Fnilurc-Iree cycle criterion as part of product environmental screening
assures brn-in of the product and provides incentive for corrective•• actio-cThe iPQ-13 utilized approximately four times the percentage of en-

vironii'enially screened parts as the APQ-120 (89 versus 24 percent).

,• The APQ-113 parts screening criterion was for the most part more
stringent tian the APQ- 120.

* T"'e original APQ-113 design had to be simplified through parts reduc-
tion from 15, C00 to 10,704 to meet the MTBF requirement.

0 Ont hundred percent LRU temperature cycling screening was necessary
to mftet the APQ-113 MTRF requirement.

• One h.ndred percent environmental screening of subcontracted items at
the subcontractor's facqlity was necessary to meet the APQ-113 MTBF
requirement.

b. Couclusions

Equipment complexity needs to be cotitactually himited. consistent with iuemail
Capability, to preclude jurts count estala-tion z'v3 its atu nza. a tve impact on reli-
bility, perfor-ance, and life cycle tualaiienanc, costs

Otte huodrW percent parts screening is nei, ssary to meet demandin'j reliAbility
rt.4lre,)menlh -ar provide effective control of the quality of rchased materials.

Complex electronic products having d-em tiu reliability requirements an high

prfortnance aircraft applications, must be 100 perrent screened, during manuzActure,
in the most severe etd U30 envirvrwent, but no l•fs than MIL-STU0-781 requiretuents.

SubcontrIctod Mmites must be subjected to the S- ae reliabLity requtrements and
d"scijlle.o applied to the prime oquipment, atW onvt X•mo•l•nay qu-4,ifiled as end items.
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3. PRODUCTION RELIABILITY PROGRAM

a. Findings and Observations

(1) Equipment Design Maturity/Stability

0 The APQ-113 design was 90 percent stabilized at completion of engineer-
ing and reliability qualification which was prior to delivery of 20 percent
of the production equipment.

9 The APQ-120 environmental and reliability qualification testing were
not completed until approximately 80-90 percent of an order of 840
radars had been delivered.

*The mrore complex APQ-113 LRUs incurred a higher level of design
change and took up to one year longer to reach maturity.

* The APQ-113 LRUs experiencing the highest level of RDT&E drawing
change activity also experienced the greatest number of problems in
both the factcry and field.

. The APQ-113 RTM analog design took longer to reach maturity than the
Synchronizer digital design.

* The APQ-113 mechanical design maturity lagged electrical maturity by
nearly a

(2) Production Test Program Structure

e The APQ-113 and APQ-120 factory test programs were fundamentally
similar until the APQ-113 program was upgraded.

One hutudred pelrcent incoming test was necessary to control lot-to-lot
quality variation found even on screened material.

* Vlevee porcent of the APQ-113 part population submitted to parts screen-

1.tug failed.

0 APQ-113 mAjor procurement items initially h"d !•ilure rates exceeding
the required system failure rate.

i Thirty percent of the APQ- 113 radars were subjected to Hleltability Ac-
ceptance Tasting (RAT). The APQ- 120 radars were not RAT tested.

• The original APQ-120 equipment test was supplemented by a six-hour
fbIlure-free ambient run-in test and a three-hour performance test.

- The upgraded APQ- 113 test program structure was 98 percent effective
iW screening part and workmanship failurts.
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(3) Failure Distributions/Performance Measurements

* APQ-114 and -144 equipment configuration changes caused iitial setback
in equipment test defect rate performance.

* APQ-113 LRU burn-in precipitated over 45% of all LRU test level failuresandl 400o of all equipment level test failures .

* Seventy 'ercent of all the APQ-113 in-process test failures occurred at
subassembly test, the most cost effective point in the in-process flow
to detect failures.

a The distribution of APQ-113 in-process test failures by LRU closely
correlated to LRU part count complexity for the RTM and ACU. The
Synchronizer and Indicator/Recorder departed from this pattern for
identifiable causes.

I APQ-113 problem distribution by LRU experienced in the factory is

essentially the same distribution found in the field.

" On-receipt quality (test rejection rate) of screened material is an aver-
age of 5:1 better than nonscreened.

* Screened parts quality is 10:1 better than nonscreened.

* APQ-113 part failure rates improved by approximately an order of mag-
nitude at each test level in going from parts screening to incoming test
to factory test to reliability testing.

* The combtioation of parts scrt~ening and 100 peocent Incoming tet pro-
vided effectve control of purchased part quality by precipitating over
90 percent of the part problems experite¢ed.

* LRU burn-in failures generally increaswd with LRU p.rt ecoiu complex-

ity and rangd from 0.5 to 1.9 failures lir L.U processed.

9 Forty to 60 percent of the APQ-144 ILJUs expostA to temperature cycing

filed, averaging 1.5 to 2.2 failures per tailed LtU.

. Approximately one -hail of the APQ-144 LiUs failing burn-in failed
during. the first teperoature cycle,

. Ao-thirds 4f all APQ-144 LIRU burn-to falluret were observed at l•w
temperature.

* Product onvironmental scr"eniag coniribulod to a 3-1 improvemntmt in
equipment rePliability growth utdor unvironme.tal rvoittio"s through the
identification and rorrectone of pittern failureqs

e M.aJor procurvnent and dpwcialty de, iees accounted for 20 percent of all
LRU rtrn-in problems. tailtng ;t rates up to 100 times greater thAn
electronic componts.



* Parts, specialty devices, and major procurement items, all previously
environmentally screened, accounted for approximately 80 percent of all
LRU burn-in failures.

(4) Problem Identification and Solution

(a) Failure Analysis -

* Thirty percent of APQ-113/114/144 factory reported parts failures could
not be veriiied as failed parts through laboratory failure analysis.

• Thirty-five percent of laboratory verified APQ-113/114/144 failures of
screened material were supplier responsibility;the balance were induced
failures for a variety of causes.

(b) Technical Problem Solving Routines -

* All program technical problems including design, material and work-
manship have to be identified and resolved in a timely manner for maxi-
mum rate of equipment reliability growth.

* Effectiveness of execution and attention to detail a'e key factors in mrak-
tug ke,ýutiial problem *alving routines wo~rk.

b. Cornclusions

(1) Equipment De)sign Nturity/stability

New product designs should not be released for volume matuifacture until
iReliability Quiltficatiou Testing W. certified that the equipment meets
its spacified relablity reuirmemoit.

M ) Produc-tio4 Test lrogram StrurnurvI * the tuAnutcturing test program structure es tablift the effectivme-ss
of product screening a the quailty level •f the product dolivcred: thMre-

* :fore the minimum production program lost structure for compkex avioni-s
products utilised in high performance aircraft eaviron mu should be
countretually sper f ed aud approttd.

.3) Prublem Identif ieation and '--hOtioU

* f•lihablflty programs must be structured to provide for the timely idea-
.tlfitentand elimination of all destgn. material ad workmanship
pattern probl ems in order to achieve w ximum rt.1 of equ ipm4 ,ella-

8ygrowth.



* Measurement of equipment MTBF using unanalyzed failed part data will
be biased unrealistically low, based on APQ-113 factory experience re-
vealing that typically 30 percent of factory test reported part failures,
when analyzed, cannot be verified as failed parts.

* Part (allure analysis needs to be maintained throughout a productionI manufacturing program because of subtle design and process changes as
well as lot -to -lot quality variation problems, continuously introduced by

part suppliers.

9 Existing electrical part screens need to be improved as typically 35 per-
cent of the electrical test level verified failures of screened material
had assignable causes attributable to supplier responsibility.

D. PRE-RELEASE RELIABILITY PROGRAM

I. INTRODUCTION

This subeection i.s structured to provide the background material covering the
initial sequen•ce of events of the APQ-113 reliability program. Its objective is to de-
scribe and analyze the reliability engineering disciplines that were applied during the
contract design and development period. The following elements were specifically
-.selected for aalyss and discussion:

* Program ReliAbility Requirements

* Reliability Predteticms

- Parts Staadardiza•ý-u

•'i' [• • P, ts Application

Where data wa• s avail.ate. comparLss waere drawn with the APQ-12O radar relative to
the muciated elemwits,

•- '•2. 8UMMARIY

a. RelabtlitW Requirements

The APQ-1 i3 14TOF reluiremt"- was trchically challmtgi. at-n was not Initially
achieved. b u at cor rtuallt•Z vo(•ced, tauting Pquipnzeit redosni. mate-ril quality
uppadtag, test pri z- t-r -ttructring produc oviromweinal sr~e41In W. and reliability
CrOUwth testi.g until the requiremont. was demostrated. Thee program elements woild
not hav'e Wem implemented to the "me deoree, or at all. if tht MTlF requiremeat
b, been lower or no enforoed.

* 39
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b. Reltability Predictions

The APQ-113 MTBF prediction based on part failure rates was achieved in equip-
ment reliability qualification test. This was accomplished only after a substantial reduc-
tion in parts coupled with the utilization of approximately 90 percent screened material
which in effect doubled the radar's analytical MTBF prediction and inherent capability.

f c. Parts standardization was specifically addressed during design and development of

the APQ-113 Attack Radar, as part of an Air Force Parts Stnndardization Program. As
a result, 8K• of the parts selected for the radar were compliant with the prime contrac-
tor's Preferred Parts List.

Comparison between the APQ-113 and ý:e AP-120 radars disclosed that on a
basis of distribution of percent of part population per part drawing, the APQ-I13 used
approximately one-third fewer drawings.

d. Parks Application

This study showed that for the APQ-113 radar to demonstrate the MTBF require-
meut, essentially all parts (971 had to be derated within 706 of the munufacturer's
rating under worst case, first article environmental conditions. Data reviewed for oth
the APQ-113 and APQ-120 radars disclosed strict compliance to their derating criteria
for part aplNicati•o.

3. RELIAWILITY PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

The reliability progiam requirements for the RDT&E or pre-release phase of thre
APQ- 13 Attack Radar were defined it the Central Dynaimes spe*ittratiun FZM-12 -041
dated 9 Janmary 1963. This protram spe-if Iv W4n *,As as romprehtensivo as MIL-$TD -
"71T and required a d0velopmtent testing program. reliability prt-quAlifir-atlon tMtm. And
reliabilitF qualiticatiop tost to Test Level Ill ot MNL-.-266A, Other roqutromvws of
this scifirction lWrluded th- establlshment of a mponett part stla.ardi .a-tin pro-
gram. a failure analsis awd i.orrertive action system, awl mr.ot rjt: of graphical

tebiablitvy Growth. along with staudard reliability prog-r-am elemets of reliability prv-
tdi-"tok modeiing, *wrtInmeo. design reviews. a-d formal recrtl,.-.

All ot the abovo-ligtod reliability disciplin" andl t-mkU were further dtf•ned arnd
elaborated upon In a Goeral £tertrii Coa4niy 1oetaibility Pro, ram Plan for the A•Q- 113

The AMQ- 113 cottractad reiabi•ity requiretnert *-as to design ad maufactaure an
attmcht r'dar catpble of test demp strating an MTSY of 134 hour, at 9W• cownidoc-e.
This MI'"*1 rcquriement- Wteame one of the most importat•- rctors ir "taactV4 program
dettstoas and e•vWA, and ultim.tely the rdarls field perforimance.
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4. RELIABILITY PREDICTION

a. Factors Applied

The APQ-113 reliability predictions were based on the following factors:
i1 * The total number of electrical parts utilized (integrated circuits were

defined as a part)

* MIL-HDBK-217 generic part failure rates supplemented by experience
factors on similar equipments

*1 Parts failure rates computed based on the applied electrical and en-
vironmental stresses of each part as ;& ratio to the supplier's maximum
ratings

* Parts failure rates reflecting the quality index of the parts, nonscreened
parts (i.e.. military standard devices, JAN, RN) versus screened parts
ii.e., established reliability devices, JANTX. RNR).

* NMIL-IIDBK-217 procedures for redundaat and/or series configurations.

b. Prediction Estimates

The MTBF predict.oa fluciate W as the equipmeat cmpte4ry cbngti to meet
functiwual perfnriance requtrements. The ititial projt-tti1 of 3600 el,!ctrical conipo-
.eat pnrts iBCreased to as high as WS, 000 component parts, before tnautg up at the

51,000 part level for RDT&E equpeoat, as deoted in Tabl VII.

TABLE Vii. APQ-113 PARTS DATA

f.. €,.•.•,''". : 3,- i z )WS z-WU - :t-'u • ¾ ~ ls • '• ta 4

k' r,. 4: 44 tt - 314

¶tL"t?':I.411 +.... . . •' i .. ,',4:

I ,- ..- x~



An assessment of the reliability prediction at the 15, 000 part level established that
due to the growth in parts count, although partially compensated by an increased per-
centage of screened parts, the MTBF prediction dropped to 88 hours, significantly less
than the minimum requirement of 134 hours at 90% confidence.

c. Prediction versus Initial Performance

To demonstrate this requirement in a fixed time test of 10 MTBFs or 1340 hours
required measuring an MTBF of 268 hours. The initial reliability evaluation test meas-
ured performance was 11 hours* MTBF or only 10% of that predicted. This was the first
insight into what was to become known as the RPM "10 Percent Rule" which is discussed<1, in another section of this report.

d. Corrective Measures

The significant difference between the MTBF prediction of 88 hours and the con-
tract requirement,substantiated as a problem by the test results, caused a major rede-
sign effort. This redesign effort was directed at increasing the MTBF of the radar
through reduction in the total number of electrical parts, increasing the material quality
level by utilizing a higher percentage of screened parts, and reviewing each part appli-
cation to confirm that optimum derating was, in fact, applied.

The initial APQ-113 production equipments, Table Vfl, were of the reconfigured
design, having an MTBF prediction of 170 hours as a result of the following significant
reliability improvements:

* The parts count was reduced by 4300 discrete parts by replacing them
with 363 high speed monolithic integrated circuits (ICs) (a 60% increase
in ICs).

- The percentage of screened parts was increased from 29 to 89%, enabling
use of the average predicted part failure rates shown in Table VIII.

*9.5 hours at 90% LCL.

TABLE VIII. COMMODITY FAILURE RATE COMPARISON, APQ-113 VERSUS APQ-120

NO, OWO. PER AliERAGE FAILURE RATE IA.*
QTYIRADAR GENERIC PART MIL--IDBK,?F?A - PR'DICTION O• SERV[D

( ~REl_ M1~ -AN
GENERIC PARTS APQ--3 APQ-120 APO113 APQ-120 SID HI RR. AP11) APQ-,20 Ji4wtI,,

CAPACTORS 140 2391 50 6 1.21 (16 all 440 0.0

DIODES 15 58 4 2 1.9) 019 0a 9 012 03?1

TW SOS1294 134 29 84 618 6 04 1.44 a I

RESISTORS 423? 6258 51 109 021 0,ii 005 CM 00?

INTEGRATED CKYS. 96013 72 14 12 2.04 a 0 1. 2C 448 6)4

TOTALS 94319 11741 L 9 lq -:)-O1071

_ X IN FAILURES PER MILLION HOURS
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e. Prediction and Performance Correlation

The predicted improvement in equipment MTBF was ev,;ntual'y confirmed through
formal reliability demonstration test whereby the APQ-113 radar production configura-
tion equipments demonstrated an MTBF of 152 hours at the 90% lower confidence level.

The average predicted part failure rates and those observed in reliability testing
are shown in Table VIII. Note that the observed transistor failure rate was nearly twice
that predicted, but the IC fail'-re rate was one-half of that predicted. The difference in
IC failure rates is attributed to the insufficient test data available at the time, resulting
in a pessimistic prediction. The net result was that the average observed failure rate
the parts comprising over 90% of the system was equal to the average predicted failure
rate.

f. APQ-114/144 Configuration

Although the APQ-1i4 and APQ-144 versinns had increased functional capability

compared to the APQ-113, the redesign goal was to maintain the MTBF demonstrated
on the APQ-113 by controlling the parts count growth, and by increasing the quality level
of material. The r: .Its of this effort are s,;:amarlzed in Table IX, showing that the
parts count increa- . * by 5 to 10% above 'he APQ-113 .evels, and the screened ma-

terial utilization in,. ec3ed by 2 to 3%.

TABLE IX. APQ-114/144 PARTS DATA

PATIP TOM ACVCO k IS~ t -C'a ci' PART% AVG. ~ P

I IW ERM 9
R I W I I ] 10

0t0) 1 1 tV t 1W 1 0 19

1" I tn IV4 56I ills
ýo- I,*1

1441010M VIV~ -1.vg :t~~~' II__Vt______ t

S. PARTS S ANDARDIZATION PROGRAM

a.Profram Objectives

-Ifih emph-ý.4 waT1 placed on parts statdardization, front the be'lnning of the pro-
-grant. through the criltion of a prir.u coatractor's (General Dytnailcs) Part Stanlardi-
ution Board. The F-ill program was the first Air Forc' Avionics Weap'xw System to
undertake ani integrated parts sWadardizaion, ptogra-m.
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As a result of GE's participation in this standardization program, 80% of the parts
selected for use in the APQ-113 Attack Radar were compliant with the prime contractozt
Preferred Parts List.

b. Preferred Parte Utilization

This high degree of standardixation was achieved by generating a Radar Preferred
Parts List (PPL), derived from the prime contractor's list. This list was distributed to
all Design Engineering personnel during the initial design phase as the single approved
source document for part selection. Similar parts stardardization practices and proce-
dures were required of major subcontractors.

Conformance of the Attack Radar's parts complement with the preferred parts list
is graphically depicted :in Table X.

TABTIlE X. MATERIAL QUALITY AND APPLICATION

L A -11 APQ-1 APQ-144FROT&E PROD.•

IPER RADAR IM 10704 1116 11545

S_ SCREENED -TOTAL 4350 9506 101"7 10581Age
SCREENED - IN-HOUSE 2469 6106 1%4 257

SCREENED -SUPPLIER 1881 28M0 8313 10324

PPL CO•& IANCE (W 70 75 82. 7 85

S 0DRATING COMPLIANCE 75 99 999

c. APQ-113 versus APQ-120

The part selection program implemented on the APQ-1 13 Attack Radar compared
with that of the APQ-120 Fire Control Radar (Flaure 20) shows that the APQ-113 utilized
one-third fewer part drawings and 2800 fewer parts to achieve basically the same
functions.

Comparisons of part standardi?.ation are shown by part type in Figures 21 through
26. These charts show the percept of total part population of a generic part type
(capacitor, resistor, diode. transistor, or Integrated circuit) as a function 0f the num-
ber of different part drawings utilized. The 601 and 75% of total part population points
were selected as meaningoul pohuts to compare the level of standardization achieved

A94
•--.94

WieuI ! ~ piI )I m rin•amSi O l ~~eeI mdI u m~u~~l Iniln~miiii,



TOTAL
0 PARTS

Z 10
APQ-120 -- 13553
APQ-113 - 10704

R 30\
* 40

50N

80

*10
6 01 D 4 3 0 55i0 9 0

20, SELE.CTED PART ALL PARTS
TOTAL' TOTAL

5 ~ \APQl~ 11,741 13,553
SAPQ-113 -9,438 10.704

so0
~60.

070.

I to CUMULATiVF NLUMBER CqF 01IFFERENT DRAWINGS
Figure 21. Drawing Standardi~ation Comparison - Caipacitors, Rtesistors, Diodes.

4. Transistors and Integraled Circuit~s
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0

25 PART
QTY

~z13: - APQ -120 172
- APQ -13 960

50

1 5 1 1 i i

CUMULATIVE NUJMBER OF DIFFERENT DRAWINGS

7. ~~Figure 22 .Drawing Standardization Compartae -Iterated Circut
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~25 PART

-- APQ-120 1578
- APQ-113 1540

~5:1

1 2 9 1 45 5) 4 f 82
CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT DRAWINGS

Figure 24. Drawing Standardization Cotnpar~sori - Diodes

0.

~25 PART
QTY

o 1 - APQ*)M 291/ - APQ-113 1403

CUMULArIR NUMBIR Of Dif FRMN1 RAWINCS

Figure 25. Dr'awing Sta*uIardlzution Compariso - Crctr
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0.

25 PART
C- QTY

- _ APQ-120 6258
I "--- APQ-113 4237

75- --51

1 015' 20 5719
CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF DI FFERENT DRAWINGS

Figure 26. Drawing Standardization Comparison - Resistors

dl. Cost Leverage

Figures 23 and 24, for transistors and diodes respectively, suggest the potential

S':

i• drawing reduction availa~ble through parts standardization. In both exa~mples, the quan-
•!- tities of parts are nearly identical for both radars, yet the APQ-120 took 5 to 6 times the
•ii" nunibc " of drawings to incorporate up to 75% of each generic part type population and, in
! , total, wook at lou~t twice the number of discrete semiconductor drawings as the A PQ-113.

•- Comparisons for other part commodities were made, but the opportunity is not as
iii apparent due to significant differences in the part quantities utili~zd. Figure 27 shtows

••an estinm~e of the initial potential cost savings available through parts standardization.
For simplicity, the comparison was made based on only the nonrecurring technical costs

i!! of nuking a part drawing and releasing it for use (ft $5000). Pa•rts standa-rdization cost

S~satvings for a program the scope of APQ- 113 were estiwated by mut•itplying this figure
•,:. by the difference in number of APQ-113 andl APQ-120 drawings. Not discussed, buot sig-
i , ~ nificant, are savings avatlable through pooled buy purcb~ze agreements, which are aided

by parts standardization.

•. , , PA" APPLICATION

i!•a. Derating Disciplines

L. Parts application denating criteria were provided to designers to assure sufficitent
•° ~desip margin VA eacrh application of the selected parts. Specfftcally, semiconductor

nowi
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120

LU (CUMULATIVE COST SAVINGS) -- ,..

400

20 0

020
'~}IC TRANS DIODES CAP RES

Figure 27. Parts Standardization - Cost Savings

junction temperatures were not permitted to exceed 1000 C and resistor and capacitor
voltages could not exceed 50% of the manufacturer's rating. Each part selected and its
actual stress condition was reviewed and approved by Reliability Engineering to assure
compliance to the established derating criteria. Table XI shows th~.- over 97%7 of the
parts used in both the APQ-113 and APQ-120 radars were applied within their estab-
lished derating criteria. B~ecause of limited data available, only 36%o of the total part
population of the APQ-120 radar was reviewed and, therefore, it is assumed that this
quantity is a representative sample of the total radar part population.

TABLE XI. PARTS STRESS ANALYSIS COMPARISON - APQ-113/120 RADARS

PART A PPL CATI13N RANGE OF DISTRIBUTION
STRESS RATIO . NUMBER OF DEVICES ____ YOF TOTAL ___

(%OF MFG. RATING) APO-113 APQ-114 APQ-144 APQ-120* APQ-113 AFIO-114 APQ-144 APQ-1200

0-69 10,422 10,896 11,308 4982 97.3 97.6 97.9 97.3

80-69 76 71 64 38 0.7 0.7 0 6 aI

90-100 19s 119 14 9 2 0.2 01.6 ý 14 1.5

___________ _____1,16 _1__45 521 02 oi j i __
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A summary of the PPL and derating compliance for the APQ-113, -114 and -144
Radars is provided in Table X. Note a continuing improvement trend in adherence to
these reliability disciplines in progressing from the APQ-113 to -144 design.

E. RELIABILITY TRADEOFF DECISIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

This subsection describes the technical tradeoff decisions made during the
APQ-113 program, related to MTBF improvement, which affected the design, manu-
facture, and test of the radar equipment. The decisions determined to have the greatest
reliability impact on the equipment fell into the following categories which are discussed
in this subsection:

* Material Quality

* Complexity Control

* Product Environmental Screening

* Subcontracted Item - Environmental Screening

2. SUMMARY

a Material Quality

Environmentally screening 29 percent of the APQ-113 purchased electrical parts
proved insufficient to meet the MTBF requirement, since amterial related failures ac-
counted for approximately one-third of the total initial reliability evaluation test failures
experienced.

Extended parts screening (to 89% of the radar parts count), in intended use envi-
ronments, proved effective in controlling the materials problems such that the average
predicted parts failure rates were realized in reliability qualification testing.

b. Complexity Control

The APQ-113 radar failed initial reliability qualification test in a 15,000 electrical
part configuration. Redesign which reduced the parts count complexity to the 10,700
level by incorporation of integrated circuits, contributed to the successful demonstration
of the reliability requirement.

c. Product Environmental Screening

The ambient in-process testing plan originally implemented on the APQ-113 pro-
gram proved inadequate in detecting problems which contributed to reliability qualifi-
cation test failure. The problem was resolved tarough incorporation of LRU

100I I
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environmental screening of 100 percent of production with the acceptance provision that
the last two cycles of environmental exposure be failure-free.

d. Subcontracted Item - Environmental Screening

APQ-113 program experience showed that product environmental screening must
be extended to the subcontract or major procurement item including all the like practices
such as failure-free cycle acceptance criteria.

3. MATERIAL QUALITY

During the development of the APQ-113 RDT&E Program, a tradeoff decision was
made to environmentally screen critical piece parts based on failure rate experience on
other programs. Based on this decision,_ all integrated circuits, semiconductors, and
ceramic capacitors, which represented 29% of the total parts count, were purchased to
screening specifications. Despite this measure, material related problems contributed
about one-third of the initial reliability evaluation features, resulting in a decision to up-
grade the quality of the remaining material by increasing the number of screened parts
from the 29% level to 89% of the total parts count. The correlation between the predicted
parts failure rates and these subsequently measured in reliability testing attest to the
fact that this screening decision contributed to the achieved equipment reliability,

The parts upgrading program was also extended to major procurement items by
requiring subcontractors to use screened parts.

a. Parts versus Product Screening

One of the tradeoffs considered in lieu of upgrading the quality of material was the
feasibility of continuing to use Military Standard Parts (nonscreened) and use the planned
LRU level environmental screening tests, as perhaps a more cost effective approach, to
precipitate failures of marginal parts. This approach was assessed and rejected for the
following reasons:

. It would be impossible to stress the LRU assembled parts at their rated
levels, which is where the part screening tests are effective, and there-
fore a percentage of marginal parts, screenable at the part level, would
escape to fail at higher test levels.

* Individual part parameter drift indicative of potential latent defects could

not be detected at the LRU level.

* It would not be as cost effective. Higher part failure rates of the un-
screened material would increase the recurring manufacturing labor cost
to troubleshoot, repair and retest the LRU, above the cost of screening
at the part level.

* Identification of systematic part problems would bo at a lower and slo'ier
rate at LRU test and would therefore limit the opportunity for reliability
growtih.
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b. Program Material Quality Comparisons - APQ-113 versus APQ-120

The generic part types uf the APQ-120 and APQ-144 radars were compared, to
determine commonality and quality levels of the material used, in order to assess the
impact of material quality level on the reliability performance differences of the two
radars. Table XII shows the comparisons. For example, there are four capacitor types
in the APQ-120 (Qty. 1502) that are common to the APQ-144 (Qty. 1040). Of the refer-
enced capacitors in the APQ-120, 79% were screened; 100% of the like capacitors on the
APQ-144 were screened.

TABLE XII. MATERIAL QUALITY COMPARISON, APQ-120 VERSUS APQ-144

APQ2•I APQ 144
PART TOTAL ATI. BASIC 6 O PART CATEGORY I OF PART CATEGORY
CATEGORY A iE~RC -. 4

120 144 DESIGNATION QTY. 100 8 60 420 20 40 60 )W 100 QTY.

(576R461
CK 1184 56 67 7618399 326

CAPACITORS 2391 1583 CS 2511 376R&06 CS CSR & 3R 165 & TIOM4 317
CTM 7060842
CL 65 CL 161848 & 106082 ITO

SUB-TOTAL 1502 100

RN6O 676 773W66 238S
RESISTORS 6258 4554 RCO )0 9CR 8'?

RC20 10 RCR 18
RIOT 3378 RL & 57R703 0

.20 194 0
SuB-TOTAL 4288 3

11W494)* 253 JAN JAN TX 269
0100E$ 1578 168 I191414143 349 JAN & 577•93R• W76071 1

114486 252 JAN & $17)070 0SUB-TOTAL N94 120

2N._.1?U1Q $?t79W 7611nl l 631
TRANSISTOR$ 1382 136 2M142%0195 114 S779561 7460883 110

214369 0 T61M~ 105
21243 61 5770317 MUM81 43

ZNI893 145 376981 1%0213
SUB IOTAL 44 %98

HYBRID 5? 3i
INIEGRAITO 12 18 LIA911 14
CIRCUITS DI. AL 42 104

SUTT-TOTAL. 105 1..1

TOTAL 11,141 10,238 7416 1 ~ Z ___________ 19

L6CND:

SCREVAO

Similar comparisons hold true for other parts that were found common to both
radars. Of 7436 parts examined in the APQ-120. 2410 were ,creened. Of the ?782 parts
in the APQ-144 which were common to parts used on the APQ-120, 100% of the parts
were screened. This difference in percentage of creoned material Is considered one
factor contribWUtng to the MTBF reliabilty perfornmanee differences of the two radirs
studied.
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xIn addition to dimensioning the percentage of the parts complement that was
screened, the screening specification requirements applicable to five part types common
to both radars were examined. Table XIII portrays the screens used and their relative
severity as applied to each referenced part type. The initial observation is that the
APQ-120 resistors and diodes were not screened while the APQ-144 were. A significant
differ .rce was found in the power burn-in screen, which is called out for each of the
APQ-144 part types, while it ts required only for the APQ-120 capacitors, transistors,
and integrated circuits. Another observation is that the power burn-in screens used for
the APQ-144 are more severe in exposure time than those applied to the APQ-120. In
the case of integrated circuits, the high temperature bake, and, for capacitors, the lot
jeopardy requirements, the APQ-120 part screens are considered more discriminatory.

TABLE XIII. PART SCREENING COMPARISON MATRIX, APQ-120 VERSUS APQ-144

INTEGRATED
CAPACITOR RESISTOR DIODE TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

SCREEN APQO120 APQ-144 APe-l20 AIQ-14 APQ-lO APQ-144 APQ-120 APQ-144 APQ-120 PQ-144

IE¶P CYCLING * YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

(5 C CLES)

CENTRIFUGE YES YES YES YES YES

I HERMETI C SEAL"

MECHANICAL SHOCK YES

HIGH TEMPERATURE 1 48 W 4
BAKE HRS tRs HRS HRS

MVER OURN'IN HRS HRS HR5 RS iRS H$S H-S HRS

"4 10*•• LOT JEOPARDY 1% 10' |0D. WOI NDI 10I lo' |

'*LOTS WEECDING SPtCIFIFD P.RCENTAGE OF SCREENINC DROPOUTS ARE REJECTED

The conclusions derived from these c impalsoi -are that the APQ-144 part
screening was more comprehenlsive In the percentage of iurts complement scrooeen and
that the APQ-144 part screens were for the most part more stringent.

4. PRODUCT COMPLEXITY CONTROL

a. Complexidy Fluctuations

Equipment parts count was found to be an important reliability factor, In tWat de-
':: isign simplification t.adeoff decisions were necessary to meet the MTB3F requirement.

In th1 original APQ-113 propoul accepted by C.etrral Dyuamics, a coaudoxIty of 3600
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parts was projected to perform the radar functions defined at that time. As the design
developed, the estimated complexity increased to 18,000 parts. A decision was then
made to redesign an analog function to a digital function, replacing discrete parts with
integrated circuits, and reducing the parts count to 13, 500 parts. As more design de-
tails evolved, and functional requirements developed, the parts count increased to 16, 000
parts until a redesign of the most complex function reduced it to 15,000 parts.

Initial Reliability Evaluation Test findings established the necessity of reducing the
parts count to achieve a predicted MTBF consistent with the minimum 134 hour MTBF
requirement. Design simplification was achieved by incorporating a new integrated ir -

cuit, significantly reducing the part count to 10, 704 parts for the APQ- 13 production
equipment. How this reduction was accomplished is discussed in the Pre-Release Pre-
diction Analysis part of this report.

This result indictes that equipment complexity, in terms of parts count, can and
should be controlled as a tradeoff in meeting reliability goals. In this case, the key to
part reduction was redesign to perform analog functions digitally, substituting inte-
grated circuits for discrete parts, and in designing logic functions which could be per-
formed by existing integrated circuits. This was a key point in 1963 due to limited
availability of high speed logic integrated circuits.

b. Configuration and Complexity Changes

The APQ-114 Attack Radar was developed subsequent to the production design of
the APQ-113, and was essentially a 20% Increase in functional capability. The functions
added were:

0 North Oriented Display Capability

* Beacon Made

* 200 Mile Range Scale

*Automatic Photoigraphy

. Bomb Mode Command

Described wt Tabe MX there wusa nek Increase In part comnpleit o 456 parts forthese functioal changes. Coupled with an increase In part screeanlg and attendant tall-

ure rate changes, the aialytie3l MI"U facreased slightly.

The APQ-144 Attack Radar was a modification of the APQ-114 desit including the
following changes,

* Transmitted polse 0.2 ase

• Receiver bandwidth inevened

0 Range cursor crosshair width decreased

9 DUsply - 2. 5 uuianll miles

0 Tilt coatrl cha4ed to 8:1 minmum
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The net increase in part count complexity, shown on Table IX, to introduce these
changes was 385 parts: again, there was no significant change in analytical MTBF funda-
mentally due to the increase in screened material utilized. The lesson learned is that
complexity control, to he effective for reliability performance leverage, must be
addressed during the pre-release design phase. Ideally, equipment complexity should
be contractually limited and specified consistent with the reliability req,•irement.

5. PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL SCREENING

a. Decision to Screen

Product environmental screening was not originally planned, but when the Reiabil-
ity Evaluation Test yielded a measured MTBF of 11 hours*, corrective action was needed
for the 33% workmanship failures constrainibg reliability growth. Product temperature
screening was chosen as the best approach to solving this problem, based on earlier
favorable experience obtained on a previous radar program.

b. Factors Considered

The decision as to how and where to implement the screening considered the fol-
lowing factors:

e Equipment level(s) to be environmentally screened
&t

uvirnmments- Temperature, vibration, or a combination of both

* Test Levels and Profile: Te.terature extremes, vibration leels,

repetitive environmental cycles, and power ON.'OFF cycles

e Test Duration: Minimum number of environme•tak cycle-s

" Accepjt.ReWec- Criteria: Electricalimechu-icul futnwtiol criterta.

c. AltrattIies Aid -esod

Tho tS'IV lee was se'm&l for' product onmronmenflal sirevottvi over thx* roulu-
"smbly ard the 0•w;,Ml1%ei lvel, bWed on tradoWfs betee• effttven.ss andv ce•t.

Streeningat multiple levelsi w"s p-oabil~tiV, based 04iplmntto atA PavJected re-
rtlring costS,

04cO hundred peri0d Sfeen• a at the s embly level ws ditmtssod for the

The -uantitvt of ••dar sub-ssembli" ! 'uld the dash.t a-W

co•strudim 1o [ ceostly test racks* ouipmen. and "It cahamtt.

* Ui was improbatle that the spc4lir eovivm'on l seen by each subas-
sembly in its LRH could be simulated.

hw5~ors at W%~LC L.
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0 Substantial workmanship related effort would necessarily follow the
subassembly screening involving interconnection of subassemblies,
harnesses, and LRU chassis mounted parts. The added items and work-
manship would not have been subjected to the environmental screen.

Subassembly screening was imposed, however, on a few problem-prone items where the
impleir-entation costs were offset by the reduction in failure costs.

An equipment level environmental screen was also considered but was discounted
primarily for the following reasons:

The cost of the test complex required to provide a screening capability
with the ability to diagnose and isolate faults was considerably in excess
of the LRU burn-in facility.

0 Inefficiency in the product flow resulting from the inability to process
"equipment until all LRUs were available would have caused production
delays and highe; rý.nufactur.Ing costs.

d. Temperature versus Vibration

Temperature . ycling was selected as the LRU environmental screen over vibration,
because temperature cycling was coasidered to represent the nmost severe conditions of
the reliability test and specified field environmenEs, at the rminImum test implementation
cost. Temperature was also considered to be the more discriminating environment, for
systematic failure identification, based on the problems that had been experienced in the
initial reliability evaluation testing

e. Acceptance Criteria

M, The decision to require the last two burn-in temperature cycles to be failure-free,
rather than just to expose the equipment to a predetermined fixed time and cycle test,
provided a stimulus to reliability growth through dcveiopment of corrective actions for
pattern failures. The failure-free cycle requirement introduced a significant time and
cost variable into production scheduling and manufacturing by impacting the time re-
quired for an LRU to pass this screen, thereby intensifying the management emphasis
on corrective action.

f. Results

LRU burn-in contributed to MTBF improvement, and was cost-effective in finding
the temperature related problems early. The long term benefits accrued from the iden-
tification and elimination of pattern failures, which if uncorrected, would have con-
strained field MTBF perfurmance.

.- ---------
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6. SUBCONTrRACT ENVIRONMENTAL SCREENINqG

a. Disciplines Required

Subrontracted Major Procuremnent lte~ms (MPI) must be subjected to reliability
program disciplines equivalent to those implemented for the prime equipment. En"iron-
mental screening of 100 percent of praduct~on of the APQ-113 Major Procurement Items,
at the iiibcontractorls facility, was found to be the most significant factor in achleving
and sustaining the required MPI MTBF performance.

b. Product Definition

Malor Procurement Items are characterized in the radar as elec' ronically com-
plex assemnbli-es, frequently state-of-the-art, or intricate electromechanical devices,
procured to an end itGm specification. Their specialized nature required procurement
f:Lom a subcontractor, usually a small manufacturer, having inherently limiteai technical
resouirces. Due to development v'nd qualification costs, these are usually sole source
procurements that, once committed, limit competitive leverage and flexibility of options
when problems occur,

c. Items Tdmutif ted

Duriing tne pre-release phase of the APQ-113 Attack Radar, the following itema
were ca-tegorized as MPI:

*Azimuth Whte Control Assembly (ARCA) (Electro -Mec hanical)

4D Tilt Rate Control A~sorably (TRCA) (E-loctro -Mechanical)

*Servo Repeater (E leetro -Mechanical)

0 D/A Converter (Solid State)

* Servo Aupli';-r "A"'S~olid S~taiel

0 Servo Amplifter "B" (Solid State)

* rriera (Electro-:' t~hatnicai -Optical)

* CRT HV1PS (Solid State)

d. Majo.r Procuremnict Uo'-t-in

At the begirdimq of the program, Major Procuromeot ltemsý were 100 percent func -
tionally towated as etid Items, at the ftacto& nilities. In a r(-m anUent tc.n
perature acetnetest. Failure rates at LRUV sreening ý-_tabihshed Mhai such testing
was i tndiequate to as-cure coamplian ". with the requirod proluct periormi.nce under en-
vir-onrental conditions. A decision w;As thn md o 0 ecn br-no h a
Procurement Items at the subcontractors' facilities for the toll w ag recacs .
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* Earliest point for problem detection - Finding the problem at a subcon-
tractor's facility provided the minimum cost path to find and correct a
problem.

o Maximum problem correction effectiveness - Subcontractors' engineers
and management needed first-hand visibility of their products' perform-
ance in their intended use environment. The contractual feedback com-
munication barriers were bridged and problem responsibility un-
questioned.

• Subcontractor motivation - Problems found would require correction
before shipment, thereby relating successful equipment environmental
performance to the business objectives of meeting contractual schedule
and cost commitments.

Temperature cycling screening was subsequently negotiated and imposed upon
seven MPI subcontractors on 100 percent of the product manufactured. The exception
was the D/A Converter where, because of subcontractor's quoted costs, it was en-
vironmentally screened at General Electric, an effective but less desirable approach
for the reasons cited.

F. PRODUCTION RELIABILITY PROGRAM

1. INTRODUCTION

This subsection contains the background, experience, and analysis of the APQ-113/
114/144 production equipment during manufacture, emphasizing those program elements
having the greatest influence and impact on the radar equipment's reliability perform-
ance.

The program elements that are analyzed and discussed in detail in this subsection
appear in the following sequence:

- Equipment Design Maturity/Stability

"* Production Test Program Structure

F Pailure Distributions/Performance Measurements

0 Problem Identification and Solution

* Part Failure Analysis

0 Technical Problem Solving Routines

Thi ,nrht - Ary objective in analyzing these program elements Is to identify and dimension
the kt, actors contributing to the reliability growth to provide recommendations for
future comparable avionics manufacturing programs.

I
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2. SUMMARY

a. Equipment Design Maturity/Stability

The APQ-113 equipment design released for manufacture was mature in that 90
percent of the drawing.change activity was complete by the end of engineering and re-
liability qualification testýýn, which also occurred before 20 percent of the production
equipment had been shipped.

b. Production Test Program Structure

The APQ-113 and APQ-120 production test programs were originally similar but
the APQ-113 was significantly revised when the inital structure proved ineffective, due
to inadequate screening of material and workmanship problems. The revision was ac-
complished by going to essentially 100 percent parts screening, 100 percent incoming
test, and subcontracted item and product burn-in.

c. Failure Distributions/Performance Measurements

The APQ-113 equipment level test performance improved from an initial average
of seven failures per radar to less than one. Redesign of the APQ-113 to the APQ- 114
configuration caused an initial setback in the measured performance that was approxi-
mately equal to the percent of change introduced.

The APQ-113 extended parts screening proved effective by providing an average
initial part failure rate advantage of ten-to-one over nonscreened parts. However, parts
related failures were still predominant at nearly all levels of factory test.

Experienced parts failure rates improved by an average of an order of magnitude
at each test level from parts screening through and including reliability acceptance
testing.

Product environmental screening was effective as it accounted for 40 to 50 percent
of all failures precipitated at all factory equipment test levels.

Mature APQ-144 equipment achieved a 3:1 improvement in LRU defect rate over
the initial APQ-113 equipment, under the environmental test conditions of product burn-

,n in; this was attributed to the identification and correction of pattern failure sources pro-
meted through the failure-free cycles requirement.

d. Problem Identification and Solution

Laboratory part failure analysis accelerated the rate of APQ-113 equipment MTBF
growth through timely and correct diagnosis of failure causes for effective corrective
action. Effectiveness of execution Is the primary key to successful technical problem
solving routines. However, as a minimum, the routine needs the following character-
istics: It must be simple to understand, adequately define and dimension the problem.
assign responsibility for the problem solution, measure the progress and effectiveness
of the solution, and cross functionally integrate and communicate the problem nature,
Impact and solution.
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3. EQUIPMENT DESIGN MATURITY/STABILITY ANALYSIS

a. Introduction

Release of a marginal, incomplete, or unqualified design to production for any
reason commits both the manufacturer and customer to potential unwarranted risks in
terms of compromised equipment performance, excessive manufacturing and life cycle
costs, and reduced weapons systern availability and effectiveness.

Initial equipment MTBF performance is established and constrained by the quality
and maturity of the design as released to manufacture, the quality of materials selected,
and the workmanship performed. Another section of this report shows in initial re-
liability evaluation testing that design, materials, and workmanship each contribute to
approximately one-third of the problems experienced.

This part of the Production Manufacturing Program subsection relates the design
maturity status of the APQ-113 equipment to the volume and time phasing of the engi-
neering drawing change activity.

b. Early Design Stability

The APQ-113 drawing change activity depicted in Figure 28 shows that a 90 percent
stabilized desIgn had been reached by the completion of Engineering and Reliability
Qualification testing. Completing Reliability and Engineering Qualification testing early
provided for incorporation of test identified corrective actions before 20% of the pro-
duction radars were shipped. The timely qualification test certified design, and result-
ing drawing change stability, minimized the product configuration change impacts on
manufacturing. In addition, having developed a mature radar early avoided subsequent
extensive retrofit of fielded equipment. Other by-products of the early product maturity
were minimized factory failures and rework enabling delivery of high quality conforming
equipment.

c. Complexity and Change Activity

The more complex APQ-113 LRUs, the RTM and Synchrotizer, had the highest
level drawing change activity and the RTM took about one year longer to reach design
stability. The RTM had the highest initial drawing change activity during development
(Figure 28). This is attributed to its analog design and high power circuitry. However,
as learned in this study, the RTM also experienced the highest percentage of system
problems at all levels of factory test, and In the field, which indicates that RDT&E
drawing change activity can be as early predctor of relative product factory and field
performance. Accepting this fact would enable both the manufacturer and the customer
to recognize potential problem-prone units and take early preventative action. Plotting
the frequency of occurrence of RDT&E drawing c-hage activity ves sus calendar time
could also provide an estimate of the degree of equitweut design maturity and stability
useul in assessing the equipment's readinte. for release for productfon.

The one-year lag in the peaking out of the RTTM drawing changte (Figure 28), in
- relation to the Synchronizer, is an indication of the relative difficulty of designing and

packaging hMgh powered analog circuitry as compared with that of disctplaed low power
digital circuitry (Figure 29).
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4. PRODUCTION TEST PROGRAM STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

This part of the Production Manulacturing Program subsection describes the
APQ-113 production test program structure as originally implemented and discusses
the changes evolved to strengthen tLe program concentrating on the following elements:

* Original Concept

Program Upgrade

SPurchased Material Control

On-Receipt Testing
Ss Screening

ontracted Item Environmental Screening
In-Process Testing

Subassembly Test
LRU Test
Product Environmental Screening
Systems Test

.1 RAT Test

* Test Program

Part Failure Experience
Test Level Screen Effectiveness
Workmanship Screening Effectiveness

1.
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a. Original Test Structure

A comprehensive documented quality system established the disciplines for the
production manufacturing program. Among these disciplines was the APQ-113 pro-
duction test flow outlined in Figure 31, structured to assure delivery of a high quality
conforming product. The elements listed in each block depict the initial scope of testing
planned at each point in the production program flow. The program elements within the
blocks of the flow diagram were originally similar ior both the APQ-113 and. PQ-120
radars.

*PART BURN-IN (29-89

1O00% ELECTRI CAL

RlOD1%BURN-IN (AT SUPPLIER)

(0-24%) *100% ON RECEIPT
[ P " •SUBCONTRACT ITEMS

100% AT SUPPLIER APQ-113
J • "• *WEDGE SPECS

•o*BURN-IN (SEL ECTED

*POST BURN-IN
ACCEPTANCE

AI01001. BURN-IN
040, -FAILURE FREE 1Z CYCLES)

*THERMAL CYCLING•,l';. r LRU s -

4, 100%FUNCIIONAL

APQ-120

ORIGINALONA

0 UPGRADE RLACTS
!• • UGRADE 6 HR. RUN-IN

(FAILUIRE FRED

.3 HR. PERFORMANCE
TEST
RAT NOT DONE

Figure 31. Product Test Comparison, RDT&E and Reliability Upgrade

b. Program Upgrade

After initial APQ-113 Reliability Evaluation Test results, it was recognized that
the test program as originally structured did not screen marginal material or manu-
facturing workmanship induced problems effectively enough to meet the program re-
liability requirements. Corrective action was implemented, mcdifying the APQ-113
test program, as shown by the additional screens listed above each block. Reported
changes to the original APQ-120 test program structure are shown just below the blocks.
The revised APQ-113 test program structure provided for defect detecLlon and
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elimination, as early as practicable in the flow, through emphasis on temperature

screening of parts and equipment.

c. Purchased Material Control

(1) On Receipt Testing

Initially, on the APQ-113 program, purchased electrical components were
accepted at incoming test and inspection in accordance with a quality test plan specifying
either 100 percent or lot sampling depending on the type of material, application criti-
cality, or supplier quality history (Figure 31).

The typical test sampling plan for semiconductors was a 0.65% AQL with a mini-
mum sample size of 60 pieces while all other electrical piece parts, with the exception
of microcircuits, were tested to a 1.0% AQL. Microcircuits were 100% functionally
tested after passing a 1.0% sample test for specific device parameters such as output
voltage levels, leakage currents, and switching characteristics.

The material control plan was restructured as part of the corrective action to up-
grade material quality, by the incorporation of 100 percent incoming testing of all elec-
trical piece parts. The initial result was a marked increase (see Figure 32) in the pro-
portionate share of defects detected at Incoming, with respect to the volume received
on the APQ-113, as compared to other programs. Incoming microcircuit test capa-
bility developed during this period enabled testing of all DC and dynamic characteristics
on the APQ-113 devices. One result of this testing and associated corrective action was
a reduction in Incoming rejection rate on microcircuits from 15% to 5% during the firs•
six months. Figure 32 shows the results achieved through corrective action, in that the
APQ-113 Program experienced less than a proportionate share of the on-receipt re-
jections in 1968 and 1969 when compared to other programs.

Eventually, the Incoming rejection rate for the APQ-113 Program material was
less than all other programs (Figure 33) which is attributed to the effort applied to the
control of material quality early in the program (1966, 1967). The data shows the re-
sistor rejection rate higher for the APQ-113 Program, only because of the more ex-
tensive testing conducted at Incoming, including temperature cycling, to precipitate
drift failures on metal film resistors.

(2) Parts Screening

(a) Initial Program - Environmentally screened semiconductors were procured
from the beginning of the program with microcircuits being 100% screened, transistors
94%, and diodes 87%. In terms of total radar electrical piece part count, however,
only 29% of the parts were screened.

Even with screened semiconductors, approximately one-third of the failures in
reliability evaluation testing were attributed to materials quality. To resolve this prob-
lem required either individual part corrective action, or across-the-board material
controls to be maintained on a recurring basis. The latter course was taken by extend-
ing piece part environmental screening and tightening the incoming electrical test screen
(Figure 31).
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Figure 32. Incoming Material Performance, Volume versus Defects, APQ-113/114i'144

A PQ -1131 ALL
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0 1. 1' 2.0 3.0 4.0

CRYSTALS 2.27 3.76

FILTERS & NETWORKS 1.75 3.19

RELAYS I .81 3,18

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 1,04 2.61

* INDUCTIVE DEVICES 1,25 2.47

SWITCHES .92 1.05

" TRANSI STORb .34 82

CAPACITORS .38 .72

RESI STORS .7 .36

DIODES .35 .44

1 APQ-113111•144 ALL OTHER

Figure 33. Incoming Test Expertence, APQ-113/114/144 versus Other, 1967-1971
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(b) Extended Parts Screenin- The objective of Extended Parts Screening was to
extend the application of screened-electrical piece parts within the radar from 29% to
nearly 100%. The time phased implementation of this program with the corresponding
growth in system complement of screened material is shown in Figure 34.

S100
'U

S~79%

75z -
0

S~29%

U25

UJ 0,
o -APQ- 113 APQ -13 PRODUCTION

2ND QTR 4TH QTR 1S1 QTR IST QTR
1966 1966 196? 1968

•-•::, Figure 34. E.xtenLded Component Burn-in Effectivity

An in-house screening capability was developed in October 1966 because supplier
screened material was not available. or the supplier was either unable to respond to
schedule needs or the price for screen!ng was excessive.

Substantial General Electric Company investment was pravided to establish the
in-house parts screening capability. Included in the initial cost were the special test
equipment. temperature chambers, area facilities, increased material cnst. and parts
"drawing upgrade. The screening facility developed was callable of screening all generic
part types, except microcircuits, at a six radars per week rate. The screenhig pro-
gram utilized Incoming test capability wherever possible; however, the screening per-
formed was in addition to bicoming test.

Every device was tested in the same sequence, both before and after environmentai
exposure, and data unas recorded automatically on punched paper tape. using in-house
designed and constructed Data Loggers. Drift criteria, established for cich device type,
determined the part's accept-ability.

The screening varied within the generic part category, dopending on part applica-
tion and problems detected through in-process test and failure anAlysia. Table XIV
diescribes tWe basic screening sequence for all device types as documented in screeting
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TABLE XIV. PARTS SCREENING PRACTICES, APQ-113/114

1001 ELECTD A AMRTE

MESCREMEN TS TP

MEASURECEVNTS
INSP1 IATERIBURN-IN

1001 SELECTED PARAMETER

MEASUREMENTS

10Se~fiton REVR r SIAS SUE ri 48 tctgr.wihwr tesm huea o h
1uplirs i17 ldin Ho pRdyrqieetSTeltjepryqieet o n

house SrELECTED PARAMETER enjottd it h upiess httee a oqe
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TABLE XV. PART'S SCREENING EXPERIENCE - 1.967 TO FIRST QUARTER 1969

UAPQ-li3 & APQ-114 REJECTS

DEIETP TOTA. NUMBER TOTAL NUMBER HIGI*ST S
SUBMITTED REJECTED S OF TOTAL. OF A LOT

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 319,28M 43,104 13.50 94

TRANS ISTOR 508,119 68,596 13.50 75

DIODE 735,313 133,82? 1& ? 50

RESISTOR 830.360 41,518 5.00 90l

CAPACITOR 306.089 5,831 190X 68

TOTAL 2.699.976 2292.876 10.85--

(3) Subountract Item Environmental Screening

Wa Initial Prograni - MIPI subccntrartor production equipment performance was
initially measured through 100 percent end item ambient acceptanceetesting Witnessed
At the sucotractor's facility by Quality Cnrlsbotac pcait durig periodic
surveillance visits (Figure 31). After the ýMPM were aiccep~ted, severe problemns were
experienced ranging fromt rejection at Incoming test, through frequent catastrophic

ibire a l eqimet test level-. o subtle pe-rsorma-tce deitradation upion envir"n-
mental expksurv In radar equipment tests-, Two specific examples, the Camera andi
Dr/A Cwverter, each tud failure rates which texeedod edthe ainwe-d radjar relabikliy dam-
tntstnitio test failure rte.

(L) Actioa lkc! S-Subswutital techuical support was prondttd to the subcixitnce-
tors. They weri adtvied of, or provided outright, General Ckc~trlc Aerospace duetrT-
ic Sys''f~lus Dcjsrtwent1s part solkctinoo pncittceim circuit de-sign intprwvcsrnnts. failure
analysis suppsort, and quality controlnssaso This effort rcesultod in iniprovevocnt
in WII delivery rates with itods haing the abiWit to tvass shqrt duratsoo roomti tomfpflt-

Wre ~ ~ tst acetne11. kttr hre was Stlfl 31h unacccptaly high Oqi~upnmest in-proc-
ass Wt.s falurea tute. This wouW not pe-rin.it meoeting the n4Ilab~lktt quaalilfatton t0st ro--

uylcncttswhere Mfts had to be essnutAlly faiur'e-frc-c for rela~t~vly W4g peruxs 4t

Th acrrective action lnwle.1meted tad Iint-d only thes cross MIPI quslity Aud dsg
dellciercies Initially esperiewed. Ie~viog the subtle quality prt+1cms associated with
the MIPI *ubowilractors' .banutacwurlng operatimcs and In sonic rcases, 10 prortk!rsvý
With Piero; Pkart (ýeletrical comtmoditieF. It was also bwxrrslntlv dlffirult to *talc-, sub-
contrartor C rective action, "espcially for those falub during 1.1W ctlrmwotnta
screencing, r-ince the svisbontractor's pasition was that the Items% had bert accepted.
arcordling to, specifiration . which required onily a short duration lunctionat acceptalce
tat at roomU amwtlid te4e1aure



(c) Burn-In Initiated - To identify problems before installing the MPI in an LRU,
temperature cycling burn-in of two of the items (the D/A Convwrter and HVPS) was
initiated at General Electric. In parallel, and while negotiations were started to screen
all of the MPIs at tne subcontractor's facilities, 100 percent on-receipt testing was in-
stitutoad providing the capability of verifying the subcontractor's test results, and
equal ly as important, the capability to efficiently verify and troubleshoot failed items
from higher test levels.

(d) Results Experienced - The effectiveness of subcontrr.ctor.ternperature screen-
ing is illustrated by the LRU Burn-in failure rate improvement of tft0f-the most
problem-plagued MPIs, the Camnera and Indicator HVPS, after implementation of sub-
contractor burn-in. The Camera experience is depicted in Figure 35 which shows the
failure rate in LRU burn-in as a function of calendai time. Early poor Camera per -
formance was indicative of initial design problems, follou,'ed by inadequate control of
manufacturing workmanship. Substantial improvement was achieved by mid-1967, but
an unacceptably high failure rate plateau persisted. Upon imposition of the subcontractor
environmental screening, the failure rate dramatically reduced by a factor of appro:.i-
mately 6.
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:•:- iFigure 35. Camera Failure Rate at LRU Burn-in, APQ-113

•"'The HVPS failure rate a' LRU burn-in (Figure 36) IncreaseA through tI e third
! ~quarter of 1967I d-ae to eirly design problems. poor wor'kmanzihip a,,d (-oncurrent prob-

lems, such as faulty component piece part lot problems, and the inability of the sub-
contractor to provide effective corrective action. During thý increastn :failure; rate
period, actiors being taken actually degraded the performance because "corrcT!Ive'
action effectiveness was not adequately test validated by the subcontractor prior to in-
corporation. The increasi::g failure rate showit on this chart also oinmts out the limited
etfectiveness of MPI environmental screening beiog performed by the ,qutpment manu-
facturer, because the HVPS was screeiud at the MPI level at General Electric from late
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enced from the start of burn-in at General Electric and the extent of technical assistance
provided to the subcontractor in the solution of those problems. In retrospect, it illus-
trates the need for control of subcontracted products using all -' the practices, pro-
cedures, and 01isciplines applied to the prime eqjuipmient. FollotrinV imposition of sub-
contrakctor screening, anr order of nagnitude failure rate improvement was achieved in
a relatively short period.

d.In-Procts :stiug

(1) Subassernbly Test

Sutasseniblies were wlre..cheeked. then 100 pvrcet (unctitonaxl tested to f Itier out
ski~ probles maihtrn r s. aixt dofectiv,ý parts. at A 1int in the in

)roceis tept structure whoe.~ rework cýsts are minlinal (Figuret- 311. Atz part of the.
upgrading restructurirtg of the test pr~ .- rarn. a xrexige ec if leat ion s". tow, or a toler -
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FUNCTION PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

PARTS COUNT 140
SUPPLIES VOLTAGE SIZE 40 CUBIC INCHES
TO RADAR DISPLAY WEIGHT 2 POUNDS 15 OUNCES

1966 196Z

PRBESNOVI DEC JAN IFEB jMAR APR IMAY JUN JUL IAUGI SEP IOCT NOV DEC

-RBLM HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER

*COLD START

____TRANSFORMER CORE TAPE CHANGE

SHORTED CORE TURNS

~ INVERTER TRANSISTOR

CRACKED CASE SEAL

GE ACTION
- ~~~~~STRESS I 1L7UTTOTECHNICAL sG sNREVIýW -SLATO

ASSISTANCE
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

B RN-I
QUALITY I

SUnE LACE

ASSEWZLY FAILUPE EVALUATION
RELIABILITY
ASSISTANCE I U ILED PARTS ANALYSIS

PRTS ELECTION &EVALUATION !

RESOURtCES
I MTERA~AFRO.UREMENT]

Figure 37. Major Procurement Problem Plan. APQ-113 Indicator Power Supply

(2) LRU Test

li ei~laly 10 peret aminfmnctional testing at 1,RU level (Figure,31) was be-
livdadequate be-cause an LRU was eomprise-d of a cabinet with wAr _ hecked com-

ponents and harness, pretes-t~cl plug-in subassomblies and Major Provurement Itemns
Being only a highwr order assembly of -.01 those prteviously teste itenit the LRU test

was truturd ~measure the performance of the integratedcmoet ro oss
tems level test. Reliability ev~aluation test etaise tend foaneq iment en-

.1; virommental test s ýenet to detect subtle manimfactur log induced proble . issen
was implemoened at tWe LRU test level based on cost off - tiv iness tradooffs.
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t `3) Product Environmental Screening

A temperature cycling burn-in was added at the original LRU test level (Figure 31),
divicding the LRU test into three distinct operations. A minimum operational test was
devised, for cost effectiveness before burn-in, to provide assurance that the LRU func-
tioned properly before installation into the environmental chamber. The burn-in test
itself consisted of LRU operation during ten cycles of temperature exposure with the
constraint that the last two cycles be failure-free. The post burn-in LRU test, after
removal from the environmental chamber, consists of a complete functional test which
is a comprehensive expansion of the acceptance test specification.

(a) Burn-In Environment - The six major LRUs of the APQ-113 Attack Radar
processed-Uugh Environmental Burn-In are the Antenna, Pedestal, Antenpa Control
Unit, Synchronizer, Indicator/Recorder, and the Receiver-Transmitter-Modulator.The Tracking Control Unit, Radar Control Unit, and the mounting rack were not sub-
Jected to burn-in owing to the small number of electrical parts and the absence of active
components.

In total, for the APQ-113, APQ4114 and APQ- 144 Program, 3372 LRUs (562
equivalent radars) were processed through burn-in. During this period, the LRUs were
subjected to 127,000 hours of environmental exposure while accumulating 70, 000 hours
of operating time.

All LRUs regardless of whether they were to be processed as spares, equipments,
or eventually as Reliability Demonstration Systems, were subjected to the same burn-
in disciplines consisting of temperature excursgins which are similar to qualification
test levels.

Figure 38 depicts the two different temperature profiles utilized in the test. The
first profile is for that equipment mounted in the cabin and equipment bay areas of the
aircraft, the second profile is "or that equipment mounted in the radome area. Burn-in
temperature levels for these LRUs are as follows:

Antenna.
Pedestal -30' F to .205'F (Radome)
Antenna Control Unit

-Synchronizer "-8 F to *160* F (Equipment ay)

Receiver -Transmitter-NModuh.k.tor ,

ui ,dicator/Recorder > -65' F to + 160' F (Cat in)

Cooliug air is also supplied to the LRUs under test as depicted in Figure !8, The
cooling air flow for each LAU is a fixed flow rate, determined by the minimnum flow
requirements. for each LRU at Its maximum operating temperature.

The tempemture of the coling air is determined by the test chamber temperature.
SWhen the chambýbr temperature is below room ambient temperature (75' F), cooling air

is sapplied from dve test chamber In order to thermally stabilize the unit. When the
Ocamber temp•erature exceeds room ambient temperature. cooling air at 75 F is pro-
vided to the units under test.

( i ,
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Figure 38. LRU isurn-in Test Cycle, APQ-113

The total environmental exposure received by an LRU was dependent on its failure
performance burn-in. When burn-in was first imposed on the APQ-113 Program in
1965, the exposure criteria required that each equipment be subjected to 10 environ-

* - mental cycles with the constraint that the lust two cycles must be failure-free. Each
cycle was of 8 hours duration. Figure 39 depicts the average number of cycles of burn-
in encountered on the various LRUs throughout the program. The vertical arrow indi-
cates the range of cycles which were required to complete the two-cycle failure-free
criteria. The dots on the arrows indicate the average number of cycles required dur-
ing that portion of the program. Note that on the APQ-113 Program as many as 22
cycles were required to complete the two-cycle firlure -free criteria, This trend was
significantly reduced as production quantities increased and the desin matured. o

Throughout the program, btrn-in performance was monitored for failure trends
and LHU performance. Problem detection anid implementation of corrective action in
the early portion of the irogram had a dramatic effect on the number of environmental
cycles required to obtain two failure-free cycles. As this average decreased, the 10-
cycle criteria was re-jpraised and in August 1967 it was reduced to 4 and 6 cycles.

The Antenna Control. for example, in the early APQ-113 Program proved to be a
problem unit and required as many as 22 cycles to attain the two required failure-free
cycles. A problem ex sted in the ACU with two eltv tro-mechanical asiemblies which
caused repetitive burn-in failures. This portion of the ACU was redesigned anid the
electromechanical assemblies were replaced with solid state clr~uitry. This action is
typical of those encountered whict, lmpacted the early illore rate of the radar.
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C Figure 39. LRU Burn-in Cycle Performance

* Burn-in test stations were implemented by URU with each station consisting of an
environmental chamber fixtured to accept 4 to 6 LRUs, and a special test station with the
capability to stimulate -all units simultaneously and measure the units sequentially.

The test chambers utilized primarily employ mechanical refrigeration and can
achieve a temperature range of ,250'F to -800 F with a rate of change of 5 F per minute.
CO2 boost is available to achieve greater rates of change or to act as backup to the
mechanical refrigeration in the event of failure. Each test chamber was fixtured to
house multiple quantities of an UIU. The fiituring was designed for ease of mounting
and simulated the aircraft moeunting for attachment points. electrical connections, and
cooling air inlets.

K- • The test equipment utilized to provide the electrical stimulus to the unit under test
is similar to that utilized during acceptante testing. Tho equipinvet is modifited, how-
ever, to provide stimulus to all the units under test s.multaneously. Quatitative tests
are conducted sequentially on each unit to determinc eriormance under environmenta'
stress. The extent of -quipment pcrform-nco monitorlug capability during burn-In must
be adequate to assure dol cttio of temperature -senitive tailures, or int ermittent condi -
tions, which will go unnoticed i subsequent ambient testin• and escape to fail, perhaps
in fielded equipment.

Figure 40 is a photograph cf the Synchronizer Burn-tn Facility. The placement of
each of the tIUs is such that e2,s access may be attained in the event that in-place
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Figure 40. Synchronizer Burn-in Facility, APQ-113

troubleshooting is required. Although the test facility was niot intended as a trouble-
shooting facility, failures did occur which were thermally related and would not occur
at ambient temperature. To cape wlith this problem, special test covers and fixtures
were fabricated for the units which would a' How test points to be monitored internal to
the unit. TAhis provided the ability to i~sola~.e problems to a component or group of comn-
ponents.

(4) Equipment Test

The Equ ipment test (ý gure 3 1), wihich originiated during the APQ-113 development
prograrn phase to assure 0i at the LflUs were conipatib lip as a n integrated radar, was not

hnedduringth pg-~ *i restructurin~g, as the empha.sis was directed at identifying
the problemis early in t~i test flow, well before equipment test. The improvements In-
corporated at the APQ-'20 equipment test level are reported to be based on problems

oxprienced with the performance of delivered equipment.

(5) R~AT Test

Approxinately 30 percent oi the A PQ- 113 radars were subjected to 130 hours each
of relia-bility acceptance tests (Figure 31) where they were environmentally e"yoed to
temperature extrmos and cycl~irgand Miod froquency vibration. Ou completion of the
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RAT test, the radar received a complete functional test. The RAT testing for the APQ-
120 is shown as a change to the original program, as it was originally required but not

performed.

e. Test Program Effectiveness

The overall upgraded test program structure was designed for optimum cost
effective defect screening by emphasizing controls at the beginning of the process,

-• where failure costs are at a minimum, through parts burn-in, 100 percent incoming
test and product environmental screening. Described in a failure distribution model

(Figure 41) the APQ-113 upgraded test program cumulative screening effectiveness
averaged 99 percent as measured from parts screening through Reliability Assurance
Test (RAT). The model takes into consideration that Quality/Reliability of delivered
radars, with respect to residual defects, is dependent on the quality level of material re-

leased to the product flow, the number of worlunanship defects introduced during manu-
facture and the screening effectiveness of each test.

SUPPLIR Z6& TYPE[ ) " LATENI DEFECTSIEQUIP. REMAINING

SCRN19 2.1 EQUIVALENT FAILURES/EQUIP. IVALID)
I COMDETECTED

I tAG WORKMANSHIP GENERATED

EQUIV. FAILURSIEQUiP.

OPR 1.9."Vr

ii ,4 ,

RAT

S ~Figure 41. Failure Distribution Model. APQ-113 Test Program Effectiveness

Part failure analysis results, discussed else%% here in this report, established that
3 of every 10 reported in-process part (ailures were verified as part screening escapes,

or supplier responsibility failures. Factoring this data into the model and converting

the program total failures per 1000 parts processed to equivalent failures per equipment
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established the level of supplier responsibility part failures entering the process at 1264
failures per equipment. The manufacturing workmanship induced failures were extracted
from the same data source and entered in the model at the subassembly and LRU test
levels. To simplify the model, the unverified and induced part failures were excluded.

The model shows that Parts Screening was most effective in that 94 percent of the
potential part failures per equipment were precipitated, leaving only 74 part failures per
equipment to be found. One hundred percent incoming test screening of the high quality
parts submitted reduced the quantity of latent part failures per equipment to 9.2 basical-
ly establishing incoming test as an 88 percent effective screen. Subassembly manufac-
turing introduced 19 workmanship defects per equipment into the equipment in addition to
the 9.2 part failures per equipment escaping earlier screens. Subassembly test preci-
pitated a conbined total of 21 workmanship and part failures per equipment, allowing 7.2
to escape to the LRU level where an additional 2. 1 workmanship defects per equipment
were introduced.

The 9.3 failures per equipment introduced at the LRU test were screened at three
levels: operational, burn-in, and acceptance test. Burn-in alone accounted for over 50
percent of the LRU test level failures precipitated. The value of burn-in can be further
assessed by looking at the 0.4 failure per equipment precipitated during Reliability Assur-
ance Testing, the first equipment environmental exposure subsequent to LRU burn-in.
It is shown from this data that the level of failures introduced to RAT would have been
approximately ten times higher had burn-in not been performed. This is an indicator of
the contribution of factory prodnct environmental screening to initial improvement in
performance of fielded equipment, and of the substantial cost leverage available in find-
ing the environmental related failures in the factory as opposed to aircraft flight.

5. FAILURE DISTRIBUTIONS/PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ANALYSIS

This part of the Production Reliability Progrim subsection examines and analyzes

the accumulative APQ-113/114/144 manufacturing test failure data and is organized as
follows:

* Program Performance Analysis

Trends Time Phases
Early versus Mature Measurements
Test Level Failure Distributions
LRU Failure Distributions

• Parts Performance Analysis

On Receipt Quality
Parts Screening
Test Level Comparison

• Product Environmental Screening

Screening Effectiveness
Temperature Effect
Reliability Growth
Burn-In Failure Distribution
Screening Value
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a. Program Performance Analysis

(1) Trends Time Phased

Equipment performance as measured by average failures per equipment during
factory testing improved significantly from initial RDT&E failure levels to downstream
equipment production configurations. Figure 42 shows this trend, at just equipment test
level, portrayed time phased by equipment program. The chart also shows the initial
negative effect on performance of equipment configuration changes for design inherited
programs where there is still a high percentage equipment commonality. The initial
setback in failure rate for changed production equipment configurations compares with
that experienced in reliability qualification testing. The conclusion from this data is
that an initial reliability performance penalty is associated with changed equipment, the
degree of which is probably a function of the amount of change and the amount of evalu-
ation test performed prior to introducing the change. In the case of the APQ-114, as-
sessed as a 20 percent design change, the initial setback to equipment level test failure
rates was approximately 30 percent from the on-going production APQ-113 performance
level. This initial failure rate gap steadily decreased with time, as the APQ-114 test
performance improved, and the APQ-113 leveled off. The significantly improved start-
ing point for the APQ-114 as compared with the initial APQ-113 is fundamentally due to
the high percentage commonality between the two equipments permitting the transfer of
the learning.

10

APQ-113 RDT&E
9.

8
START APQ-113 PRODUCTION

a5
rX

-J4

U" \APQ-1443

0
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Figure 42. Equipment Test Performance - Factory
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The initial APQ- 144 test performance, while 15 percent better than the initial
APQ-114, still exhibited an increase in failure rate, approximately six times higher
than realized on the APQ-114 program, due to the changes introduced and a break in
production, deliveries. The rate of performance improvement and the levels achieved
by all three configurations reflect the effectiveness and timeliness of corrective action
in elimination of systematic failures and the increasing difficulty in sustaining corrective
action at a constant rate as the failure-free boundary is approached.

(2) Early versus Mature Measurements

Examining portions of the same data in two different prugram time frames de-
scribed as "early" versus "mature", to determine the in-process failure trends versus
time, provides further insight. Figure 43 describes the average failures per equipment
during the first half (early) of the APQ-113 program versus the last half (mature) aver-
age of the APQ-114 program and distributes the failures by test level.

18

16

14

' 1o EARLY APQ-113
1. 10 a MATURE APQ-114

Y \ WORKMANSHIP
L 8 --- PARTS

4S~/

2

SUB LRU EQUIP.
ASSEMBLY OPKR BURN-IN ACCEPT

Figure 43. Program Failure Trends

Subassembly test is the only level in the In-process test flow where workmanship
failures exceeded part failures. This relative position did not change throughout the
program even with the 23 percent average workmanship improvement achieved at sub-
assembly test in the mature phase of the program. Workmanship problems, which are
classified as induced, occur at a significantly lower, and ever decreasing rate, at the
equipment levels from LRU operational through equipment test.
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The mature APQ-114 equipment realized a 70 to 80 percent reduction in workman-
ship induced problems at the equipment test level, becoming essentially failure-free in
this category. There was also a reduction of approximately 28 percent in workmanship
failures at LRU burn-in. The evident lack of improvement at the LRU acceptance test
for both workmanship and part failures is attributed primarily to the high effectiveness
of the burn-in test as a screen from the beginning of the program.

The mature equipment component part failure rate improvement of approximately
25 percent at the subassembly level, Figure 43, parallels the workmanship Improve-
ment. The component failure rate improvement at burn-in averaged 33 percent.
However, the most significant factor is the effect of the product burn-in screen as a
failure precipitator even on environmentally screened component parts as is shown by
the sharp rise in the part-related problems at burn-in. The number of part failures
precipitated at burn-in is approximately 45 percent of the failures precipitated at all
LRU test levels. Dimensioning this precisely is difficult due to burn-in induced failures
being detected and reported as having occurred at LRU acceptance test. Based on this
data, it is concluded that without product environmental screening only one-half of the
potential failures would be found through equivalent level ambient testing.

Another observation is that, even with the reduction in part related failures at
burn-in in the last half (mature) of the APQ-114 program, burn-in continued to be an

effective screen.

At the LRU operational test level, the workmanship to part failure ratio was
nearly one-to-one throughout the program. This is attributed to the limited operational
test being a low discriminator for part problems, but finding the obvious wcrkmanship
problems which is fundamentally what it was established to do.

(3) Test Level Failure Distributions

An analysis of all the factory in-process test failures (Figure 44) on the APQ-113
through APQ-114 showed that nearly 70 percent occurred at Lhe subassembly test level.
The subassembly failures were almost equally divided between workmanship and parts
related problems with workmanship problems being slightly higher. As the cost of find-
in& and correcting failures at this level runs one-third the cest at the LRU and one-fifth
at the equipment level, it emplasizes the value of structuring a test program to include
comprehensive subassembly testing. This chart also shows ,he decreasing incidence of
workmanship problems with progressive test le'vels, until pprts related problems be-
come predominant, reaching the 85 percent level by reliability acceptunce testing.

Looking at the in-process failure data, with subassembly failures included, is
necessary for an overview but tends to overshadow the equipment level failure trends
due to the front e'nd weighting. Figure 45 displays the APQ-113, -114 and -144 data
excluding subassembly failures for analysis porposes. The Impact of LRU burn-in •n
equipment level testing is clearly evident as LRU burn-In accounted for 40 percent -{
all equipment level failures. The distribution of part related failures to all fallures at
each test level is also shown. The overall trend to 85 percent part failures in re-
llability acceptance testing Is the result of the progressive elimlnation of workmanship
failures with increasing test levels. In both levels of temperature testing. LRU burn-in
and RAT, the percemage of part failures relative to workmanship significantly ticrease,
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Figure 44. In-Process Test Failure Distribution, AP41-113/114/144
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(4) LRU Failure Distributions

The distribution of factory in-prociss.te3t-failires by LRU over the APQ-113,
-114 and -144 programs 1igdisplayetin- Vigure 46 which shows for each equipment level
of Lath -percen e fbrotal problems experienced by f.ch LRU. The initial observatiun
is that the apportionment of failures by LRU follows the complexity pattern established
by [RU parts count as the RTM, which has about 30 percent of the radar's parts, ac-
counted for about 32 percent of the problems, while the ACU, having about 13 percent of
the parts, also expt. fenced an average of 13 percent of the problems. The Synchronizer
and Indicator/Recorder LRUs departed significantly from this pattern. TheSynchronizer
experienced only about one-half of the problems expected on this basis, while the Indica-
tor/Recorder experienced twice as many.
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Figure 47. APQ-144 LRU Burn-in Failure Distribution

subjected to a minimum of four cycles while the other LRUs all were exposed to a mini-
mum of six. The Indicator/Recorder failure trends by test ýevel vary from the other
LRUs at operational and burn-in testing. The higher failure rate at operational test is
attributed to the chassis mounted components, untested at subassembly level, and the
low level of failures reported at burn-in is because of the limited availability of test
points for this LRU in the environmental test chamber. As a v.sult, the Indicator/
Recorder , .trn -in precipitated failures were detected and reported at the L.RU accept-
ance test level.

Extending the LRU failure distribution comparison to include the reliability test
(RAT), as well as the platform and field experience, provides ihe picture shown In
Figure 48. The additional data from these test or field experience levels closely cor-
responds with the factory experience, the conclusion being that problem distribution by
LRU, as experienced in the factory, is essentially the sa de dlstributioa in thw field aid
may therefore be used as a valid predictor of relativ', field pi)rfor-mance.
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Figu.re 48. Progressive LRU Performance, APQ-113/114/144

lb. p>arts Performzance Analysis

(1) On-Reveipt Quality

* ~Figure 49 usessup)Aiir data to illustrate ot U t-U-f va Iat n tin reemnn re--
jvct rate expoe'ioeeo by the sappirper. Lot-to-lot variaion is experted wtrni It repre-

seats the first sac3enling of a produtaitw' lot. HoUwever, a similar dfgre ofvration
Is obsorved at Tnniin-' Test after tompletion of supler screening. Lot-to-1cot qiuality
variation Is typtcahky e-rieunevd at t er1niniz ott 100k~ cceened niaberial wit Figmre .5O
i111 raten. which spports the noed Wor Incomn~g Test cout:'ol evzti wn screelled
ii ler tal.

Da~ta collected irovn 108i through 1971 and dipa5 ii~t'~ showq ; seleNec
Versu.s noftscrevwed nmaticrtal rejodtltn r3103, basud on Incomingn ýtnblenti test measure-
n11entW The 5.1 aerage I zprov-em tnt factor is an k),a'tV imlicator of the iniproved It-it
"Nquality of sce-esied mterit'al wii Isf attributahk to the additoicmal suoppl~r testinf. re -
suiting In rc-ova1 of dotetivo' Wats from~ the 1kt population.- Tbis ratio is not a ~i-%

* urt. of t.%% vi&Iuo of sereeflttW, as !he true value c-,oul he d vwra.intx (hraugh ambient ini-
coming te~sting. Hcwvvet-. it doet eslabhsti the difforence in tholwhvc ~f nrece In

* prcAblew~s that can be expected betweep sc-reeofcd A1Wnd1otiscreened materi~al
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1968 1969 1910 1971
Q1Y PARTS TES~ED 1,497,00 862, 000 785,900 798,00

*REJ. RATE REJ. RATE ____ REJ. RATE RUJ. RATE

PART TYPE SCREENE APPROX. SCREENED. APPROX SREE APPROX SCRIE~NEP- APPROX.
NON K NON K 09IEINON K NON K

CREENED FACTOR SCREENED FACTO CREENED FACTOR ",SCREENED FACTOR

SEMICONDUCTORS 0.2 6 0.? 0.3,, 3, 0
111.4 -- q'. 0.43

-MICIOCIRW~ITS 3.2 NA 2.8 NA 1. 5 - NA 23NA

RSSOS0.1 6 0.1 2 0 . ,1 0.1
REISOR - 0. 6 0.20. 0.1

CAPACITOS 0.3.6j. 0. 6 24.:0. .

INDUCTORS 0.4 0.3 .- ' 0.? 7 .
1.9 2.5. .

hAVERAGE 0.2 , 0.2 .- " 0.? 0. 1ý'
tEXCLUDING Ga 9 0.? 7 5
M ICROCI RCUIT S) _____J___ _______

K 'IMPROVEMENT M'CTOR

Figure 51. Incoming Test Performance, Screened versus Nonscreened

;T 12) Parts Screening

Comparing the data results presented on Figure 51 and Table XV shows that parts
screening precipitated an average of 11% failur-es while Incoming ambient testing of
nonscreened material, in the same caleandar time period. precipitated less than l1%. This
data comparison establishes that the quality of environmentally screened material en-.er-

1 ~ing the mantufacturing process was, on the, average, ,in order or niagitude Improved over
th oscreened. It cannot be concluded that all of the screening pr, ipitatedfiue

would have subsequently failed at higher level tests. or that parts screening Is 10V~
effective, as evevi screened material fails at measurable rates throughout the equipment
level testing program.

The Immediate ber.ef its of parts screening art, found in the reduced equipment
manufaturin failure costs, and in initially Improved equipment NlB efrac

achieved through the reductia-i in infant mortality failuros.

While parts screeoing's Immediate advanWage is Ini the eliminitiou of itfant Inor -
tallity failures, the long term contribution to equipment MTBF performance lies In the
ideatification of pattern part problems for corrective cto.For staidadIts h
failtire r;Ate advantage resulting from elimination of a pattern problem will be short term
and initially onl.y with the screened vtersion. since the imiprovemtent nuide and factored
into the part design, or process will apply equally to the unscrt nd Madard par. The
SaMe adivantagve. however, does not extentl to compairisons beween screened anvi non-
scroened, nonstandatrd pairts a~nd specialty items, because the cortttive action Is most
probably uniquely, and only applicable, to the screented vLersion. Thiese factors mvid to
be considered to accounting for MTBF performance differences omature qipet

which had different complements of Rcreened nutorial1 when manufactured.
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(3) Test Level Comparison

Figure 52 traces the performance of the APQ-113, -114 and -144 electrical com-
ponents, specialty items, and major procurement items from the parts screening level
through equipment reliability testing. Because of the overlapping of the performance
trend lines for integrated circuits, transistors, diodes, capacitors, and inductive de-
vices, the area representing their performance has been shown shaded in. Resistors
because of a significantly better than average failure rate, are shown separately.
Specialty devices and major procurement items are also shown separately because of
higher failure rates. One of the key points of this chart is the orders of magnitude im-
provement in part failure rates in going from test level to test level during processing.
This may also be described by pointing out that the part failure rates in reliability
testing are on the average ten times better than measured during in-process factory
testing and the failure rate experience in factory testing and incoming is on the average
ten times better than the part screening failure rates. This relationship established a
rule of thumb for parts performance improvement from parts screening to factory to
reliability testing of a lactor of 10 for each level. If the major procurement item per -
formance were normalized by part complexity, their parts failure rates would fall within
the chart's shaded area. However, the MPI performance is a unique problem discussed
in another section of this report.

1000DIODE --- MPi

I C, XSTOR

.10

RES I STOR SP EVCES•

C PARTS INCOOING FACTORY RAIOR

)i!• :)Figure 52, Progressive Parts Performance. APQ-1I3. 114 144

•>,.c. Product Environnictntal $creotninR

•:•::Analyzing the APQ. 144 horni•-n data shows the screening effect of temperature cy-
•:• cling, per cycle of exposure, on1 filure precipitztion• for each of the clectionic tAlUs of
i!:• ~the radar (Figure 47•). The data show.n for the APQ- 144 equipm~ent is coskder'ed to be
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representative of mature product burn-in experience because over 400 LRUs of each
type had been previously bruned in, even though functional and configuration changes had
been incorporated in going from the APQ-113 to the APQ-144. The curves indicate a
relationship between failures and LRU complexity, measured by parts count, as the
failures experienced per cycle generally increased with the LRU's parts complexity.

Environmental screening of complex avionics equipment, for even mature pro-
ducts, is effective, as demonstrated by the average of approximately two failures per
APQ-144 Synchronizer processed, that were precipitated within only four environmental
cycles. Similar, but somewhat fewer, failures were screened out of the other less com-
plex LRUs.

(1) Screening Effectiveness

Figure 53 is r. measure of temperature screening effectiveness and again on
mature equipment. It depicts on a cumulative basis, by burn-in cycle, the percent of
LRUs processed which failed. Since only the initial failure of the LRU was counted,
and in the cycle in which the failure occurred, the end points equal the percentage of the
LRUs processed which failed during temperature screening. In the case of the Synchron-
izer, the curve shows that over 80 percent had failed at least once, by the fourth en-
vironmental cycle. It also means that only 20 percent of the Synchronizers went through
temperature cycling failure-free. The number at the end of the curve represents the
average number of failures occurring on each failed LRU. The data shows that on the
average, Synchronizers failing burn-in experienced over two fallures each. Slightly
over 40 percent of the less complex ACUs failed, averaging 1.5 failures each.

SYN (2.2)

__ -- RIM Ui.9)

!tj 60 INDIREC U1.6&

~5OACU (1. 5

3D4 ) FAILURESIfAILED LRU

PR OUCT MATURITY

QU BURN- IN CYC.AL

Figure 5. LAU burn-in Sreming Effectiveneass APQ-144
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Significantly, of all the LRUs that failed, approximately one-half failed in the first
temperature cycle.

(2) Temperature Effect

The effect of temperature environment on failure precipitation, for the tempera-
ture profile utilized, is reflected in Figure 54 establishing that over two-thirds of all
LRU burn-in failures were observed at low temperature. The significance of this ex-
perience is that if it were not for this factory product environmental screening, the pre-
ponderance of these burn-in precipitated failures would have occurred when the equip-
ment was installed in the aircraft and subjected to flight environments. On the APQ- 113,
-114, and - 144 some of the failures would have occurred during the reliability accept-

ance sample test.

AVERAGE FAILURE DISTRIBUTION

68 LO}ýTEmp

2 FAILURESIFAILED LRUJ

;.30 TOTAL FA ILURES

PRODUCT MATURITY
JUE 170 - DEC. '71

1' 2 3 '4 5 6 7 aB
11W BURN-IN CYCLE

Figure 54. Product Environmental Screening -Temperature Effect. APQ-144

(3) Reliability Growth

Assuming that the only value of 100) pet enCt product otwironmental s crening is tile
identification :tnd removal of infant miortality foilures. the eff~ct of not performing the
screening would be of )ust transferring the cost iand respowstlt for finding and fixing
those, problems to the customer at platform 'ind field levels, at ron~siderably gr eter
expense Furthermiore, under thisassumption, most of these Anitial f. f1ures would
Occur and be corrected in the first hundire-d hours of equipment oiperat ion undor flight
conditions, and would twt negatively biau long term oquipment N.ITBF performance
mneasurements.

11owever, the real value of product environmental sicreening* is In con~tribution to
reliability grovth through identification andi rorrection of paittern problems. Figure 55
show-s the Initial LIIU burn-in experieare for APQ-113 equipment in 1966 anti 1967 as
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Figure 55. Product Environmental Screening - Initial APQ-113/Mature APQ-144

"compared with the 1970-71 experience with the APQ-144. The screening effect of tem-
perature cycling can best be described by the improvement in failure rate with increas-
ing temperature cycles by removal of infant failures. 11 ',bis were all that occurred,
then it would be expected that the APQ-144 curve would overlay the APQ-113. The
fact that it does not makes it clearly evident that a significant reduction in failures was
achieved. This reduction is attributed to an aggressive reliability program addressing
all burn-in failures. It is also further evidence that burn-in precipitated failures are not
solely of the "infant mortality variety" but are comprised of pattern failures with distinct
failure rates which are correctable. On the initial APQ-113 equipment, the average
failures per LRU processed were 4 and leveled out at 0.3 after exposure to a minimum
of ten temperature cycles. The APQ-144 equipment, three years later, averaged 1 .3
failures per LRU and through a minimum of six temperature cycles exited burn-in at an

* average of 0.1 failure per LRU processed. This is a measured product performance
improvement of 3:1 uider envtronmental conditions.

(4) Burn-in Failure Distribution

Figure 56 further breaks down the failure experienced at the LRU burn-in test
"" level for the APQ-113, -114 and -144. The category described as Ixprts failures and

discussed elsewhere in this section actually included both major procurement items
and specialty devices.
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Figure 56. LRU Burn-in Failures - Parts and Workmanship, APQ-113/114/144

• Major procurement items and specialty devices together accounted for over 20
ii percent of the total problems experienced in burn-in test. When these items are related

to a failure rate base of failures per 1000 parts processed, it can be seen that they fail
at average rates ranging from 5 to 100 times the failure rates of electronic components.
This comparison is made both to highlight the necessity for the procurement control of
these items, and to stress the impact of these items on system reliability performance.

!i Discussion of the major procurement items is covered in another section of this report.

.•. (5) Screening Value

~As shown on other charts, the major achieved improvemnent was in parts related
performance, primarily because, on the average, parts. Major Procurement Items and

.• Specialty Devices accounted for almost 80 percent of the burn-in failures.

!i• ~ The value of 100 percent product environmental screening during factory process
ing can be summarized as follows:

: 1) It is the most cost-effective means to precipitate and remove from in-
i dividual product those infant mortality failures which occur only under
•..- environmental stress.
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2) The long term reliability worth is in identifying for corrective action
those design, material, and process pattern problems which, if uncor-
rected, will continue to constrain equipment MTBF performance under
intended use environments.

6. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

This part of the Production Reliability Program subsection describes the problem
identification and corrective action methods and experience forming an integral part of

-' the APQ-113/114/144 radar reliability program. The subject material covered is out-
lined for presentation in two primary areas as/follows:

9 Part Failure Analysis

Unverified FailureE
Supplier Responsibility
System Test Failuares

Failure Analysis Leverage
Scope of Analysis
Corrective Action

* Technical Problem Solving Routines

Reliability Engineering
Quality Assurance
Design Engineering

The part failure analysis portion ccntains an analysis of the summarized data re-
sults obtained from laboratory part failure analysis records generated through-out the
radar production program.

The technical problem solving routines identified and discussed consist of those
management data reporting and corrective action practices and procedures proven
effective in Identifying, highlighting, dimensioning, and communicating design, material,
and workmanship problems.

a. Part Failure Analysis

The APQ-113 Reliability Corrective Action Program relied extensively on piece
part failure analysis. The contribution of the failure analysis activity was in identifying
and separating problems from nonproblems, diagnosing the root cause of the real prob-
lems, and providing analysis findings in a timely manner through an in-house laboratory
facility.

(1) Unverified Failures

Data obtained throughout this program substantiates the need tu verify the initial
d.*agnosis, troubleshooting, and replacement action taken by trained factory technicians.
Typically 30% of the parts reported as factory failures and submitted for failure analysis.
even when screened by quality and reliability engineers, could not be verified as fail-
ures through Laboratory analysis (Figure 57).
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Figure 57. Failure Analysis Experience, APQ-113/114/144

(2) Supplier Responsibility

The 70% of the part failures that were verified were subjected to further examina-
tion, measurement, and dissection to the exftent necessary to determine the cause and
responsibility for the failure. On the APQ-113 Program, utilizing 9V0% environmentally
screened material, an average of only 35$ of the verified piece part failures could be
attributed to part supplier res onsibility caused by either faulty workmanship, process,
or design. The remaining 65io were attributed to. an internal responsibility where the

.7. failure had been Induced through testing, troubleshooting, assembly and. in some in-
stances. misapplication.

(3) FEquipment Test Failures

Figure 58 looks at equipment level test failures and failure analysis results across
the entire APQ-113/114:l44 programs. The bars onl the chart show tile failure distribu-
tian of the iden~Aiid parts as a percent oi total part failures experienced. (Note: This
data is nraie to part usage on other charts.) Th lnenoIdentifid s analzd

tire porm Italso shows that the verification rate for ICs and transistors was as low
as 50% to69-.This points out that complex parts are more apt to htave subtl o vri
tions deetbeonly in thle circuit ap~11cafion. and are evLen more likely in trouble-
shooting to be niistaken!v Identified as tlhe cause of the problem. The third line oil thle
chart shows the porcontage thrAt is supplier responitibility zw determined front tile fatlure
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Figure 58. Equipment Test Part Failures, APQ-113/114/144

analysis. The supplier responsibility chart line is shown as a percent of just the veri-
fied failures which means that the balance of the verified failures are due to some ex-
ternally induced cause. Resistors and capacitors, because of relative simplicity,
have readily discernible supplier responsible failure causes, while transistors aad
diodes appear to be more susceptible, in application, to external failure causal
influences

Conducting extensive failure analysis at the equipment test level is considered par-
ticularly important because the problems occurring and the knowledge gahied are more
closely rested to fielded equipment experience. From the results of laboratory failure
analysis reports obtained from factory equipment test reported failures, field part re-
placements also need to be analyzed to correcty assess priblems and to a ccurtely di-

mension equipment MTBF performance.

These fitalings emphasize the need for atalysis ant point out the potential erroneous
conclusions and ineffective-aess of a corrective action program baste on utilization of
".raw" failure datA. Also, performante ineasurement of an equipment such as MTBF
would be unrealistically low it the only basis for asscssment was uncensorod part failure
data. This conclusion is attributed to the unverified part failure perceniage of 301,
compounded with the associated number of induced part failures experienced ev(n Wnder
controlled factory test cotditions.
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(4) Failure Analysis Leverage

Failure analysis and corrective actiot. has its greatest leverage and impact on
equipment reliability growth and performance when cond -icted early in a program Is
evaluation test and initial production phases. The APQ-113/114/144 experience (Fig',re
59) showed that in the first half of the program an average of over 601% of the LRU ano
equipment level failures were selected for laboratory failure analysis. This rate
dropped to an average of 25% for the last half of the program. The early emphasis is
essential as this period is when a higher percentage of part misapplication problems are
uncovered, as well as inherent piece part design and process deficiencies. However,
failure analysis activity must be sustained throughout a program due to variations in
part quality and par-ticularly due to unapproved subtle part configuration changes or im -
provements introduced by suppliers.

~~31%

6~J UNVERIFIED

14. LYIS RE SULTS-"0I
CALEND)AR YEAR$ 9b 9 1969-1971
RADARS SH4IPPED V. 21

Figart 59. Failure Analysis i'reml, APlQ-113/H14,4
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TABLE XVI. FAILURE ANALYSIS FLOW

ZLCJRICAL

KOWMEASU REMENT

- eQWIEAIP(ROURE

, , , t J '

MECDEVICEL

NjN

Rr ANALYSIS ;QC~M SE ltiERI

VIC

f The availability of an in-house laboratory equipped and manned te perform this
work was a factor that favorably influenced the corrective action time cvcles. This was
evtdent in the reliability qualification test programs where measured reliability growth
rate was deendent on the cycle time from recognition of a systematic problem to in-
corporation of the corrective action. While dependent an many variables, the average

turnaround time for a failure analysis using the in-house cap-ability was bttween one and
two weeks. With expedited priority, QLe ame analysis could be completed in one day or

Failure analysis contribution to reltability Crow•t can be enhanced throu1gh eareful

:manageent of the solvctioi nroetses of tailed pzrts. thih po-tential candidates for
anlysis are tho•se panrts which Ntil out of pre•rtpvn to their applcation freiuentcy, ThP.•

type of data was availabtle on the APQ-I13 program through the quality corntrol test and
ispection data sstemt and the Reliability Engi ,eering $,trity s" a.t"r Listing discussd
In anther part of tho study.

($1 Corrective Actoo

Failure anaalysts alone Cnly id.titiIt tho causes of prAb•ens: ohrertre rorrc-tivc
artlolr i% e.sential It pr o srýe in terms o reviabilIty grc th is to bit rnl, On the

A -I113 program. th- re!;-ats v4 the part failure analysts were given to suppliors with
requests to confirm them and to rmspcn relative to corroetive aetivo lnplenlcnd. iu
looking back on many ,3rograms atid asessing effectiveness ci this artirly. it has bI.n
found that a •pr-o ately 40I. to 5-0 K the sp4tleplr faulis dt gnus -d werC either 1imi -

. ated or signtifica-lly reduced. nTe fact that corrtctive action even whean irpie ned.
is oat 100 effetiave in every case. Is further lurtiflcatian in suiport ol recurritw part
a-id product eavironm-dal screening.
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b. Technical Problem Solving Routines

The success of an equipment reliability program is measured in terms of relia-
biiity growth and achievement which is in direct proportion to the timely identificatiMm
and correction of equipment problems. The cycle of problem identification, evaluation,
and corrective action is continuous and must be diligently perf )rmed during all evalu-
ation and production phases, each step in the cycle being critical to the attainment of
maximum equipment reliability growth and optimum field performance.

Probably as many different approaches exist for solving technical problems as
there are reliability and quality engineering organizations. The common denominator
that distinguishes the successful routine from the unsuccessiul falls in the area of
effectiveness of execution and the degree of attention to detail applied to make the routine
work. The fundamental characteristics that contributed to the successful APQ-113
problem solving routines were simplicity, identified responsibility for solution, periodic
measurements of progress, test validation of corrective action, and visible status
reporting, providing cross functional communication of the problem nature, input, and
solution.

Exception reporting also contributed to effective problem solving. Test and In-
spection computer -summarized data was arranged so as to highlight high frequency of
occurrence problem areas. It was recognized that all program problems eventually
had to be solved; but by addressing the high frequency, major impact problems first,
whether they were design, material, or workmanship, permitted effective utilization of
the technical manpower resources available.

Another key to successful problem solving is early recognition of problems at the
lowest possible level of inspection or test, as the sooner a problem can be identified
and resolved, the faster the rate of equiprment reliability giowth. APQ-113 data systems
provided extensive visibility at -,ll levels of assembly and reports were generated to both
scope the severity of the problem and to display it for Action Reports. In addition, all
routines defined responsibility for corrective action and contained feedback loops which
would ensure that the problem had been resolved.

Chosen for detail review are the following problem solving systems and routines
which were considered instrumental to the APQ-113 Attack Radar's -eliability growth.
They by no means represent all routines that were used or were available for use; how-
ever, each one satisfied part or all of the basic cri.teria for effective Problem Solving.

. Reliability

Reliability kction Items
Severity Factor Lis'ing
Pattern Failure Summary
Failure Analysis Routines

. Quality Assurance

Problem Book
Quality Reports
Manufacturing Operator Rep.wrt
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Design Engineering

Problem Correction Plan

(1) Reliability Engineering

(a) Reliability Action Items - The Reliability Action Item System provided for
resolution c. problems that were primarily design or material oriented. The Radar
Reliahflity organization, being responsible for the generation and maintenance of the
system, selected each action item after analysis of th3 Severity Factor Listing, Pattern
Failure Summary, Failure Analysis Reports, and/or Reliability Test Program Reports.

When analysis revealed a pattern problem, the Reliability Project Engineer initi-
ated an integrated plan, formally described as an Action Item (AI), (Figure 60), which
delineated the problem, listed pertinent reference daia and identified the engineer re-
sponsible.

The designated Reliability Engineer pursued the problem resolution and maintained
a complete, current log of activities detailing all data acquired during investigation.
Each week progress was reviewed with the Project Engineer and the plan was updated or
revised as necessary.

Corrective action resulting from the problem investigation and analysis was con-
tinually evaluated until concrete evidence established that the problem was corrected and
the Action Item could be closed.

(b) Severity Factor Listing - The Severity Factor Listing highlighted in-process
pattern failures of component parts found during electrical test. The report normalized
part usage versus failure frequency, thereby assuring that high failure rates of low
usage parts were not masked by moderate failure rates of high usage parts which is pos-
sible if only failure frequency criteria were applied. A minimum of five failures per
year of the same component part was established as the threshold ,-.*r inclusion in this
report.

To dimension the re1ttive effect ot a problem on the radn-r, a "Severity Factor"
rating was establUshed. To.e base for this rating was the RN60 resistor selected because
• its high quantity usage (2500 per radar), its generally homogeneous failure dLstribu-
tion, and its highly reliable performance. Ail RN60 resistor failure occurrvnce.s were
::2rkcti mnonltored and analyticaiy verified because of their impact on all calculations.
The severity factors of all failed larts used in the equipment were Lased on the follow.-
irg equation.

S11Slpp (p ,pF1Nj

Where

SF' Relative severity of the problem part

QR1N60 •Quantity of RN60s/radar
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The equations yields a numerical value that is dimensionless and of no significance
when standing alone. Its value is derived from a relative comparison with similar values
of other parts. The higher the numerical value, the more divergent the performance in
respect to what was ruedicted, and the more severe its effect on equipment performance.
Hence, each part is critically ranked for problem investigation. The RN60 factor modu-
lates the equation in respect to manufacturing fluctuations, since a fairly linear change
in failures can be expected with changes in production rates.

To ensure that all major problems were being investigated regardless of severity
factor, the report was issued monthly in two formats, the first in drawing number order
and the second by severity factor (Figure 61). Using these reports, the Reliability
Project Engineer selected problems to include in the Reliability Action Item system.
Although severity factor was the major consideration in this section, tie monthly failure
pattern was also considered. A high incidence of failures led to immediate action, even
if the severity factor was relatively small. After final corrective action was instituted,
effectiveness was monitored by listing the Action Item number in the "Corr Action"
column of the listing and the drawing number was carried for nine additional months.
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N
(c) Pattern Failure Summary - The Reliability Pattern Failure Summary was

utilized to determine frequency of component failures related to specific circuit socket
applications. The report supplemented the Severity Factor report by identifying unique
part failure patterns that could not be discernible based solely on part failure rates.
This computerized report arranged in circuit symbol order, was generated monthly and
delineated the cumulative year-to-date failures. A minimum threshold of two occur-
rences in the previous 12 months was necessary for inclusion in the listing. The format
of the report (Figure 62) was designed to give current year part failures by circuit lo-
cation, and circuit failure performance for previous years. The serial number of the
failed assembly/subassembly and test station was also listed to help diagnose if the
occurrences were peculiar to one serial number and therefore caused by something
other than the part or its application.
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Figuroi 62. Pattern Failure Summary
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monitored and progro measured through the Action Item stoi previously described.
When positive corretrive action w~s Implernented. the, Acttion Item idontification numhvr
was entered on the report in the "Corr Action"' column A measure of the Corretijve
Acton effectiveness was made with each published IlstIng of Oh report by reviewing
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(d) Failure Analysis Routines - The Severity Factor Listing, Pattern Failure
Summary, and Reliability test data were also used to compile and identify problem
parts that required laboratory failure analysis. Candidate parts were listed twice, in
drawing number sequence and, by reference designator. Both listing were supplied to
Quality Control to assure that all future failed parts were segregated for analysis.

Failed parts were then forwarded by Quality Control to the cognizant Reliability
Engineering unit where failure symptoms were reviewed. The decision to perform
failure analysis was dependent upon the current status of corrective action. If initiated,
the parts were held for future dispositioning. If not initiated, the parts were sent either
to the internal failure analysis laboratory, or to an outside laboratory such as the
original manufacturer, RADC, or GE's Electronics Laboratory in Syracuse, New York.
The laboratory selection was predicated on laboratory capabilities related to the sus-
pected failure mechanism of parts to be evaluated.

These analyses normally resulted in a positive corrective action, principally be-
cause they were technically correct and conclusive. All laboratory reports were re-
tained by Reliability Engineering for future reference. Documentation of a typical
laboratory analysis report is shown in Figure 63.

(2) Quality Assurance

(a) %iality Assurance Problem Book - The Quality Assurance Problem Book,
initiated and controlled by the Quality Engineering organization, monitored design,
workmanship, and material problems impacting production equipment. The Book
utilized a Correction Plan format that identified responsibility, schedule milestones
and provided visibility for cross-functional communication, Problems selected for
documentation were those that could not be immediately resolved, had a series of dis-
crete steps cr events leading to a solution, and usually required cross-functional organi-
zation integration. A typical Problem Book entry is shown in Figure 64.

(b) Quality Reports - Quaiity Performance Reports, reflecting hIspection and Test
Del ctsts/Unttrens, were geonerated for sut ussembly, LRU and equipment levels and
were based on three source documents: Test Failure Reports (TFR). Mechanical In-
spection Reports (MIR). 3nd Passed Tost Inspection Reports (PIR). Through a com-
puterized data system, the basic data was structured to provide continuous visibility
and control.

All reports were presented in a cumulative format to kientity any gross shifts in
4uality performance. Major fluctuations wero easily investigatod by the use of sub-
reports which idet4ified the Quality perfornmance at lower tier assemblies (i -e.. L-U1.
Through weekly monitoring and subsequent cross -functional asignment of resolution re-
sponsibillties, problems were quickly addre•sod atnt subscquently corrected, controlled,
or elimittnat. Similarly, supplier materlal and .or m. jor procurement items were
Sadntified awn routinely corrected.

'rest and Insptvtion Failure Reports - Specilic Test and lneswection stations were
designated at whith Test Failure Reports and Methanical hnpe-tion Records were
inRiated by the Manufacturing Test/Inspection function for every equipment failure.

In aditio. M~ls wee writen or all material found discrepant duringthnisuau-
ing process, but prior to being submitted for inspection.
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ClID lhIMMI rffrtln Sw 1%6 on APQ.It3. 4"d CDO l?4Hl14 rffeetbne SV14 6
for APQlxk&.

_I I±I2

Figure 64. Quality Contr'ol Problem Sheet

-Ma eufac ring Operator Re prt - Workmanship failures accounted for just over
50 percent of all failures detted at subassembly test level. Studies tonducted during
the various phases of the program revealed that 2 to 3 percent of the asembly operators
were respousible for 45 to 50 |vrcet of the total defets generated.

To identify and resolve workmanship problems, reports (Figure 67) were dstigtned
such that all %ieratorm within a functional work unit exceeding a specified threshold
(avwrage for their work unit) of ilefets were identified along with the type, classification,
and number of deftevs generated. Attention was -hereby ,used on the small number of
prime defect generators within a work unit. Manufacturing foremen were given "report
cards- ranking them In order of performance of thetr work units. During the life of the
program this identification. retraining. audi/or reassigning of thee prime deMott con-
.t utanrr. allowed for dramatic decreases to workmanship defects.
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(3) DCstIi Enitneering - ngile,-rting post -release design problems identiflcation
generally resulted fromi reviow of performnance data taken during the Manufactiurlng
tests. Just as Quality Problems were highlighted by means of a Quality Assurance
Problem Book, des ign and performance problems were highlighted in what boazame in-
fornmally known as the Engineerlug Problem lWooR.

Problem assignments withivt the bot.k- were normally relegated back to the ragnt -
Uznt design engineer. It was his responsibility to review the problem and draw up a
prellininary action plan. The Plan usually consisted of tlaividual action ltems de-
signed to espose the source and define the steps required to eliminate the problem (see
Figure 68). The Indlvtdual(s) rtesponsible for each actitn item were listed, as was tile
schedule for the completion of the task. Personnel esternal to the Engineertng function
were assigned with the concurrence of their immedidte nmnagers.
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SECTION IV

PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST PROGRAMS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section of the report addresses the equipment level Product Assurance Tests
conducted on the radar programs studied, including Environmental Qualfication, Reiia-
btlity Evaluation, Reliability Qualfiication, and Reliability Acceptance Tests.

Each test is discussed, covering its objectives, structure, and time phasing. Test
findings and results are conipared and analyzed. Comparisons of the test resuls, par-
ticularly measured MTBFs, do not take into consideration differences in test stresses
applied which are discussed in Section V.

Signilica, it findings and couclusions are discussed and presented.

B. SUMMARY

The Protuet Assurance tests required and perkarwed fr Mhe. four rnzdr programs
are summarizeýd in Tble XV1l. The table provides arn cvrxwf of ead test program,
d-denotes the level of test (equipment vs .k.RUt, number of cquiomnewts tstod for tech of
the tests, and the equipment openttng time when applicable.

The reliability tests dtln.t-date ch baw ut-iru objtivs tot can be treated
lnt-opn-doealy, if reli ble Nquiet pmrkrnuncem a i bU s cI--4t -! ad sustained. The
RET wilt aUow fot urderly rebiabilfty grnth to a s'cIFittn- d ••vel of equipment pertorni-

ance (MTlW); the RQT wi4 determine wheuter tŽw o er t s -quipznsnvt is compliant
with the rolt~ability r'qlcmn ni grov* that UN- IZEY progrA~m was effr-ettloi h
RAT will aseertalo if tht roabIlity wasuradt ir RQT is bteirn sustainW throughout ipro-
duction e'quipment deliveriesd

The olknim Plroedci Amimarwo Tzraiwro dia"_scd_ itthis St-lou.

Flr4lags anod calusion based on the A PQ-ll --1147 14 are dIscused.
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TABLE XVII. PRODUCT ASSURANCE TEST PROGRAMS QIuMMARY

EVALUATION TESTS
RADAR . ..TYPE EQT RET RQT RAT

120 PERFORMED AT THE 5 SEPARATE TESTS:
EQUIP. LEVEL PER NOT REQUIRED 9 RADARS FOR A NOT PERFORD
APPLICABLE TEST TOTAL OF
SPECIFICATION 188 HOURS

113 PERFORMED AT THE 13 RADARS FOR 1 TEST PERFORMED: 54 RADARS FOR
LRU LEVEL EXCEPT A TOTAL OF 6 RADARS FOR A A TOTAL OF
EQUIP. LEVEL EMI 10.000 HOURSO TOTAL Of 7071 HOURS
PER APPLICABLE 141i HOURS
TEST SPECIFICA-
TI ON

114 MRT, SYNCHRO- 3 RADARS FOR 21 RADARS FOR
N IZER AND EQU IP. A TOTAL OF NOT REQUIRED A TOTAL OF
EMI TESTS ONLY 3838 HOURS __________2150 HOURS

144 MRT AND EQUIP. 3 RADARS FOR 9 RADARS FOR
EMI TESTS ONLY A TOWA OF NOT REQQ I RED A TOTAL OF

- _________9W% HOURS 117______ ITHOURS
"LRU ENVIRONMENTAL AND RELIABILITY TEST

RET - Reliability Evaluation Test

Tests condueted on the APQ-I13i4I/144 nrc described, their purposes,
fiditngs, timeliness aud achievements atulyzed.

RQT - Re1tý4it _=_ ieaio= Test

The tist rsuits of the APQ-120 and APQ-113 RQT are dissc ed,

aualyzed, and e •rlso" 4ranwn.

RAT - Reliability AFc it ee Tet

The mods~. 1rftrflomace lin ts. lint an retitvults of thte AIQ-113
114)/144 art dituzse' aad ahlyz-, Comparisns to AQT rmsutis tare
,als mtde.

C. CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS

SIn th* APQ-113 Enwir mneitai QuallficatWt% Tt t. 42t at the aitlures
were dosi.n related, Za. tarts, avd 386 workmanship.

0 705 (i the ftilures cacour•erd int the ANý-131 EQT wser iu merha¢cl
$treS5 eavirumii" ul vibraticm and sho ,
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*Mechanical design and manufaLiuring planning received less attention in
the APQ-113 RDT&E phase than electrical design.

0 Timeliness of EQT and the RET program contributed significantly to>1 APQ-113 RQT success.

* Initially demonstrated reliability - off-the-board - on the APQ-113 de-
3ign was 10% of predicted.

C Failure distributions in the as-released off-the-board designs of the
equipments studied during RET and EQT fit a 1/3-1/3-1/3 pattern -

with design, partW and workmanship equally sharing the failure re-
sponsibility.

* Reliability Evaluation Tests are effective :n detecting subtle time and
exposure-depcndent failures - that cannot be detected in a one "shot"
test such as EQT.

* Design optimizaton alone yields a 30% compliant equipment - subtle
parts and manufacturing caused failures will constrain the initial test
measured reliability.

* The APQ-113 rtha'Aility requirements were 15 times as demanding as
ihose on APQ-1,20 - assuming equal radar cornplexitv.

• APQ-113 demonstrated a 35 times higher MTBF than APQ- 120 (based
on unnormalized test stress levels). APQ-113 achieved 112% of re-
quired; APQ-120, 50%.

* In the final RQT tests on APQ-113 and APQ-120, neither radar exhibited
"equipment design" failures. APQ-120 reliability uas constrained 33%
by workmanship and 57% by parts, and the parts problems were attribu-
ted to workmanship causes.

* Higher parts reliability would have enhanced the performance in RQT of
the equipments studied.

During RQT testing, more failures were observed at cold temperatures
than room or hot.

* The APQ-113/114/144 demonstrated reliability was continually monitored
through a demanding and timely Reliability Acceptance Test program.

* RAT failure distribution on the APQ-113/114/144 programs consistently
indicated that parts were % 90% of the failures, indicatirng good control
over requirements, and consistent with predictions.
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS

* Reliability Qualification Test requirements should be strictly enforced
and production release should be withheld until successful completion.
Administratively/contractually, EQT and RQT should be combined, be-
coming a single production releasing element.

0 Reliability Evaluation Tests need to be contractually specified, approved
and scheduled) to provide assurance of timely reliability compliant equip-
ment.

* Reliability Acceptance Test should be specified and implemented to
maintain reliability levels during production cycles.

0 Reliability Evaluation Tests should be of sufficient time duration and be
at a minimum representative of field ervironments to afford detection of

* 'Lime/environment dependent failure mechanisms.

0 Reliability Qualification Test acceptance plan criteria should be simpli-
fied to. promote genera.l understanding. The existing variety of confi-
dence limits, measured values, specified values, demonstrated values,
truncated tests cause unnecessary confusion.

E. TEST PROGRAM ANALYSIS

1. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TEST (EQT)

The Environmental Qualification Test (EQT), usually performed on one set of pre-
production equipments, exposes equipment to its maximum design levels over a wide
,ange of environmental conditions, with the ultimate aim of demonstrating the design's
environmental integrity.

This test was performed on each of the four radars in compliance with contract
requirements. On the APQ-114 and 144 programs, only significantly redesigned LRUs
were included since the APQ-113 had been previously qualified. The unmodified LRUs
were qualified by similarity. Timeliness of the EQT plays a significant role in achieving
product design integrity. The APQ- 120 radar EQT was initiated and completed in the
production phase of the program, while the APQ-113 test was largely completed during
the RDT&E phase, and in the case of the APQ-114 and 144 during the pre-release phases.

Tables XVIII and XIX reflect the type and quantity of faiiures encountered during
the APQ-113 EQT. Seventy percent of all failures were encountered while the equip-
ment was being subjected to mechanical environments (vibration and shock), indicating
the relative lack of mechanical equipment maturity at the time of design release. Elec-
trical design and circuit evaluations normally are given a higher priority than mechani-
cal design effort. Development time assigned for the mechanical design is relatively
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TABLE XVIII. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TEST FAILURE SUMMARY BY
LRU, APQ-113

FAILURE DISTRIBUTION BY LRU
TE ST E NV I R ONME NTS "

AlP ACU RTM SYNC IIR TOTAL OF TOTAL

VIBRATION 5 2X 50 15 30 126 68

SHOCK 1 0 1 0 3 5 3

TEMPERATURE 5 5 13 7 6 37 19
ALTITUDE

SHOCK
STORAGE

HUMIDITY 0 4 7 4 3 18 10

SAND & DUST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 12 35 71 26 42 186 100

TABLE XIX. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TEST FAILURE CATEGORIZATION,
APQ- 113

FAILURE CATEGORY QUANTITY PERCENT OF
TOTAL

DF'A 61 42

WORKMANSHI P 54 38

COMPONENT PARTS 29 20

TOTAL 144 100

short. The documented disciplines, practices and procedures usually provided for a
"typical avionics design are primarily applied to the electrical design.

Of the failures encountered in the APQ-11R (Table XIX), 42% were related to
equipment design. Component parts accounted for 20% and workmanship failures ac-
counted for the remaining 38%. This fsilure distribution emphasizes the necessity for
timely EQT completion for corrective action addressing part and workmanship problems
in addition to the design corrections identified. Figure 69 reflects the EQT's scheduling
*nrelative to the percentagn of delvered production hardware.
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Figure 69. Evaluation Test Programs Timing

2. RELIABILITY EVALUATION TEST (RET)

Reliability Evaluation Tests are normally performed with pre-production equip-
ment to the reliability qualification test environments for a specified test duration. The
test provides for an orderly reliability growth through problem identification, resolu-
tion, and corrective action.

The initial APQ-113 reliability tests were identified as reliability pre-qualification
tests, structured to identify design, component parts, and workmanship problems at an
"early stage, to effect timely corrective action and orderly reliability growth. Eight
RDT&E equipments tested revealed that the initial measured MTBF was 10%.o of predicted
and dramatically proved that a time-dependent test was necessary to achieve the relia-
bility growth required to demonstrate the contract MTBF. A second reliability evalua-
tion test program, with five equipments, was implemented to provide the additional reli-
ability growth. Parallel to this,. reliability growth was enhanced through LRU Environ-
mental Screening Test Programs, which required the exposure of each LRU to the reli-
ability qualification test temperature environment for a given number of cycles, with
the constraint that the last two cy'les be failure free. These combined test programs
provided growth which resulted in the successful RQT demonstration.

As a result of the success obtained on the APQ-113, formal RET programs were
planned and implemented for the APQ-114 and 144. Reliability requirciaentý were
achieved, on both programs, in a timely and cost effective manner.
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The APQ- 120 reliability program did not have the benefit of a Reliability Evalua-
tion Test.

A comparative analysis of the failures encountered during the APQ-113 RET and
the APQ-120 RQT No. 5 is portrayed in Table XX.

TABLE XX. APQ-113 RELIABILITY PRE-QUALIFICATION TEST VS APQ-120

RELIABILITY QUALIFICATION TEST

APQ-113 APQ-120

0 PRE-QUAL iESr #1 0@ TEST 15
* 88 HR PREDICTION 0l, e 45 HR PREDICTION (EST)
* 9.5 HR PERFORMANCE' 4.3 HR PERFORMANCE'

0 FAILURE DISTRIBUTION * FAILURE DISTRIBUTION

* 32%WORKMANSHIP )1/3 * 31%WORKMANSHIP
0 32% PARTS e 37% PARTS
* 36% DESIGN * 32% DESIGN

* EOUI PMENT MATURITY 0 EQU I PMENT MATUR ITY
* 7 PRODUCTION ITEMS * 700 PRODUCTION ITEMS

•at 90%•LCL
A significant observation is that approximately one-third of the total relevant fail-

ures encountered in RQT for both radars were related to design, one-third to workman-
ship aud one-third to part failures. The results suggest that even with a perfectly de-
signed equipment, the initial reliability performance will be constrained to one-third of
its inherent capability. Further evidence of this distribution is indicated by examining
Figure 70, where similar patterns were noted in the EQT tests - again - new products
with limited or no maturity.

Analysis and investigation revealed that the RET failures in general, and the workman-
ship failures specifically, were more subtle part, design and manufacturing problems
than typically uncovered during Environmental Qualification Test (EQT). Detection of
these and effective corrective action demand meaningful test durations and multiple
equipment samples on test. Equipment design-related failures can be attributed to
worst case" (circuit tolerance build-up) degradation and early wear,.out conditions that

generally are not detectable on every equipment produced and tested for only a relatively
short duration. Reliability Evaluation Tests (long test durations, multiple equipments)
are significantly effective in detecting and correcting subtle design defects.

3. RELIABILITY QUALIFICATION TEST (RQT)

Reliability Qualification Test is performed on a specified sample size of late pre-
production equipments to demonstrate achievement of the contract MTBF requirement.
The APQ-120 was subjected to five RQT tests, while two were performed on the APQ-
113. For the first three tests, the APQ-120 failed the qualification 1,rior to accumulat-
ing any relevant operating time, During the fourth and fifth tests, it otal of 188 rele-
vant hours were accumulated, at which point the testing was terminated.
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FAILURE CATEGORY
AQ-113
APO-114 .

DESIGN A-I"33%
=A-

'APQ-IX

APO-113
DARTS APQ-114

APQ-113APO-1I1'4 '

WORKMANSHIP - 1 33%

AP -1

F7 ENV. QUAL TEST 1 20 4 50
SREL. EVAL TEST %%OF TOTAL FAILURES

JFigure 70. Comparative Failure Distributions-Environmental Qualification and
Reliability Evaluation Tests

Since the RQT is the form~.l measurement of achieved equipment MTBF, the APQ-
113 RQT No. 2 and the APQ-120 RQT No. 5 were comoared as shown in Table XXI.

Although the functiunal equipment complexity for each of the radars was approxi-
mately the same, the APQ-113 contract MTBF requirement was 15 times greater than
the APQ- 120 (134 hours vs 9 hours at 90% LCL). The APQ-113 exceeded its contract
requirement by 12% (152 hours vs 134 hours); the APQ- 120 fell short of its requirement
by 50% (4.3 hours vs 9 hours), a measurable reliability performance (MTBF) differen-
tial of 35 to 1. Differences in the environmental stress levels of the tests conducted
account for some portion of the differences in results obtained (see Section V).

Other differences noted between the two RQTs are that the APQ-113 RQT included
more equipments (6 vs 3) and significantly more test exposure hours per equipment (250
vs 30) which have the advantage of providing a greater opportunity for detection of subtle
workmanship and "worst case" part drift related defects, which do not appear in earlh
equipment produced or whose manifestation is environmentally and time dependent.

The failure distributions in both RQTs were grouped in three major failure cate-
geries - Design, Part, and Workmanship - the Part cat,ýgc-ry being further divided into
Design and Workmanbhili. One similarity readily apparent is that in both tests the total
incidents experienced were reduced by approximately the same ratio (4:1) to arrive at
the relevant failure classification.

I
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TABLE XXI. RELIABILITY QUALIFICATION TEST COMPARISON

APQ -113 APQ -120"

REQUIREMENTS CONTRACT M.T.B.F. @ 90% L.C.L (01) 134 HRS. 9HRS

RESULTS DEMONSTRATED MTBF @ 90% L.C.L. 152 HRS. 4.3 HRS.
-540C TO 710C

TEST CONDITIONS CHAMBER TEST LEVELS ANT & ACU -540 C TO 490 C

-540 C TO 132 0C

VIBRATION 0.3g @25HZ 2.29 @ 57 HZ
RELEVANT HOURS 1413 96

RESOURCES NO. OF EQUIPMENTS 6 3

TEST DURATION ELAPSED MONTHS 9 3
EFFICIENCY AVG RELEVANT HRS ACCUMULATEDIMONTH 157 32

PART DESIGN 14 0
PART WORKMANSHIP 3 43

INCIDENTS "° DESIGN 0 0
WORKMANSHI P 0 25
UNDETERM INED OR NOT CONFI RMED 3 7
TOTAL INCIDENTS 20 75

INCIDENI CATEGORIES PART INCIDENTS 1%) 85 57
BY %OFTOTAL INCIDENTS DESIGN INCIDENTS 1%) 0 0

WORKMANSHIP INCIDENTS (%) 0 33
UNDETERMINED OR NOT CONFIRMED •) 15 6) 10 (51

INCIDENT CLASSIFICATION RELEVANT FAILURES 5 16

RQ1 I I I RET&RQT
RQT 05
EXCLUDES TEST EQUIPMENT AND TEST OPERATOR INDUCED INCIDENTS

In the Design (Equipment) category, neither radar experienced any failures. Both
equipments apparently had achieved a high level of design maturity by the time these
RQTs were conducted. For the APQ- 113, this conclusion is supported by subsequent
compliant Reliability Acceptance Test (RAT) data.

In the Workmanship category. the APQ-113 experienced no incidents. The reason
for this absence can be attributed to LRU environmental screening test performed on a
100% basis to the RQT thermal environment with a strong corrective action program.
The workmanship problems on the APQ- 120 contributed to 33% and are attributable to
the lack of an LRU environmental screening program. It was observed that 57% of the
total incidents recorded on the APQ-120 were due to parts, but on the APQ-113, this
category accounted for 85%.

Comparison of component par' RiT incidents experienced points up another area
where a significant difference exLstt4.4 There were no component part "design" inci-
dents for the APQ-120 RQT, while the APQ.113 reported 14 incidents. Of the APQ-113
incidents, 13 were associated wiit, moving part items and were detected only after rela-
tively long environmental exposure hours, which were not duplicated by any of the APQ-
120 test samples.
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As delineated in Table XXII, during RQT, more failures were observed during the
cold temperature environment, when compared to other temperatures, by a factor of at
least 2 to 1. When the failures are normalized to account for exposure time, the factor
on the APQ-113 Is 7 to 1. This further promulgaths the necessity for performing 100%
environmental screening test to insure the equipment is exposed to both temperature ex-
tremes. When the equipment is operated at ambient temperature, the part. may be sub-
jected to a temperature rise due to the equipment's internal power dissipation; however,
the parts will never be exposed to cold temperature. The RQT temperature cycle should
simulate the worst case temperature and exposure periods the equipment will encounter
in field use but in no event less than MIL-STD-781.

TABLE XXII. FAILURES OBSERVED AT COLD VS OTHER TEMPERATURES,
APQ-120 VS APQ-113

APQ -120 ROT

NO. OF FAILURES T RATIO
TEMPERATURE RQT-i RQT-2 RQT-3 ROT-4 RQT-5 TOTAL TOTAL FAILURES FAILI100HRS

FAILURES EXPOSURE PER at
-. _____ HOURS 100 HRS. COLD vs OTHER TEMP

COLD 3 3 3 17 13 39 88 44

OTHER 17 3 20 100 20

APOIII ROT

NO, OF FAILURES FAI RATIOTEMPERATURE ROT TOTAL TOTAL FAILURES FAIL'100 HRS

FAILURES EPOSURL PE' at
!HOURS 10 HRS. COLD vs OTHER TEMP

COLo 3 3 Z40 1.25

OTHER 2 0 Iit) 0, 17

APQ- 1 ROT CYCLE 9 6HRS

APO-11) ROT CYCLE 24 HRS
"4t% OF THE APQ-120 ROT TEST CYr'LE WAS BELOW ROOM AMBIENT

INCLUDES TRANSITION TO AND STABILIZATION AT *6"F1

3?% OF THE APO.Il1 ROT TEST CYCLE WAS BEIWV ROOMI AMBIFT
i INCLUDES TRANSITION TO AND STABILIZAIION AT -650 f
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4. RELIABILITY ACCEPTANCE TEST (RAT)

Reliability Acceptance Test is performed on a sampling basis (up to 100%) on pro-
duction equipments to assure that compliant reliability is maintained throughout the pro-
duction cycle. The test environment is similar or identical to the reliability qualifica..
tion test environment and the sample size and test duration is dependent on the specific
contract but based on MIL-STD-781. These tests were performed on the APQ-113/114/
144 radars but were cancelled for the APQ-120. To ensure that the APQ-113/114/144
production equipments were compliant to the MTBF requirement of 134 hours, one out
of every three produrtion radars processed was subjected to RAT for a minimum of 130
hours each. During the five-year span, 84 representative samples of the production
equipment were subjected to reliability acceptance tests. As indicated in Table XXIII,
a total of 84 radars accumulated 10,999 relevant hours which resulted in an MTz3F of
175 hours at 90% lower confidence level, objective evidence of the inherent reliability
of the production equipments under the specified test conditions.

TABLE XXWI. RELIABILITY ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS

APO-113 APO-114 APQ-144 fOTAL

No. OF EQUPMENTS TESTED 54 21 9 84
RELEVANT HOURS ACCUMULATED 707, 2750 1178 10.999

MTBF AT 90% L.C.L. ,61 145 14i 176

The Reliability Acceptance Test provides both government and contractor manixge-
ment with a continuing quantitative assessment of the equipment being produced. it alsn
helps to motivate the contractor to maintain the required reliability levels to avoid the
penalties associated with failure.

A review of the APQ-113'114f 144 failures experienced during RAT is sununarited
in Table XXIV.

The f-ailure distribution by category remained approximately the same for each of
the radar programs. Approximately 70-- of the failures were Ixrts. 17 were major
procurement items, and about 13ý7- were equipment workmanship defects. No equipment
design defects were reported. The two areas in which the radar equipment manufacturer
has greatest control, equipment design and equipment workmanship, acctiunt for a s4nall
percentage of the failures. This 01so emphasizes the bf nefits that could be obtained
through upgraded parts quality.
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TABLE XXIV. RELIABILITY ACCEPTANCE TEST FAILURE CATEGORIZATION

,.APQ-113 APQ-114 APQ-144 TOTAL % OF TOTAL

WORKMANSHI P 3 3 1 7 13

MAJOR PROCUREMENT 9 1 2 12 23

SPECIALTY ITEMS 6 3 1 10 19

SEMICONDUCTORS 14 4 0 18 35
PASSIVE DEVICES 3 2 0 5 10

TOTAL 35 13 4

The reliability program elements associated with controlling the failure rate of
major procurement, specialty items, and component parts were highly ef!ective in
assuring that the reliability of these items were maintained throughout the production
cycle. It is concluded that the level of part and LRU environmental screening employed

I on the APQ-113, -114 and -144 radar programs was a significant element for the sus-
tained equipment reliability during the production delivery cycle.

One common ingredient greatly affecting all Reliability testing results is Ltest
timing. Ideally, EQT, RET, and RQT should be successively and successfully com-
pleted during the RDT&E phase. This will eliminate or substantially limit the accum,,la-
tion of nonconforming production equipments, the need for costly retrofitting of produc-
tion items, and excessive field maintenance costs.
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SECTION V

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section of the studv describes the specified environmental requirements and
conditions prevailing during factory Qualification Tests (First Article and Reliability
Qualification) and in-service use of the four radars (APQ-113, -114, -120, -144). The
data for this section was obtained and collected from various USAF sources, the two
aircraft contractors, and the radar manufacturers.

This information is presented to facilitate a retrospective analysis of the en-
vironmental conditions prevailing during the factory Qu~alification Tests for each radar.
Comparisons are made between the severity level and duration of environmental stresses
encountOered in RQT versus field deployment. Other environmental conditions, pre-
sently absent in MIL-STD- 781 specified tests, but prevalent in field operation, are
discussed.

This section is divided into several subsections treatipg the various aspects of thle
enivironmuntal requirements and conditions. E~ach subsection is prefaced by its objec-
tive and coniclusion, and is concluded by a detuiled analysis.

B, SUMMARY

The following envirounmental attalysis and aspects pertaining to tthe radar reli-
ability perforuaince in the factory and fioid are contained in this section:

Environmental Requirements - Summaries and eompirlsom. are 11130
i~k,~vm~niwnal r"qui -iwts and conditions for the radar design.

design qualification tests. reliability qualification te'ats' and field on-
virounment.

Reliability Qualification ipe-cification - MII,-STD-761A and Mt.R
266t itnit-n anddrequi reieutsý are doescribed andi definedt lto providev

a ba-sis for compa-rative, aimlysis to the tes ts w-s pk rforned.

H0eliabilitV QualMifiCatiOnl TOst Conditions -The tests as performed are
-A.crl n the dftrfe f rwpofiaois idenfif led.

Reliability Qualification Tvst Comparisons4 - The environmnivtal test
codtnsapp'lie'd t ,o the -AfiQ-120 anti W130- 113 '114 144 during HQT

are compared and differences; atuilyzed.
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F*-ld vs RQT Environmental Exposure - The differences in thermal,
vibration and humidity conditions are explored and analyzed.

C. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Vibration

Flight vibration measured on the F-Ill and the F-4E aircraft is random
in character and extends beyond 2000 Hz. Qualification testing was gen-
erally limited to sine excitation to 500 Hz with resonant dwells. Vibra-
tion during Reliability Demonstration Testing is at a fixed low frequency.
Vibration levels of F-4E in flight are more severe than those of F-Ill;
APQ-120, however, by virtue of being vibration isolated, sees vibration
lex ,Is comparable to APQ-113/114/144.

2. Temperature

* APQ-113/114/144 Radais

The APQ-113/114/144 radars are supplied with cooling air during
flight at very low temperatures, which are also significantly lower
than those supplied during Reliability Qualification. Also f•r a
short period in flight, cooling air is supplied at temperatures
significantly higher than during RQT. These facts caused the field
envir•nmental profile to be more severe- than the Reliability Quali-
fication environment.

* APQ-120 Radar
The cooling air supplied to the APQ-120 radar during flight are at

temperat.res that are more benign tio the equipment. beause they
remain substantially above the low tempratures .nd are at greater
flow rates than that supplie-d during Reliability Qualification Teqi.
This caused the RQT environiental profile to be significantly more
severe than the flight enviromnent•-l profile.

3. PQT Deviation From MIL-Reliability Test Speifications

*APQ-120 I`Ucar

• The APQ-120 radar w-as subjected to an unusual test cowdition, the
quantitative effect of which is not known. durhlt the cold prt of the
temperature cycle. The flow (if cooling air through thc torchard
radar assembly was reversed. re•ulting in a lare percentage of
the forced air-cooled components being subjeted to a hi h~r ther-
mat shock than required by, MIL-STD-781A.

0 APlQ-ll3,i14./144 Radars

The specificatiotes for APQ- ! 13 114 144 radar's RQT preScribed
Inaximnuim anbient temperatures greatly in excess of the require-
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ments of MIL-R-26667 (1600 F for the electronics bay LRUs and
2700 F for the radon'o tý..alled equipment versus 1310 F required
by MIL-R-26667). iýuis is a very significant deviation from the
military specification, especially for equipment cooled by free con-
vection.

4. RQT Long Term Environmental Exposure

The long term effects of exposure to envirrnmental conditions other
than temperature extremes and thermal cycling are not adequat'oiy sim-
ulated by the Reliability Demonstration tests presently specified. Speci-
fically, this applies to the detrimental effect of prolonged exposure to

humdit (wth onaminants present in the field) and the effect of ex-
tended exposure to random vibration.

First Article Qualification Testing does allow evaluation of the short-
term effects of exposure to relatively high environmental levels: how-
ever, field performance problems indicate inadequacies in at least some
of these environmental tests.

5. RQT Operation In Environment

The operational requirements of twth Reliability Qualification Tests
wer-e defined so that operation of the eqjuipments was not reqN-uired dtir-
ing the cold portion of the test, even thULgh power Wits 11pplied ", hl
start of the cold to heat t ransitioui. For the APN- ' 13A.~ 14 1~44 this
constituted ta milder exposure thani experienced in flight. wAviic !or the

I.-APQ- 120 it repr-esented a more ;vvere rmluirement. it fuethu r WIAS
evident that olectrical tests during temzpieraturte transitions - both
4tuoling and hetritn; - is not required, again not duplikatitW. uctuAl
field ope-rutional oniri usnnts.

No quantitative data u As 3%ailatli for field rcni tered ellins
Thv hurniditty conditions during tKQT were apt <,itrollv4 zwtd -erv miwd
in ro taurlis(M to the, Actual 4i0d uzsv. Ronth rada-trs pA.a%,d Ithe )FlrA
Article Qualification Ttest for huniiditV.

0. RECOMMENDATIONS
* ~mdto flight cin'ountt-rN1 vibratio* vtirvmnut Iit, tQT bN ei~ the

'atudy should be r eotod ti ctormne.tuxoW d con har-l failure data. %I a
siminlar cdmige to IIQT eciain swarrante avd cezt v'11cctiVV-

* Adjust the pr-file (e.i g. i~xrriiure Oatrat iou. i v ape-raturc I mttlo el f t!-c
envirnmenal r'y in ItQT and HtAT tW bc c,~ltn with and !, ase

vet-c as fhlght conditions. but never Weow- NUL-$TD-761 r "uiernclag.

* Add, a requiremetit to %1111-$T)- 7811 11 1Rclabilth Qualtili-a tton
Acceptanpce Tvrsts0 In rperatc thr equnipmte ard perform niasnurf-
tnents wn lc tempera-ture ad dniring Wteperature trnstmmonit.
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E. ANALYSIS

1. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS SUMMARY

A summary of the environmental conditions for the APQ-1lP. -114, and -144 and
the APQ-120 radar is presented in Table XXV. This summnr, .elates the design re-
quiren.ents. field conditions, Reliability Qualification TeL. Speciflcations, and the ap-
plicable Reliability Test Standards.

Ct. 'r-ns A aid E list the specified enviro-"-.,ntal condition limits for each rada.r.
Columns Ui and F contain a condensation of fiel-!flight environmental exposure infor-

W mation obtained from several sources but primarily from flight test data. When flight
data were not av.dlable, the information presented is based on a mixture of General

.'amt• and McDonnell Douglas experience, and limited test data combined with
i analysis.

The remaining four colun' - lescribe the Reliability Qualification 'rest actually
performed (columns C and G fi,' thie APQ-113. -114 and -144, and the APQ-120
respectivelyv wnd the tests reqt ired by the Reliability Test Specifications on which
these tests were based "coluan D: MIL-R-26667A for the APQ-113. -114 and -144,
column H: MI'-STD-?alA f,-r the APQ-1201.

Table XXV (and tV e subsequont discussion) is ithrited only to these environments
to which the equipment w.is subjected during Reliability Qualihcatiui Testing. Ftrst
Articli Qualification testlng programs were conductedO out both radars including, in ad-
dltion to therrmal e~x-:-uro amn vibi-atioi. such !:WAnrd MIL-Spec tests as shock, hu-
midity. altitude, sii A amd dust, which are known to be- primary x secondary cavso"s of
failure, elthei '.ntiv- lly or in combinations.

A logical xt•tsiou to the work conttained herin wotld bW, A. in-depth invst.ig-
tinn of the adeq ig ,v ut txr-.:s$nt 4tesiri eritvria and o nirnntazl t-ing
progratus as rr 'eiv U' aea.zured d fil emvtironmrntS.

A cnml -•t f V.-Id t' HQT c.virontaPIt4l co,'ditun.•i a"d ti (lilt ,'ces bt-,-
twer-n the s pifieU liQT caadititwns ad tho ziAp| cale- NUL-Spew are divsis-,d in sub
soquesut SU* oili

2. H ILLABILT'Ii QUALIFICA 11OK TFST t- VIRONNIENt$

a. ObWectieve

"The -bjectivp *.-. zhA ;ubsctton W to rompare tLe RQ' vr C -lt',. nta A P ce r
each 04 the two radars -,tt- ttc apptc.;hfe MIL -Specnicat, tn .,r for. Te,
called aut itn the contra ,al 4,:cuwnWAtiýon. srterity of i-•l,.n Ir o- -
streses.s dutrattif of •,gr•s to enir•- .- extremes i tl imrc-d --'- -

arwres rout the rtefrett'- UIiL- iflteatt~zrs idrn&C•,,1d.

*F!rst Article Quatlication V -i r~vrt f,,!-Ott- APQ-110 was not ii.-i oI the d~ai

aick•ie studited or olaiied.
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(a) APQ-120 Radar (Nnse) Package

o1 ! ISS 2V zR N

""Loi L? flIN•F PERFORMANCE

~T~j ~ S XSNOIJRAkCE
4c I iCURIFS

ib) APQ-120 Forward Cockpit (c) Aft Cockpit - 51 Ratg•e Indicatori

.•,• ~Figure '11. Vibration Qualification Test Levels .

•o b. Summary

•!: •0 The upper~t temperaure 4limit of Uthe test chamber for APQ-12-0 RQT
. (-120'Fl A•s below" the: Mll.-STD-781A specified -131 *F. The rate of

•i ~~~,411)ý c at o,•.. 41,11.• t'Zwevl'attur@ xhange_ wa•s 3.2" F • minute, bolow the

MI' +T pA .id mini7tim of 97F minute, Other onviron-

mnttAl vondib(ýns wte-re cto•ormant wi•l Uhip NUL-STD-T81A require-
ib) APQ-120 was subrected to vpiry -- e)e. thermal shock -25"F tnindte)

ue to the oaingur air atoly menod when trallisitiomng froQ i cold to

0 Thn umer temtplrature limiLt of test chamber for APQ- 13 114R 1T4

--. • tiQT ( -2 70 F for A Mntinna A g.simbi y, 160'"F for oWher LRUS) •'Axre.a(ove the bl h U-1RT-26667A sAseifii .13 T r F,

•,L i : l APQ-120 was t~e'e to al",oximately 4even tiunwq hligher vibraltiollevel titan AIIQ- 113: 114.144 (.2G vorbas 0.32Gi. howeverlow theen
vibration exmsure time Winra 24ru test period was - lon1ger for the

A a APQ-1 13/114V'144 asu b ompared to Ase t-1e0 (240 shckutes vePrts 11i

:" ulnutcs. hot.



c. Military Specification Description I
(1) MIL-STD-731A

Contractuat documentation for the APQ-120 (McDonnell Douglas document SCD
53 -87"l050) specifies that Reliability Qualification Test be conducted in accordance with
tne requiremnents of MIL -STD-781A, Test Level E (modified). The test conditions of
Tesi Level E (.nmodified) call for thermal cycling operation of equipments subjected to
test, with concurreiW periodic vibration at a fixed nonresonant frequency. The ambient
temperature extremes are -65'F (-54°C) and +131'F (+55VC) as shown in Figure 72.
The r'te uL temperature change of the thermal medium when transitioning from hot toiic•Id and vice verazz shall average not less than 5°C/minute, Operation of the equip-

ment under test. is required from the time the environmental chamber temperature con-
trol is set o,- the high temperature limit. During the period of radar operation, fixed
freouer.cy vibration at 2.2G ±10% is imposed for a period of at least ten minutes out of
each hour of equipment ON-time, at a nonresonant frequency between 20 and 60 Hz.
The vibration frequency is selected during a vibration survey which precedes the formal
testing. If the equipment under test is designed to meet a less severe vibration re-
quirement than 2.2G at the frequency selected for the test, then this specification al-
lows reduction of the vibration level to that specified as the design requirement, In
general the direction of vibration is not specihed unless the configuration is such that
one direction is obviously more critical.

TYPICAL CYCLE FOR 24-HR PERIOD

TRANSIENT RATE: NOT LESS
THAN 5 C {N14 I 9* F IiI N) CHAMBER AMBIENT

120

0 *V V*' f-C #A!~9'

S*5

COOLING HEATING COOINK HEATING COOING HATIING

0 2 4 6 S 10 1? 14 16 18 Z 22 24
TIME HOURS

Figure 72. Environ•ental Test Cyrle, NUL-S•1-781A TUni Level E

IThe thermal cycle times are established by conducting -a therm.1l surve'y tturing

which the comntInent of greatest thermal inertia Is identif Wd along with the time re-
quired for its stabilization. Stabilization is ineasure u"nder IIIv- condtttmms: CIt alter
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the temperature transition from high to low while equipment is turned off and (2) after
the temperature transition from low to high with equipment operating. The specifica-
tion requires the duration of the cold part of the cycie to be the time required to stabi-
lize at cold. Three and one half hours were used in portraying a typical cycle shown
in Figure 72. The dur'ation of the high temperature part of the cycle is specified to be
the time required to stabilize at the high temperature, plus two additional hours. A
3-1/2 hour stabilization time is used, yielding a total duration for this part of the cycle
of 5-1/2 hours; the total time for each cycle is therefore 9 hours.

Cooling air is to be supplied throughout the cycle, either directly from the
chamber or from an external conditioning source. In general, the most economical
source is directly from the chamber and this would be the 3ource used unless the re-
quired cooling air temperatures are different from the chamber ambient. The tem-
pcratures and flow rates to be supplied are defined in the specification to be the maxi-
mum temperature and the minimum rate of flow (per the equipment specification) when
the chamber temperature is at the highest level, and at the minimum temperature and
maximum rate of flow when the chamber temperature is at its lowest level. Cooling
air temperature for forced-air cooled equipment would roughly follow the transition
cycle from hot to cold, or cold to hot, changing at not less than 5°C/minute (9'F per
minute). and leveling out at the equipment specification maximum and minimum values.

During a 24-hour period, the equipment operates for 14.7 hours, and is subjected
to vibration for a total time period of 147 minutes.

(2) MIL-R-26667A

The contractual documentation for the APQ-113 radar (Generul Dynamics Specifi-
cation .FZM 12073) specifies that the Reliability Qualification Test be conducted in ac-
cort.ance with requireme-nts of MIL-R-26667A. Test Level 3 {motdified). Test Level 3
(unmodified) combines- ambient temnperature and cooling air temperature cyclihwg with
low level, fixed freucy vibration and varying modes of operation of the eqjuipment un-
der test. TI-e ambieot tunpermature is cycled between the same limits as definod for
NMILISTD-781A, test levl E, namely -65'F (-54'C) and -131F (-55TC). The rate of
temperature change of the thermal mo\ium during L.an~itlon time from one extreme to

the otber shll not be less than 5 'Cminute. The cyiel definxtl is basedl on stabilization
Stime data ob~t~ain during the sall'o type of thermal survey as previously described. The
requirements of this sxifleatlion differ fromn t•ose of MIL-ST)-781A Wn that the hot por-
tion of the cy-cle is specified t=o be three hours, plus sufficient time to stabilize versus
time to stabilir. plus tw•• hours for the MIL-STD-781A. Thus the operatiom of kxluipinvot
for 4-1 1'' hours, as showe in Figure 73, provides suffieient time at high temperaturo to
allow a complete electrical wxrformar, .e test. The durati-n of the rold part of the cycle
is the 3-1.-.2 hiurs requtrtie for thermnal s•abilization. The total time r(quired for .a
,complete cycle is therefore 8 hour,. allowihg 1 compnle cycies in a 24-hour period.

Cooling air is mippl•t 4t c•tinluously at the inatxmium air tem'aperature and the
lowest flow raie for the hot part "f the ocvic, and thr miti•tum a•ar lempe'rature at tihe
highest flow ra.te for the ernd tail of the cycle. Coolitn air tmtperature triansitirn

aould felk-.w the rha-mber transition'v ck•netv. -nd level off ,t the ntmum and niad-

muin temperature levels deofind by the equipmuent spkeification.
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Figure 73. Environmental Test Cycle, MIL-R-26667A. Test L~evel 3

d. RQT Description Departures

*(1) Departures front MW11 Belinbitity Tiest Spe~cifioations.

The octual envi ronment al emmdttons during, BtIteihil its Quid ifleation Tests devi-
ated in accordaiwe with cfantractual specification Irnut the referetwect N11. reliability
test spedfications. T'he departures front the specified limits are enutnertated fin the
following discussion.

(a) AN)-iZO R(QT Thti tost cycele usekd durttng UQT of AP"Q- 120, sjrrydi
Figre 74,--& -iiifa MItL-STD-7181A. -Teot Iovel Eý in two respects. First, the
nnniniuin ch1ambeir ambient temperature, lit-it wat; 120'F (491C) ver-sus Tout Iwvel E

speiid11FtSC) second. !he rate of chhangto q chambor -ambient tetuperaturews
3. 2'F"t~intjte 01. 84cjtnlnuto). It is to be, noted that the upper temipcrature design limnit
for the cockpit. was 120 4F IWOV.

(hiAN11~tl:t4 IQT - The test cycle, used during RxqE tJ APIQ.1 13 -114;*
144 Is depfct In iii4usY !5. Aeidnfrmtin'th figure. (the maxlnium range of
ch~imo.ýr nrtlerl at-mpcrature ir fvnlm -(,V f.54iC1 to d~ t .771vC3 frr IJI AS,
excovpt the Antenna Aisetubly, which. becauso of Its vliotio tit the raLdtmne of the -l.
was tested over a ICmwJaiSurC rangeý fromt -65F f-540) to -270r i 13210(. Figure '&
shows the APQ- 113 !-elia-bility test area fuciblites with the duial chantter set up to
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Figure 76. Reliability Test Area. APQ- 113

simulate the equipment bay and the radonme evironments. In the foreground, the left-
hand chambeir contains the RTM, Synchronizer, anti Indicatar LRUs, while tile right-

hand chamber holds the Antenna. Pedestal, and Antenna Control Unit. Bloth of tie uper
temperature ranges aa-e in excess of the MIL-JR-26667A. Test Lkvvel 3 limits of 431 -F
(45S1C). Another departure from that specification (i.e. , morle severv) was the total
%ibra-tion titue In a 24-hour perod

The equipment under test is subjec.ted to vibra-tioni for a period of at le-ast 10 Into-
utes out oi each hour of systent operation. Vibration Is specified as 25 Iftz 0 l"a at anl
applied double amplitude of 0. 010 inch. ThI4s Is qluivalent to zA normal level1 of -,0. 32 G.
E~quipment normally isolated (as Is the APQ-120) is tested hard-mounted to the vibration

achino. The direction of vibration is not critical.

For the cycle developed heve and shown in Figure 73. the equipment is operated
for a period of 13.5 hours, and is vibraited for a total of 135 tuinutes durin.4 a 24-hour
test pieriod.

The level and the frequency were as definedi bF MII,-11-2t66VA: however, the dur%-
tion of vihrzttioz- ex~ceeds by 105 mitutes the requiremont of this epe-cificatiou for each 24
hours of testing,. Note that the equiptuent design specilf-atiou calls out 0. 01 inch double
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amplitude at 25 liz, and that lthe Design Qualification Test input at 25 Hz was at this level;
4, therefore. it can be concluded that the RQT levels were compatible to the design re-

quirements.

APQ-113"'114/144 had performance measurements made every hour of opera-
tion, regardless of cycle, and a full test performed once each 24-hour period at room
ambient. which was more than required by MIL-R-26667A (i. e. , each performance
parameter tested once per d~ay). At this point it is worthwhile to contrast the 11easure-
ment philosophy of APQ-120 in RQT (fully compliant with MIL-STD-781A) with that of
APQ-113/114/144. In the case of APQ-120, electrical performance was monitored
only during transition from cold to hot and during operation following stabilization at
hot: however, the analysis of failure data from the RQT revealed that majority of
failures were observed during the cold portion of the thermal cycle.

(2) Cooling Air

Cooling air merits a separate discussion. In the case of APQ-120 it provided a
xvery severe thermal shock during transition from low to high temperature and might

have been the cause of some RQT failures.

For the APQ-120, as shown in Figure 74, the coolinj air was supplied to the
equipment under test during the high temperature part of th-' cycle (equipm ent operating)
sourte. Durciing thwae old part of the mu cyc e (equip ren nofn8p7ratg), the m alng exirna
atre Drn the specfie flw parte and ate a yl (aeiuipen tm perature) thf 85 9c) fom an xtrn
flow was reversed. i. e.., the cooling, air entered lthe equipment through the exhaust

j. opemngs and was exhausted through the normial inlet. This procedure accounts for the
rapid change from low to high temperatures of 25'F minute (13. OT minute) and thle very
slow change (aa mecasured by lthe inlet tht rmocouple) from high to low of 2. 5'F, minuto

AIQ- 113 114,."144 hid the cooling air temper-ture cyclcd. as shown in Figure
t wtween -O5*V %-54y-C) aild ý80VV (-27V). The maxinium vcming air temperaturej

td"VeC; wa$ defined~ hý the equipment $ptlyoitation Ai toe mxixmuni Vooliflo air
* ~-MiJrutL-- for ground opera4tion, with flow rtate incrvase~d for this condtionl

over that supp.Ieu ýJ 801YF.

The caoolng Mir flow rates aire differvnt for ravh Ittt sliter they are based' on
total heat. load. The total hecat load is fdrtined ws 11te naxi~ium Olert, rica dis'ipAtioni
plus heat added to lthe I.RV while operating In Its highekst. temporature ambient. The.
exhauto air tlet pra-turt' anti the avorage, roolnh air temperamture. are therefort, re~atet1
to rctuail mrnt:n of operatlion. and ambient iomiwralure for- each stivp during, lthe- tost
oCveO. This4 loads to fairly large vriuticoms in temperaturo andttnrtuvs

Amiong the L,1tl's. for different steps during the tost Myl.ris rffvct Isz illu.s,ýratmltIit
Anen ctrltnt(CI!W h wýu.swihaeepsdt h ietigure 7 for lthe WH ei ver-T rainsmitter- Modulator tihl ti .RV and Figture -8~r the .
t4 "exterI ambient lemporature and Als. riepresenting, the two extrvmesi in power dit-
sipaltion, amiong, all the tH.Tive HTNI d 5izzmtesi a large quAntity of heat, i,4 ther-
rnally desizned for Pmbient leinpet'ature of 160'r (71 'r) and ms therefore relatively uti.
affocted by the external Ambient when compar"I with the low power 4issipation ACV.
designed for in ambient iif 270' (132~C) maixtiMULL
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c. Comparls'n of RQrs Severity - APQ-120vs A N-113 11414

ab~XXVI' preveims ;a a iwatriN forsatt saIlienl (vifuw-p c4 th!ý I~qT fir varh ra4~r
to allow a roimparispti of the rr1atiwe qevýri4* aV t4t For~$ eac 1i4A attribute
llsted. there is a carrespo*1d'tg con~ditione or the 2picable U -p~



TABLE XXVI. ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS LEVEL COMPARISON, RELIABILITY
QUALIFICATION TEST, 24-HOUR TIME PERIOD

AN/IA PQ-113 MIL-R26667 AN'APO -2O MIL-STDI1BIA
TEST LEVEL 3 TEST LEVEL E

NUMBER OF TIME S EQU IPMENT UNDER
VTY$T TURNED ON. OR OFF 6 6 5 5.31tTOTAL CHANGE IN COOLING AIR III,- 3w F 8700; 135*F 75

TOTAL CHANGE IN AMBIENT TEMP 914' F I1?6'; Q1OF 1044 F
EXCEPT 1550*F REMOTE

MAXIMUM COOLING AIR TEMP CHANGE 45*F A 1451 A 1 150*F A 1509F I
IN ONE STEP 145* ? 145F1f 1500F1 51

COOLING AIR TEMP RATE OFCWANE ?9"F/MIN NSA 25'F IMINA NIAIi2.5F IMINI
MAXIMUM AMBIENT iEMP CHANGE IN 1W6 F & 14?F A 1850F AI 196'!F

hjEXET:ANY WN S~tEP 2250'!?I~ 1961 iV? 19611 11

CHMETEMPERATURE RATE OF CHW'E MIr N 9'! /MIN .?'F MIN 90'!M'IlN

NUMBERtOF CHANCES S XCN bI 553
IN AMBIENT TEMP RWR41M1

V ~~NUMBE R 'NA CAiS 5.
~ IN CWLX IN'" AIR TEMP

HORSO(4RADAR ON'TIME N9 I lAS1 t1

&If'JI$ Of VIBRATION If$ 1$1 141I

I DEQTE S GOI KG VR[KW HOT TO COk D

A )JEWl4SGOW1wtFROMCOLD ToIWT

qu13 1 u14t44 n te AQuip1t0 tt1 v Sb00d)andr th W ~ vyetlr da)iti y L11

ste 4abttlizalta Utime rtqtflrO4 by -ntly ai [ew nthutes.

Tlw sj~ttnirkat4 rrutju rSj_ Jthat Can tW draWn0 from inSpertion df thiS tabI i ro
Rgven botoew.

tl~) 4 hrm ~ ihtkA

The RQTr thermnal shock to which the APQ-' 13, -114., and -.244 rattans we~ro -

prn#e5 was Itst stvvre for tHUs llovabtt in IVw ciectrontilS hy and cockpit artu htraq
zacre Severe fur the radoce.4oamted equlntnont than woadW have rosullc4 if the II4'
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were conducted strictly in accordance with MIL-R-26667A. after which the cycle was
patterned.

The APQ-120 received a greater thnmal shock during RQT than the cockpit and
electronics bay LRUs of the APQ-113/114/144 radars, but it is difficult to compare
the radome-located APQ-113/114/144 LRUs with the APQ-120. The total change in
cooling air temperature for the APQ-113!114/144 in a 24-hour period of RQT was
considerably below both MWL.-Specs requirements and that supplied to the APQ-120. The7. 1 APQ-120 radar was subjected to unusual thermal shocks during the transition from low
to high, when cooling air was suddenly drawn from an external source at ambient"temperature, resulting in a practically instantaneous change, and during the cold part

of the step, whien it was reverse-flowed through the equipment. For tile cool-down
period, the rate of change of cooling air temperature was 2.5T'r/minute (1.39-C./
minute), the same as the equipment amtbient. T!.?s was much less than that inferred
by the specification of ,'C/minute (90F'minute) minimum. On a relative basis, this
does not represent a greut thermal shock. For the heat-up period, however, the rate
of change was 25°Fmnilnute (13.9•C!minute) as determined from a typical, thermocouple
output recording. The fact that cooling air flow was reverse-flowed through tihe equip-

ment is believed to be all unusdal deviation fronm the intent of the specification and did
produce an exceptionally large thermal shock for a number of parts.

(2) Test Chamber Ambient Air

For forced-air-cooled equipmuent, the amubent temperature and its ratte change
impose a much less severe cont.tion thalt changes in coAaing at, temup4rature proper.
This is not true for the nural-convectton-cooled eti-tiptuent where part teul4wratures
are directly dependttnt on cthimber abivet tenmip-ratures. '. i nomparin the tozi• nuat-
tier of degrees of change in nmbiout towperature in a 24-hour period, no sigiti, ant
"ditferences exist. The rwqre in temperatturv excursions "zr the APQ- 113 - 114 - 144
antenna assetmbly was muwh greater thain reluired by t-v epecificatito a-ai greatr thwi
the ra4vt over which the APQ-120 was tistWd.

Tht* APQ-113. 144 144 radars wee ,0uth td to a much higher maximum -atb-
Vat tempetrture thait dlil•nd Uy th, speciitions. or to Which the AVQ- 120 wa. sub-
jectv-d (i. .. actual 160'F •71VC! vs spc 131VV (55'CV for all er-cvt t v rMritv •qtutp-
ue'at which Was subj Wcted to ?0hV 23*C.

htour 1wriod. but oni thr haslt of nubr ol ngcs Pet hr sqr F,4 (N Jtie. 'uhtch is a
"rle valid ctoparuou. the dif1,c.retes toii to d0"ana,',.

li i (4] Vibration.

OX Th; FUte.Tr APQ-1 20Uuio a apvt'r.td far 10 tsitn~oos t4r "(1i- fhtr4jr Ie tada-. v(wrc..

requirod by W1.-R-260t67A for the AP -1 13 zini MIL-$TM-7 A tor the- AV•- 120. AM-
thougi. difS'eVM n•pVitcatl)on arti hM IrC wer," applied, kh- rc'lcnatin level ai--i c

wyey at whicth the APQ- 113 as vibrated were also wtthis the limits allowW i3y )UML-
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STI -78113. APQ-113 was vibrated at 0.32G (0.01 inch double amnplitude.) at 25 Hz and
the APCL- 120 was vil'rated at 2.2G at 57.5 Hz; the total vibration time per 24-hour
pcn iud was 240 minutes for APQ- 113 and 151 minutes for APQ- 120.

f 1f. Cosuparison )I APQ-l13 HQT with MIL-STD-781

Analysis of the MTBF performance of an equipment must include the basis for its
determination, particularly the environmental stress appliedK. Different ap~plicatIios,
testing and use conditions make direct comparisons of equipment reliability lperfornnnccý

-' uesioable ind praps invalid if based on measured MITIF values alone. Use of stan-} da~rdizect test conditions, such as M1L-STD-281, provides a sound approach to intiimiz-
4 itig the problems of comparison.

Therefore, the following qualitative analysis is provided with the obj)ective of r.--
kiting, the reliability qualification testing ctaypefrdorheAQa 1 aat
MIL-STD-'t8l requirements and pauin~itg out the anticipated d~fects ont the results due to
tte identified stress differences. Vibration effects were omittedt in this discusshin bte-
cause of their relatively small conitribution (-WD as comixtred to the other major
stress factors composing the balance t,.the test cycle (;4C0).

(0) Test Cycle Plarameters Affecting, Hadar Reliabiiaty

The t4TF that wouki te t easurod by c:uti. a test fully compl~ian to thie ro,-
quiretuents oft NmI-sT-718 A, T"st Level E, would most pri-Izbly b4e differena fromt that
actually ne-asurvtt for the APQ- 113 Radar inueof diflereacwes In the, miaguitude and
duration of the enviroamental test stresses4 applied. tin particular. the fottowtng selveted1
test jnranteters are discusstW :as tbey e~ou4i account fo4r sgiiatdiffe ro-tces int inas-
urt' N.TBF:

* Freq4uency of poawer apptlication

* Feqenc o tefleritov ycles

* RtW of tenipe-ruturvO tchac

(2) Test CCk- ComipartsoA

'rite st ttvVdl E cycle enawdi:n MIL-$fl)-S6IA ti4 vsvr*ncr tvri n pa~57 ar4
is ,shronn i.9atutk~atly iii Flgurc 72. The rdltAtnluy vpalttraiotxt tvs(tvarfort"c4 I -n tlze
AN4- 1lk13 Rada4 LA -Shttofn Finvrq T75. tan gerlthnaord;-"err~e ¼fla-eel tho
MIL-STO-VE-tA Test IvcvI Et test and the- ANK- 113 UQ are ;as fMiows:

above $01' aad *low-' tenpctuwtcr rMfem to teinperaturos bekwr-

(a) 4 Pmer Ampjlattonw* Mtts-$Th1-711A, Teist Ltvol Et, r'~utrr*
tinat the radifl !rut srw* UW41,- attcd 1 o wttt o! trie cycks (G-at before tho
tramsirt4 to high teibnri an ofat the en4d VA the Inch tvntw~ratUrr. Ikrlng Ott,
24-hour cycle (4 the, AIPQ-113 144$, the rcabr was trrncd 0A1 f or oni- IEnjir at -65VV. off
for w-4c bour at 0':F, and off for 10 tutriues at 80 ̀ F (refer to Fapure 7h--)



S j.Had the MIL-STD-781A temperature cycle been specified for the APQ-113 Radar,
the dwell times would have been 3-1/2 hours at low temperature and 4-1/2 hours at high
temperature with 22-minute transient temperature times from high to low and from low
to high, resulting in a total cycle time of 9 hours and 44 minutes, each cycle having one
power turn' on and one turn off. The frequency of power application or removal would
thus b'a two reversals every 9.7 hours, or 5.3 reversals per .14 hours.

The APQ-113 Radar cycle actually experienced six reversals per 24 hours. Al-
though more power reversals per cycle occurred during the APQ-113 Radar test, the
power reversals per relevant hour are less. For the MIL-STD-781A cycie, a frequency
of 0.34 reversals per relevant hour is obtained as opposed to 0.27 reversals per rele-
vant hour for the APQ-113 RQT cycle. Note that all of the MIL-STD-781A turn-ons are

'.:A at low temperature.

The quantitative effect on equipment MTBF of the frequency of power turn-on and
turn-off is not known, and measuremcnnts made during the APQ-113 test do not provide
data which allow drawing definite conclusions (no failure was attributo to turn-on and
off). However, it is general knowledge that the turning on and off of electronic equip-
ment does impose stress conditions that can lead to component failures. In addition, it
is reasonable to presume that the effect of the number of power reversals is linear in
that the rate of failures that can be attributed to this stress condition will probably in-
crease in direct proportion to the frequency.

The principal stresses resulting from power application and removal are associ-
ated with:

0 Current surges in some circuitry

Heating of components at rates that vary from severe thermal shock in
the case of very small, active components to a very slow time rate of
change for large components

The temperature at which power is applied and removed must also be considered in at-
tempting to quantize the effect of this test parameter oni MTBF; however, there is no
known rational way of determining this influence for a complex equipment.

For example, if the equipme-nt is turned off at the end of a stabilization period at
elevated temperature (131'F) and at the same time ambient and cooling air temperatures
are reduced at the 5VC per minute rate specified in MIL-STD-781A (for ambient to
,• 65°F), then the total temperature change for somer active components can be very

la-rge. -As a specific instance, a semiconductor `uoction at 125 0 C at the end of the high
temperature portion of the cycle will be at -65 0 C at the end of the cold part of tho cycle,
for f total temperature change of 190 0 C in the junction tei.,pe atvre with a V09+C (i.e.,
131 - (-45) = 196°F - 1090C) change in air temperature.

This represer¾,, a much niore severe stress condition than lhad the equipnew;" WJetn
left on. In this latter case, the junction temper'itur.Ž change would have been about
109'C, or a difference between the two test conditions ft-r this part of 1.8 to 1.

(b) Frequency of Temperature Cycles - 7%isidering the trequtiicy of teimperature
'I cycles as an lndepeetvT i'i 'x'c-tblt, 7xFO of temperature excursion and rate of change,

can be inlsleading. Sime conclusions can be formulateL, however, based on the avail-
ability of published data.
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As a specific example, a recent paper (1972), "A Study of Temperature Cycling as
Employed in the Production Acceptance Testing of 3lectronic Assemblies ('Black
Boxes')," by R.W. Burrows of Martin Marietta Corporation concludes (based on data
from five companies using MIL-STD-781B) that in order to eliminate incipient defects
six cycles are probably adequate for black boxes of about 2000 components, while ten
cycles are recommended for 4000 or more components. The further conclusions is
reached ihat, with good parts and packaging technique, temperature cycling is not de-
grading, up to several hundred cycles.

The APQ-113 RQT 24-hour test cycle included eight changes in ambient tempera-
ture for all equipment except the antewla/pedestal/ACU which was subjected to ninle. In
terms of frequency of individual Lemperature cycles, all equipment, except the antenna/
pedestal/ACU, was subjected to four temperatvre cycles per 24 hours of test time, or
4.4 temperature cycles per 24 hours of relevant time. The antenna/pedestal/ACU fre-
quency was 4.95 temperature cycles Per relevant 24 hours.

Cooling air temperature for all LRUs was changed fivel times during 24 hours, or
2.5 cycles per 24 hours of test; 2.7 cycles per 24 relevant >ýours. MIL-STD-781A Test
Level E would have required 5.3/2 = 2.65 temperature cycles per 24 hours of test, or
4.3 (i.e., (5.3/2) x (24/14.7) temperature cycles per 24 relevant hours. Oni either
basis, the APQ-113 test excee& tV) some degree the requirements of MIL-STD-781A
Test Level E in terms of freqr,-, -y temperature chb.,ge on a compouent basis. HcaW-
ever, both the ambient and cooling air temperature limlts (,-,mplitude) of the-APQ-113
test varied throughout the 24-hour cycle, as shown in Figure 75.

In evaluating the effect of frequency on MTBF, and lacking statistical West data,
the, logical (and somewhat intuitive) approaeh wuld be to presume that failures !hAt are
precipitated by the things of which frequency is comrkjosed (i.e., time rtate of change of
temperature and time duration a. temperature) would be increased if the frequency were
increased, and in a linear. fashion. A diffictilty in. such an approach lies in sepmrating
those failures caused by rate of temperature change, by time duration at temperature,
by frequency of power turn-on, and oy b--quency of temperature change.

In the case of the APQ- 113 RQT, the difficult problem of quantizing tie effect of
one tprameter of a temperature cycle is further complicated by the fact that the ampli-
tudes (i.e., temperature limits) variedi throughout the 24-houi' cycle (I.e., no0 two were
the same) adli were all different from that which would Itave beet% retluired by MIL-STD-
781A Test Levl E.

(c) Rate of Temperature Change - When analyzing the effects of thie Iate o tLem-
perature CTZIWQ pari,'noter on equilient MT1F, thle prin•ary concern is with tle rate
"If change of temnierature of (and tia.-rature profiloe within) thel m•ny compone-ints which
cotitpse the equipluent. Withil a complex equipmient, coiponent timlipo•rates ropslp
differently to cosOling airad amblený traosionts, and so usitg- tile air temperature's rate
of chlngeit is only an Indicatiou of an averan offoct. on parts.

The degree of cotuponetft stressing associated with tetulerature tranlianttW iSkown
to be a function of tet timte rate of clhange, of component temperature. Obviouliy, failurfm
that are caused4 by such a st•ess will occur at a faster rate as the time re-quirel for a
fixed ctange decreases.

T'rh quantitative effect of rate of toml•erature chaige o NIThF of a coriplex rq-ip-
moeta such as tOw APQ-113 lHaar W vAt readily determiinod. 1In addithm,, be.yotKI the
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conclusion that has been reached as a result of the accumulated experience of several
organizations involved in Reliability Qualiication types cf tests, that in general the
faster the rate of temperature change, the higher the failure rite (of failures precipita
ted by this type of stress) little is kiown.

(d) Cooling Air Temperature and Flow Rate - MIL-STD-781A requires that the

cooling air supply temperature and rate of flow be the minimum design flow rate at max-
imum design temperature during the hot part of the cycle, and the maximum design flow
rate at the minimum design temperature during the cold part of the cycle. For the
APQ-113 Radar design air flow rate is a unique function of the inlet air temperature;
therefore, only one rate is specified for each inlet temperature.

MIL-SrD-781 Test Level E as shown in Figure 72 would require cooling air at
-65°F for 39% of the total test cycle and air at 80°F* for 61% of the cycle.

Comparison of the APQ- 113 cooling air temperature supplied during RQT to theMIL-STD-781 requirement is shown below in terms of percent of the total cycle.

COOLING AIR TEMPERATURE - PERCENT OF CYCLE

Temperature (OF) -65 30 80

ML-STD-781A (T) 39 61

APQI13' (%.) 8,5 54 a9

*No air flow - equipment off 8.5% of cycle

(e) Chamber Ambient Temperature - The high clumber ambient temperature for

the APQ-. 3afa• s equal to, or exceeded, the requirement of MIL-STD-781A, Test
Level E (of 1310F) for approxinmately 64( of the totWI cycle time. The percent of time
spent at a given temperature level is as displayed below.

PERCENT OF TOTAL RQT CYCLE TIME*

Chamtner Temperature (SýF) -65 0 80 131 160 200 270

MIL-STD-781A (it) 391 61 ___

A PQ- 113()
HTNI, Syne; Itd. Rec. 13 6 17 U.* 35
ACU, Ant., Ant/MPd. 13 .17 60 4

*Percentages calcualated at e ar*ivximate, aod include average
transietk tites.

"*Note The maximum AIIQ-1!3 dmsix• cwiIng -alr tempelrature for altitude condition is
80'F. For se, level oix-ration, the niaxinum dcesign tezupermture Ws 120 F '.wltl cml-
rig air flow rmte Inereoasec).
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£AXL-JTD-781A, Test Level E, requires that for approximately 39% of the total
cycle time the ambient be at the low temperature of -65°F. The APQ-113 Reliability
Qualification Test subjected all LRUs (including the antenna/pedestal/antenna control
unit) to low temperatures for 19% of the total test cycle according to the following sched-
ule:

13% at -65°F

6% at 0°F

Seventeen percent of the total cycle time was at an amoient of 800 F.

For the antenna, antenna/pedestal and antenna control LRUs, the high ambient
temperature was 20003F for approximately 60% of the total cycle and 2700 F for one hour
or 4.3% of the cycle. This high ambient is especially significant for the antenna and an-
tenn.a/pedestal because they are cooled by natural means. In addition, since the total
heat dissipation of the ACU is relativwy low, heat addition from the ambient has a signi-fican, eflec' on the aver'3..-e cling air temperature (refer to page 5-12, Cooling Air, and
Figure 78), resulting in notter electronic components internal to the ACU.

3. IN-SERVICE (FLIGHT) FNVIRONMENT

a. Objective

The primary objective of this subsection is to compare a typical environmental
flight profile with the environmental condt'.lone dui•ing RQT cycle for each of the two
radar types. This comparison will be uscd to correlate the field measured MTBF with
that demonstrated in RQT. The relative merits of stress levels and exposure length in
RQT versus field encountered conditions are discusse4.

b. Summar7

* ThL thermal environment of AP, -20 in flight is milJer than th~t
encountered by A PQ- I•W1 14/144 based on tW.mperature extremes
P.nd the duration of time speat at low and very high temperatur^s.

* The thermal environment of APQ-120 is mc-a severe in RQT than •n
flight. The reverse is true for APQ-113/1l4/144. Neither radars'
1QT cycle sinulated its actual flight environmiwntal profile very well.

• Although F-4 vibration exposure in flight is more severe than that of
F-ill, APQ-120 sees levels comparable to APQ-113 by virtue of being
"vibration isolated versus the latter being hard mounted in the aircraft.

• The RQT vibration environment forboth APQ-120 and APQ-11./ 114/
144 radars was periodic at fixed frequer-!y and did not simulate the
measured random type encountered In flight.

e No quantitative data was avallablo for field encounte-ed humidity con-
ditions for both radars. Humidity, not contrUlled during RQT, varied
widely, but is considored mild compared to field environments.
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c. Thermal Environment

(1) APQ-120

Since no instrumented flight test data defining actual field thermal conditions was I
available, a computer-simulated thermal analysis of the F-4E aircraft thermal condi-
tioning system was obtained from McDonnell Douglas. The results of this analysis are
presented in Table XXVII wherein temperatures for various standard days, altitudes,speeds, and flight conditions are tabulated.

A review of several mission profiles obtained from McDonnell Douglas was made
and the flight conditions of speed and altitude were related to the values listed in
Table XXVII. As a typical mission example, the aircraft climbs to an altitude of be-
tween 30,000 and 40,000 feet, flies at cruise conditions for one hour, descends to 5000
feet for 30 minutes flying at Mach 0.85, climbs to 40,000 feet, and returns to base
under cruise conditions. During cruise conditions above 30,000 feet, the data contained
in Table XXVII yields an average cooling air temperature of 40'F. This condition ac-
counts for the major part of this mission. A review of other mission profiles yields the
same average cooling air temperatures. Cooling air at a temperature much in excess
of 40OF is supplied only during short periods of relatively high speed flight or while fly-
ing at low altitude.

It can therefore be concluded that for the greatest part of its operational life,
APQ-120 will be subjected to the following temperature conditions:

0 Radar compartment temperature ambient 78°F (26 0C)

. Cooling air supply to radar 40°F (50C)

The maximum ambient temperature for the Radar compartment is 169*F (76•C) at
sea level, Mach 1. 1, and maximum radar dissipation. This condition results in a maxi-
mum cooling air temperature of 113'F (45 0 C). The radar is subjected to this condition
only occasionally, during supersonic low altitude dash.

Cooling air flow rates vary over a large range for any given inlet air tempera-
ture. Under all conditions shown, the actual cooling air flow rate is in excess of de-
sign flow by significant margins. This has the effect of reducing the temperature of
exhaust air well below both that considered during design, and actually supplied during
the Reliability Demonstration Test. It results in a cooling air temperature range that
is relatively small, and centered somewhere near normal room ambient temperature.

(2) APQ-113/114/144

Thermal environmental data, obtained from General Dynamics-Fort Worth in the
form of a test cycle during which ambient and cooling air temperature levels vary with
"time, are shown it Figure 79. This figure represents the field environment and is
.ased on the combination of instrumented flight test data and analysis. The relative
time durations at each temperature level are representative of relative times during a
typical mission.
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TABLE XXVII. THERMAL CONDITIONS, F-4E APQ-120 RADAR

RADAR RADAR RADAR
DAY ALTITUDE MACH FLIGHT COMPART. INLET AIR AIR FLOW

IODOFT NO. CONDITION TEMP "F TEMP r RATE •'
ILS/MIN)

HOT SL .402 MAX END 128 85 24.08
SL .53 CRUISE 126 895 29.39
SL 1.1 MAX PWR 169 113 32.15
15 .535 MAXEND 114 85 24.99
15 .672 CRUISE 115 85 28.70
15 1.3? MAX PAR 142 85 3G. 19
24.9 .661 MAX END 110 85 24.44
24.9 .801 CRUISE 112 85 26.56
24.9 1.61 MAX PWR 141 85 30.33
25.2 .661 MAX END 79 40 21.41
25.1 .801 CRUISE 81 C 23.57
25.2 1.61 MAX PWR 132 70 29.09
35 .818 MAXEND 79 40 19.62
35 .86 CRUISE 78 40 20.69
35 1.86 MAX PWR 130 ID 28.56
50 1.0 MAX PAR 107 4D 12.40
50 1.6 MAX PWR III 40 18.67

STANDARD SL .402 MAX END 109 85 29. 78
SL .53 CRUISE 109 85 34-.93
SL 1.15 MAX PAR 136 85 33.26
15 .535 MAX END 1l1 85 29. 77
15 .672 CRUISE 103 5 33.78
24.9 .661 MAX END 95 80 28.31
24.9 .801 CRUISE 104 93 31.51
24.9 1.86 MAX PWR 154 93 23.26
25.1 .661 MAX END 66 4D 24.92
25.1 1.06 MAX PVR 153 92 28.34
35 .818 MAX END 67 do 22.44
35 .06 CRUISE 67 4D 23.45
35 2.? MAX PAR 158 96 27.83
55 t 55 MAX PWR 106 4 D 1669
55 1.65 MAX PA R 110 4 18.60

COLD SL .402 MAX END 60 63 53.80
51 .53 CRUISE 73 16 60.91
SL 1.26 MAX PWR 95 ti 11.02
I 5 .535 MAX END 8? ?1 35. W'
15 .6172 CRUISE 84 74 38.98
?4.9 .661 MAX END 61 47 30.43
24.9 .805 CRUISE 06 51 33.4324.9 1.97 MAX PAR 139 t 8.54

I25. .6W1 MAXIEND 56 4 29.6

MAX END MAXIMUM FNDURANCI
MAX PAR MAXIMUM PONVER

In addition, a review was made of temperature sensor output data contained in
Technical Report ASD-TR-68-14, Category II Evaluation oi an F-111A Aircraft in the
Climatic Laboratory and Tropical, Arctic, and Desert En'vronments. This review re-

vealed that none of the thermal sensors located in the cockpit, radome areas, and in
the cooling air supply duct for the forward electronics bay equipment exceeds the De-
sign Specification limits. Nevertheless, in a few instances, the RQT high temperature
limits were exceeded when the aircraft was at sea level.

d. Thermal Profile Comparison Flight versus RQT Cycle

Since the forced air temperature exerts predominant Liftuence on equipment's
temperature in a forced-air cooled equipment, compariscm of fl4ht thermal conditions
to RQT profile will be restricted to that aspect only.
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II
CYCLE BASED ON ACTUAL FLIGHT ENVELOPES F-Ill
ACTL FLIGHT AI RFLOW IS APPROX. 120% OF DESIGN

-- REMOTE AMB~ENT VALUES
--IN BAY & CABIN AMBIENT SOURCE: GENERAL DYNAMICS REL. DEMO.

-- .COOLING AIR TEST CYCLE BASED ON FIELD DATA

OFF O

20.I

40

-8 2 T_ 6 16 12 141 18 26 22 2i
TIME - HOURS

(1)APQ20Figure 719. APQ- 113 Field Thermal Envlronmex~t

A graphical comparison of cooling air temperature and the relative duration of
radar exposure to each stress level in flight and in RQT is shown in Figure 80. The
time base is expressed as a percentage of a typical flight profile as well as that of an

* RQT cycle. It is apparent that the RQT thermal environment is more severe than the
actual flight. In flight, 70% of the time the cooling air temperature is 40*F and during
the remaining 30% it is supplied at 85'F (except for a short period: .3% at 115"F). By
contrast, in RQT 30% of the timge the forved air is as supplied at -30*F or below and
during 58% at 850F.

120
SEVERITY

100 MM RD> FLIGHT
LL.

0 - --- --- -- --- --- --- -~ REt FLIGHT >RD
DEMO IFGHT RD

TYP. FLIGHT

40.

-20.

% OFTIME (DURING TEST, OR FLIGHT

Figure 80. APQ-120 Reliability Qualification vs In-Flight Cooling Air Temperature
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(2) APQ-113/114/144

A similar comparison of forced air temperature veisus percentage of time is
portrayed graphically in Figure 81. It is apparent that a typical flight environment is
more severe than the RQT cycle. Forced air temperature during flight is at or below I
-46°F for 55% of the time versus only 12% in RQT. Although the cooling air tempera-
ture in RQT exceeds the flight environment 25% of the time, the temperature of +85°F
is not as detrimental to parts reliabilty as is the 1207F cooling air received 5% of the
time (i. e.., 35°F above the RQT level).

130

110
SEVERITY

90 RD > FLIGHT

REL FLIGHT > RD
DEMO [-1 FLIGHT <RD

1.. .50 . I TY PI CAL
St FLIGHT

>.- 30

nU 10.

-30

-50

-7Oo fO i 30 5b 6b- 76 86 90 1D0

%OF TIME (OURI NG TEST, OR FLIGHT)

Figure 81. Reliability Qualification - Flight, APQ-113 Equipment, Cooling Air
Temperature

e. Vibration Environment

(1) Flight Conditions

(a) APQ-120 - Data used for determining the aircraft vibration environment of
equipment located in the nose of the F-4E aircraft is shown in Figures 82 and 83, from
which Figure 84 was calculated.

* • 0 Normal flight condition data was based on RF-4C aircraft data in which
a relatively small, vibration-isolated radar is installed. Lacking data
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NOSE EQUIPMENT SHELF (SIDE)

ALTITUDE:

2.0 ,r- 2K
1 0-0 30K

1.O0

BEHIND RADAR

(RADAR LEVELS

TEND TO BELOWER)
-i

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

MACH NUMBERS
Figure 82. RF-4C Overall Vertical Vibration, Grins vs Air Speed

for the F-4E containing an AN/APQ-120 Radar, it is presumed that
these data are representative within acceptable limits. Note that the
AN/APQ-120 radar is also vibration-isolated, and the measured
flight vibration levels are low when compared with qualification test
levels.

0 Gunfire vibration data was obtained for the F-4E with an M61 Vulcan
20 mm gun mounted in the nose, under the AN/APQ-120 Radar.

For normal flight conditions, the data obtained from accelerometers mounted on
the RF-4C radar mount provide the following representative vibration conditions:

Mach Number, M Altitude, h (ft) Dynamic Pressure, q Acceleration G
_________________(psf) Jm

0.85 2,000 1005 1.2

0.90* 2,000 1130 1.5

1.80 30,000 1800** 2.5

ti - -O.0 there is an oscillating shock aft of the chin. Its effect is shown in
Figures 82 and 84.

m Higher q flight in the F-4E is likely - up to 2500 psf.
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Figure 83. RF-4C Overall Vertical Vibration, Grns vs Frequency

Note that the characteristic of the vibration environment of the aircraft is random, with
a series of peaks in the spectrum. (Figure 83)

Since both the RF-4C and the F-4E have very similar structure, and both radars
are isolated, it is safe to assume that normal flight vibration levels in the nose area will
be about the same. The one notable difference, the lack of a "chin" on the F-4E, will
probably result in a lower level of vibration, nioar M = 0. 9, because of the reduction in
aerodynamic disturbances.

Vibration resulting from firing the M61 nose-.mounted 20 unnm gun installed in the
F..4E produces an input to the AN/APQ-120 Radar (at the aircraft side of the isolators)
that consists of a fundamental signal of essentially 100 Hz sinusoidal vibration, andS~associated harmonics. The harmonilcs from 300 11z to B00 Hz are the important comi-

ponents of the vibration, and each harmonic shows an acceleration leve. of about 17G
RMS. The overall level for six harmonics is thus G r- W-"x 17 = 41. 7G rmis. The
furdamental and other harmonics are negligible This level is of course attenuated to a
much lower level by the vibration isolators before it reaches the radar.
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Figure 84. RF-4C Overa.ll Vertical Vibration, G rms vs Dynamic Pressure

In addiltion to structural vibration in the nose compartment, there will be some
acoustic vibration at 100 Hz and aasociated harmonicsas high as 150 db, resulting fromi
gunfire.

(b) AKP-113/114/144 The data used for defining the flight vlbrai1on environ-
uinot in the- -- TIT 'ere"tined from two sources-,

* Normal flight vibratlin data from flight test reports for airplane
number 75, issued by General Dynamics, Fort Worth.

* Gunfire vibration data from flight test reports for airplane number
5, equipped with a slk:le gun firing at a nomiwal rate of 600(C rounds
per minute (100 rounds/second).

The data 2pply equally well to the APQ-1l3, -114, -144 Radars. Thtse three ra-
da re are practicilly identical from a structural standpoint; all three are ha rd mounted
ard installed in the same locations on the F-iII aircraft; the antenna assert bly in the
radome, the RTI4 (MRT), and Synchr(tizer In the forward electronics bay, the Indica-
to, /Recorder LRU in the cockpit. A review of vibration data in the cockpit area shows
levels to be, in general, signilicantly lower than in the nose locations.

Normal flight vibration data on the Forward Blay Rack is suininarized in Figure 65
ard Table XXVIII. It is generally low. ltvel (0. 64 Grins maxilmum), varies linearly with
"dynamic pressure Is wide-band random ti nature, and the spectral shape is largestI around 500 Hz.
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Figure $5. F-IlIA Vibration Measurements, Forward Electronics Bay Equipment Rack

TABLE XXVIII. APQ-113 FLIGHT VIBRATION LEVELS
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Unlike normal flight vibration which is random, the vibration resulting from gun-
fire consists of a series of harmonics of the gun firing rate, superimposed over normal
flight vibration.

The single gun used in the F-11iA is mounted about 35 feet from the nose, re-
suiting in low levels of vibration in the radome locations. Gunfire vibration levels are
substantially greater than normal flight vibration, but less than qualification vibration
levels in most cases. A worst case vibration spectrum obtained during gunfire is in-
cluded in Figure 86. Typical levels are between 25% and 50% of these worst case levels.

2.0 .12 M 0 35.000 FEET

1..
1l.2

• - ACCELEROMEtER
.8 LOCATION

.. .6

.4

.20 IO10
MRQUENCY Hz

Figure 66. Flight Test Gun Vibration D3an. F-IlIA Weapous tlay, Forward Mvvtrocsa
Bay. Lowver Shelf. Vertical

(2) Flight versus 11QT Cycle - APQ-120 add APQ-i 1 *,14/144

Table XXIX summarizes fho vibr*tion ivcirmnntnl In nlight and I•QT to provide
comvarisons. Conclusioms are druwn in the table Wt baWSica-lly-

1) The F-4 normnal flight vibration ievels art two to thrve tinles as severe
as the F- I I I at equivalent locatita.

2) The T-4 gurdire levrls are much more severe at the radar locatiao thau

'th F- I i I becuse o the proimity of the run to the radar..

3) The Reliability demoa.irati~n lest f the V-4 ratar applied tuore se*,ere
acceleritions than the F- i ll, and proWrly so.
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TABLE XXIX. VIBRATION4 COMPARISON

_________ ii 4C0APARI ý0!4 OR COMMENT
CI4ARACTER W~OE BAND RANDOM WIDOf BAND RANDOM SIMILAR

SPECTRAL SHAPE PEAK CONTENT AROJND X0 ro PEAK CONTENT AROUND 500 cps SIMILAR

LIVIEL 0 RADAR ~ LOW. 0.64GRAASOVIRALL kOW. I 6GRI 5OVIRALL 411VERE NRE A T IWS

o 1 RF4C HZ~ OSCILLATING SHOCK
TRAN1SONIC REGIO'. %0, (Ff (CT 2 ?GRp.S OVERALL WAVE AFT Of "CHIN" LOV-i(R

_______I _______ ______ __________LEVELS FXPECIED IN I AlE

DEPENDENCE 0~4 IGRMS VARIES ILINEARLY CGpRj IN~ohkx WITHq SIM&AR
D Y N A * * C P R E S S U R ! , Q W I T H q _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-CHARACIF9 PERIODIC AT BASIC FIP!\G P(RIO0IC ATBACý'FIRikc, SIMILARI ___________RATE ANED ITS HARMOJC,. RATF AD if' ~4ARA1ONICS
cW 100LE TO 15C0oi, HARMONICS ý110 TO 9W toARMONICS WRN

MEAKING AT T1W ros OF NEARLY EQUAL AMPLITUDEM ERN
S~j~R~t~HAP ZARMSSACHkARTONI I?~A1ST ECH i4AUCH MORE( SEW Rt DUE

Wi.I.~ 0 RADAR ?4RSVfC ~WI 7ASA A4HROI 0SOI 1SAvE9
W\lffN Qu\ ',IUYN & "OAAR

4 IS ? NVISM AS ýVR

4) The level~s a~lid dtiring Me Reltkhihity 1uthtwtion tests wurv.

a) Fo~r F- 11 - Abouta oave-third the highest flight Iovel.

b) For F~-4 - Abou~t equal to the high#41 nlight level,

a good simulation of O1w mvsr'ed, r~aidam fCight oniran W.

f. Iturnidity Eaviropxateut

The h;rdidty design criteria for the A PQ. 1*43A 141144 AtlAck Ratur arid the APQ-A
120 rirv Cout"u Aixiur were defbire by' tho QiallaU tui= Test ~r~it ~ na
bumidity testiag wat. limit~ed to 11w Qaalifiattoft Tost. Tho test icyce spec~ifid 1In both
M1L-l-~26667 and NIIL-SrD.761 do " ot lOudis. controllod itutidity~ loe~eiu how-over, the
am!AaA~l air aud Mhe coollwg air sorp0ied durLgg thoses tastS obv40"IFt cxr*~iu~ watet vapor
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to some degree. The quantity of water vapor in the cooling and ambient air during RQT
is a function of:

1) Relative humidity of the ambient in the vicinity of the test chamber.

2) The temperature cycle to which the air is subjected.

3) The design of the air conditioning equip~aent, including such factors as
the degree of sealing of the test chamber and associated air ducts, pro-
visions for water drainage from cooling coils, and source of coohng air.

Humidity effects can be classified as long term or short term. The predominant
long term problem is associated with the slow absorption of moisture, either liquid or
vapor by various materials, which may lead to eventuai degradation and/or failure.
Short term effects are generally caused by tiquid water, for example, contained as
small droplets in cooling air, or cc:•densation from relatively high humidity air on sur-
faces at lower temperatures than the air. As an example of a typical condition during.

which condensation could prese:(., significant problem, consider an electronics equip-
ment installed in an aircraft flying at high altitude, with the electronics stabilized at a
low temperature. A fairly rapid descent to a low altitude, where air is much warmer,
and at a high relative hun ,lity, will result in condensation of water on the cold surfaces.

The quantity of water accumulated is a function of the rate of change of tempera-
ture of the surfaces on which the water is condensing. A thin, light weight printed wir-
ing board might develop a thin layer of moisture before its temperature rises to near
that of the surrounding air. A large transformer on the other hand could cause a sub-
stantial quantity of water to accumulate because of its higher thermal inertia and re-
sultant slower temperature rise.

(2) RQT

Humidity was not a controlled RQT environment. A'though humidity was not mea-
sured in RQT, it is known to have varied widely during the period of testing of APQ-
113/114/144, and is assumed to have varied during the APQ-120 test.

As a result, data is not available which can be uged to quantize the Reliability
Demoilstration Test environments. A qualitative conclusion can Le drawn, however,
that humidity conditions were normally mild during those tests, when compared with
the field environment. Thus it is also safe to conclude that most problems that are as-
sociated with humidity in field deployment would not be discovered during the RQT. as de-
fined by MIL-STD-781 and MIL-R-26667, and as actually performed.

(3) lirst Article Qualifi "ation Tests

The humidity qualification requirements for the F-Ill Radar were as follows:

A 1) Humidity Test - The equipmwet under test was placed in an envirowmental

tebt chamber in a manner similar to service use and 3ubjected to ten of
the steps described below:

Step 1 - The charmber temperature was raised to 50"C (122°F) du-iag
a two hour period, with relative humidity in excess of 95*.
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Step 2 - The chamber teuippra~týre was maintained at 500C (122 0F)
with relative humidity in excess of 95% for 6 hours.

I Step 3 - The chamber temperature was reduced to 38*C (100*F)

oFi16 hour period, with reaiv hmdty above 85%.

Within one hour, following 240 hrjurs expi~aure to the cycles described,
thzc equipment was inspected and tested electrically. The equipment
was not operated electrically during exposure to the humidity test en-
vironment.

2) Humidity in Cooling Air Test - The forced air cooled equipment was
subjected to a 50-hour test during which cooling air at room ambient
temperature with a relative humidity of 100% and containing 39 grains
of free water per pound was supplied. The flow rate of the cooling air
w'as approxiniate~y 125% of minimum airflow required. The equipment
was electrically operated for the last 45 hours of this test, and func-

tional testing was performed every 10 hours.

The APQ-113 LRUs were subjected to these tects without failures. The APQ-114i
and -144 LRUs were not tested, but the test requirements were met by similarity with

T'he design specification for the APQ-120 rada- stated that take equipment should
bedsge Gaesatisiactorily in an environment of 1009cea~ehuiiy n

air temperature up to 71'~C (1607F) including conditions wherein condensation takes place
in and c.: the equipment. The First Article Q"aif ication 'est specification conditions
were:

1) The equipment to be stabilized ut -62'C (-80F) and held at this tern-
per-auro for 2 hours. The chamber ambient then to be increased to
851C 1185'F), stabilized and held at this temperature for 2 hours.
The chamber ambient then reduced to room temperature. Humidi~ty
not to be controlled during this step.

2) The chatuber tetnr. rature to be increased to 710C (1607F) during a
2-hour perilod, with relative humidity maintained in excess Of 05%.

3) The chamber ambient maintained at the conditions of 71*C (16070 )
temperature, and relative humidity in excess of 9517 for six hours.

4) For all eAcept unpressu.rized, forced air cooled (from the, airer-aft
supVAy) t~uipmerit, fho chamber ambient to be rodaced at a uniform
rate- W. :1ST The unpressurized. forced air cooled equipment, theI
ambient to tw rcducct at a mniform rate to -SVC i-45"F). Stepa 2,
3. ufi 4 urr ropeated until a total of ten cycles wa~s eompleted.
The txuitpiý_, *,ux then to ie returned to eaotn A-mbient conciit$tiow,
and aifter roimotal tit exeess moliturte bv nion nL'rily inverting each
%II! Vwa inmmediately chiecked for aa-istactury operation.
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(4) Field Conditions

The field humidity environment is comprised of at least those listed below either
alone or in some combinations, which vary with time.

1) Liquid water contained in the cooling air supplied to the equipment.

2) Liquid water contained in the equipment ambient, for example, in the
form of rain.

3) High relative humidity of the cooling air and of the equipment ambient.
This condition would occur most often at low altttude.

4) Conditions under which water condenses from supplied cooling air or
from the equipment ambient, on components and other surfaces, form-
ing a film of water on these surfaces, and in an extreme case, an
accumulation of water which drips from the surfaces.

These humidity conditions may occur with large fluctuations in ambient and cooling
air temperatures and with the equipment either operating or non-operating.

Both radars in the field experienced humidity related problems. "?ASD/ENVA
Report APQ-120 Reliability Review" by Col. Bright et al describes the catastrophic
effects of frost on APQ-120. APQ-11 perienced condensation problems in the Sync-
hronizer and RTM LRUs after deployrn. .it in South East Asia (high relative humidity air
on the ground causing condensing on the cold parts after return from high altitude flights).
Both problems were solved by a redesign of the LRUs.

Another detrimental condition associated with humidity, but also time related, is
the reaction of air pollutants (e. g., aircraft exhaust fumes), contamination, and corro-
sion on the equipment. First Article or Reliability Qualification Test do not attempt to
simulate the effects of prolonged equipment exposure - a real-life field conditions - to
those environments.
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SECTION VI

FIELD AND PLATFORM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section describes the field and platform* performance of three radars
(APQ-120, -113, -114) which are installed aboard four high-performance aircraft (F-4E,
F-111A, F-111E, FB-111A) presently in the USAF inventory. The data for the study is
based on 66-1 reports and has been extracted from airframe manufacturers' reports,
subcontractors' test logs, and USAF personnel interviews at the Flight Line, Base Shop,
and Depot level, and covers the time span of one year (December 1970 throughNovember
1971). Data covering the entire contract delivery span was also utilized whenever
available and applicable.

The analysis of this data is summarized in tabular and graphical format, com-
paring various reliability parameters of the respective radars. This section is divided
into several subsections related to the investigation of particular field reliability aspects.
Each analytical subsection is introduced by its objective and summary of findings, fol-
lowed by detailed data analysis.

B. SUMMARY

This section of the study covers the following aspects/overviews of the reliability
aot __h radar after its shipment from the iactory:

. Evaluation of field reliability performance in terms of R rate, M rate,
abort rate, and flight hours per maintenance man-hours

* Relationship of field achieved reliability to specified requirements and
comparison with other avionic equipments installed aboard high per-
formance aircraft

. Comparison of factory demonstr,!ed reliability with subsequent platform
and field performance

. Analysis of the measurement result differenc"s betwe'n RQT demon-
"strated reliability and 66-1 reported field perfo:nance

- Analysis of experienced EEE parts reliability and distrxL>.tion of plai.-
. - form and field failures

*The term "platform" used throughout this section denotes radar operation frcta thetime
of its receipt by the airrame contractor until the delivery of the entire aircraft t' the
USAF.
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C. FINDINGS/CONCLUSIONS

9 F-ill radars (APQ-113/114) exhibited a 2.5 to 4.0 time higher field R
rate than the F-4E radar (APQ- 120) as reported June-Nov. 1971 (RC"
=6 LOG 261).

W R to M rate ratio of the radars studied is approximately 3:1.

0 Mean Time Between Aborts (MTBA) is highest for APQ-114 followed by
APQ-120 and APQ-113. Abort rate data is believed to be more influ-
enced by equtpment function than by failure rate.

* Man-Hour per Maiptenance Action figure is lowest for APQ, 120 followed
by APQ-114 and APQ-113. The APQ-113 in the F-111E exhibits a 50%
greater man-hour consumption per maintenance action than the APQ- 113
in the F-111A. Maintenance personnal familiarity, aircraft field deploy-
ment length, base manning levels, and equipment utilization appear to be
the most influencing factors.

0 Generally it was concluded for the equipments studied that:

a) High reliability parts will upgrade field reliability by a factor of
not less than four.

b) Reliability Evaluation Tests have a ten-fold effect on field

reliability.

c) Environmental preconditioning has a minimum of a five-fold
effect on platform reliability.

* Field data shows no reliability growth on APQ-113/114 and APQ- 120
during field deployment.

• The F-1ll aircraft avionics equipments exhibit an R rate equal to 20% of
factory demonstrated MTBF. Similar pattern is o5served for avionics
equipments aboard other high performance aircraft.

* Of five aviontcs equipments surveyed, only the APQ-120 and APQ-109
had field reported R ratv: that exceeded the contract required minimum
acceptable MTBF, suggesting that the reliability requirements had been
underspecified. The APQ- 120 MTBF requirement is 10% of the require-
ment imposed on other radars when normalized to parts count complexity.

I With the application of appropriate modifier factors, the 66-1 USAF
Data System reported MTBF, hereafter referred to as R rat•t, can be auseful indicator of equipment's true field MTBF.

0 The differences between field R rate and factory demonstrated MTBF
can be explained through the application of modifier factors accountig
for differences in RQT and flight environmental profiles, ON-time
record keeping, and failure diagnostic capability.
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* The percent of unverified ("serviceable") failures can severely penalize V
the field MTBF if defectives are reintroduced.

* The percent of unverified failures is significantly lower in RQT than in
the field. Primary influencing factors are: (1) AGE capability - simu-
lation of environments and interfaces; (2) motivation to pass the test;
and (3) troubleshooting regimentation.

* APQ-113/114 platform performance shows a decrease of failures with
each successive test level - on receipt through flight - reflecting pre-
conditioning in the factory, to the flight environment. APQ-120 plat-
form performance shows an increase in failures per equipment from
on receipt to in-flight attributed to not having been exposed to similar
preconditioning. K

* The estimated 15:1 cost of failures difference between radars at plat-
form level is attributed to the environmental factory preconditioning
of the APQ- 113/114.

* Electrical, Electronic, and Electromechanical (EEE) part failure rates
(replacement rates) at platform and field are lower by approximat-3ly
one order of magnitude on APQ-113/114 than on APQ- 120, which is
attributed to differences in program parts screening.

0 Contractor performed reliability predictions reflecting failure rates
consistent with the quality of material are a good indicator of field per-
formance. Minor disparities could be accounted for by the fact that
predictions are based on part-count failure rate techniques and ignore
workmanship and in-service induced failures.

0 Field part replacement rates on APQ-113/114 did not single out any one
device. The platform replacement rate nevertheless identified transis-
tors and specialty devices as constituting 50% of all replacement. This
may be accounted for by the difference in environmental profiles between
LRU burn-in and flight.

*/ i • Approximately 50% of APQ-120 field replacements are mechanical parts
and diodes. Diodes are not screened in APQ-120 and mechanical parts
possibly indicate a wear-out mode that was not detected during the short
RQT (30 hours per equipment) nor in the First Article Qualification Test.

71'i• Approximately 42% of APQ- 120 platform replacements are modules and
specialty devices, reflecting the effects of first environmental exposure
on these items (encapsulated items).

* D. RECOMMENDATIONS
* For improved reliability measurement consistency and accuracy, estab-

5!~ lish and introduce conversion factors into the 66-1 MTBF to account for
actual equipment ON-hours vs flight hours.
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* Distribute the 66-1 data to all subcontractors to provide them with visi-
bility of field experienced reliability.

* To achieve a higher field reliability, the specified RQT environmental
cycle should be consistent with MIL-E-5400, MIL-STD-781, and ad-
justed only upward when field environments require it, rith equal
weighting for cold and hot environments and performance measure-
ments at each extreme and during temperature transitioning.

Require environmental preconditioning - equivalent to in-service envi-
ronment - for 1007o of equipment to detect pattern failures and reduce
platform/field infant mortality failures. Preconditioning should consist
of X cycles with the last Y cycles failure-free.

* Increase BITE capacity and make it capable of detecting interface mal-
functions to reduce the percentage of unverified failures. Furthermore,
provide environmental troubleshooting capability at the Depot and Base
maintenance shops.

0 Limit the "repair" at Base level on sophisticated equipment to replace-
ment of "plug-in" assemblies. Confirm each failure via the "double
substitution" technique..

• Do not allow equipment which has not demonstrated its specified relia-
bility or passed the Environmental Qualification Test to be deployed in
the field ("PASS BEFORE FLY").

* Require material quality to be consistent with TX, ER or MIL-M-38510
to maximize performance and minimize costs. Do not allow substitution
of lower grade material in field repairs.

E. FIELD RELIABILITY COMPARISON

1. OBJECTIVES

¶' The primary objectives of this subsection are the assessments and comparisons of
¶ I field reliability of the respective radars as reported in 66-1 and expressed in terms of:

0 Field reliability expressed in Mean Flight Hours Between Failures,
hereafter referred to as 66-1 R rate.

0 Field maintenamne rate expressed in Met. ••Itght Hours Between Main-
tenance Actions, hereafter referred to as 66-1 M rate.

• Flight hours per maintenance man-hour (FH/MMH).

Maintenance man-hours per maintenance action.

* Abort rate
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Having established these values, comparisons are made between the respective radars
in the form of figure of merit ratios (i.e., values normalized to the APQ-120 radar per-
formance). This data will be used to establish trends and to support various analyses
in other subsections and sections.

2. SUMMARY

Information extracted from 66-1 data system - summarized in Table XXX - indi-
cates that APQ-114 reliability is superior to other radars which were subjects of this
study. It is followed by APQ-113(E), APQ-113(A), and APQ-120, except that both
APQ-113s exhibit . lower Mean Time Between Aborts rate than APQ-120. All four
radars show that the R rate/M rate ratio is approximately 3:1.

TAB. XXX. 66-1 DATA, APQ-120 VERSUS APQ-113/114

I I APQ-120 APQ-113(A) APQ-113(E) ° APQ-114
PERFORMANCE FIGURE FIGURE FIGURE

ATTRIBUTE VALUE VALUE OF MERIT VALUE OF MERIT VALUE OF MERIT '

RATIO RATIO RATIO

R RATE (HOURS) 11 26 2.5 33 3.0 46 4.0

M RATE(HOURS) 4 8 2.0 13 3.0 16 4.0

FH/MMH 0.4 0.62 1.5 0.69 1.7 1.48 3.6

. ~~MTB ABORTS ..
,(HOURS 1,718 1,227 0.7 1,461 0.8 3,317 2.0

DATA SOURCE: RCS 6 LOG K261

TIME PERIOD: JUN - NOV 1971

*(A) DENOTES INSTALLATION ABOARD F-Ill-A; (E) ABOARD F-111-EI APQ X VALUE
FIGURE OFMERIT RATIO - APQ2VALUE

APQ 120 VALUE

3. DATA ANALYSIS

The data source for this investigation was RCS 6 Log K261 covering the time
period of June - November 1971. The maintenance man-hours - used in the co.nputation
of FH/MMH - included scheduled and unscheduled maintenance in the Field, Shop and
Depot. Abort rate was computed using both ground and flight aborts caused by these
radars. No attempt was made to validate the accuracy of RCS 6 Log K261 data.
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Table XXX summarizes the performance attributes of each radar and shows their
respective figure of merit ratios. A peculiar element is the performance difference
between the F-lilA and P-111E radars - which are identical APQ-113 radars - except
for the fact that the "A's" (installed aboard F-lilA) are two years older. The reported
difference was considered of no consequence and not radar attributable by the Nellis AFB
(where the majority of "A's" are located) Logistics personnel because the radar LRUs
were used interchangeably between the A and E aircrafts, and were serviced by one base
maintenance shop. As will be seen later, the R rate normalization will. bring these two
more in line.

Although APQ-113 shows higher R rate and M rate figures than those of APQ-120,
its Mean Time Between Aborts figure iis lower. fihiis leads to a conclusion that the

Abort rate is primarily affected by the radar's function and systems integration, moreI
than by its failure rate (e. g. ,the F-ill1 uses its radar almost constantly, with other
aircraft equipments also depending upon it, while the F-4E uses the radar only for cer-
tain mission events and is not integrated with other equipments. I

Analysis of Figure 87 reveals good correlation between the MMH/FH ratio and the
M rate figure of merit ratio for APQ-1i3(A) vs APQ-120 and APQ-114 vs APQ-120 (e.g.,
0. 52 ;z 1/2. 0 and 0. 22 ;:i-/4. 0). However, the MMH/FH ratio for the APQ-113(E) vs
APQ- 120 does not track their M rate figure of merit ratio (e. g. , 0. 50 #1/3).

RATIO TO APQ-120
1.2 ~FLIGHT OVERALL

APQ-120 LI NE

. PQ13(' 0.65 1.62 0.52 0.65
(F -lilA)

APQ-113(E) 0.63 1. 43 0.50 0.58
(F-1iIE) ,\N

APQ-114 0.28 0.67 0.22 0.27
0FB-111A)

OVERALL ...

NOTE:-
APQ-1131114 MISSION ESSENTIAL
APQ -120 NOT TURNED ON FOR MMH /FH REPORTING PERIOD:

THE ENTIRE MISSION JUNE - NOV 1971
Figure 87. Maintenance Man-Hours per Flight Hour, APQ-120 vs APQ-113/114

Discussion of this variation with Air Force logistics personnel indicated that many
facets impact maintenance, e.g., equipment utilization, maintenance approach, man-
power availability, work hours reporting/charging, spares availability, training, famil-
larity with AGE and prime equipments. The most direct explanation for the disparity in
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ratios between the F-111A and F-111E radars may be the fact that the majority of the
F-111E, as of the date of the source data, have been at Upper Heyford, UK, for a rela-
tively short period ofitime, and the higher maintenance man-hours may reflect learning
growth.

This disparity can also be gleaned from Table XXXI which presents maintenance
hour statistics for the six-month period between June and November 1971. It is of in-
terest to note that APQ-120 requires the lowest number of man-hours per maintenance
action, probably reflecting the benefits of the longer learning curve and the ease or
accessibility of repair due to more partitioning (e. g., 19 LRUs versus 8 LRUs in
APQ-113). However, a striking contrast of MMH/MA between APQ-114 and APQ-113,

4 and among the APQ-113 - F-111A vs F-111E - which are essentially the same radars -
points out the drastic effects of maintenance approaches and warrants further study.

TABLE XXXI. MAINTENANCE MAN-HOURS PER MAINTENANCE ACTION,
APQ-120 VS APQ.113/114

UNSCHEDULED NUMBER OF
RADAR MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE MMH I RATIO TO

MANHOURS (X103) ACTIONS MA APQ-120

APQ-120 255 28400 9.0 1.0

APQ-113(A) 24 1739 13.7 .1.5

APQ-113(E) 14.7 758 19.4 2.2

APQ-lI4 6.7 637 10.5 1.2

REPORTING PERIOD - JUNE - NOV. '71

F. FIELD RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE VERSUS SPECIFIED

REQUIREMENT-AVIONICS

1. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this subsection is to compare the achieved field reliabil-
ity versus specified requirement of representative avionic equipments aboard several
high performance aircraft to determine how the radars fit a "typical" avionics per-
formance.

2, SUMMARY

In general, the field reliability of the avionic equipments studied, installed aboard
high performance aircraft, exhibit 20% (between 15% and 40%) of their specified and
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subsequently demons'rated MTBF requiremeat. The M rate is usually 1/2 to 1/3 of the
field experienced R rate. APQ-120 is the only radarof the five surveyed, meeting or
exceeding in the f{Fld its specified MTBF. However, the specified MTBF for theAPQ-120 is only 1A0 of that specified for the APQ-.4l3 for an equivalent functional com-

plexity. This leads one to the conclusion that the APQ-120 reliability requixement was
much less challenging or that its field rellabiLty measurement was unrealistic.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

To deterntne if the four subject radars fit into a typical performance of avionic
equipments aboard a high performance aircraft, a survey was made of the reliability
record of F-4D, F-4E, F-IliA, F-111E, FB-11I and A-7E avionics equipments.
These equipment-s and their field reliability performance are tabulated in Table XXXII.

The F-4D offers a direct comparison to the F-4E, being in most cases identical
equipment, while the A-7?E provides a comparison to deployed avionics equipm mt of
latest design and technology. It was generally concluded that the R rate reported by the
66-1 data system for the F-ill, F-4D and A-7E avionics equipmeint is at approximately
20% of specified reliability requirement at 90% confidence, and the MTBMA at approxi-

TABLE XXXII. AVIONICS PERFORMANCE
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENT CHALLENE 66-1 NITIF 66-1MTBMA

MT8FO6 90 C08IPLE ITY F-IliA F .IIE F-11 F-IlIA F-I- E IFS.III

FLIGHT CONT1ROL COMPUTER 00IIK 60 - ' 0 2?1 1w ?f

FURWARD ULOKING RADAR W? 1. IK 26 33 46 8 13 16

CkNTRAL cIMPUUER 3I 1K 129 16t2 14 18 84 9$

SOMBINAY SET 203 5.14 24 Z9 0 1

AV0IOANC" RADAR 108 &ICH 46 (43 16 0

ALTIMETER WO6!CH 1)0 30 as1 ~ 4

LEADOPT SIGNI 8W .1 01 )18 1010 M6 78 s

LEAD OPI SIGHT MK4 162 Zil 1 )

FIRE C.41R0. RADAR I 1)3 10 9

NAYICAtiOIIM SYSý COMO. J10 66 a63

,- 'AITTIIl.3 REF COMPUTER 11) M II

SOI 14AV COMPOtER M3 InI 10 Vj N

IRIA NAVIGATIO N it) M 11 10 I

- AI cAIID ILIC. I• 1RA,1-

11101 %AV ..COMfI 00_
IETA1 4A3MRIWAkI4 41 11$23

DOM(# WR*AR 10 141

WAD Ur fSI0I~AY ~ 1
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mately 10% of the same requirement. In the majority of the cases, these equipments did
pass a Reliability Test successfully, either the first time or in subsequent tests, indica-
tive that they possessed inherent reliability capability and that the specified reliability
requirements were realistic.

It is of interest to note that only the APQ- 120 and -109, among the five radars
(APQ-109, -113, -114, -120, -126) aboard these aircraft, exhibit in the field a slightly
higher than specified MTBF at 90% confidence level. This is associated with an MTBF
requirement that is approximately 10% as demanding when normalized for parts count
complexity to the other radars. This observation may lead one to a conclusion that the
reliability requirement for APQ- 120 was not as challenging and consequently did not re-
quire employment of high reliability disciplines by the contractor, with resultant low
field MTBF. The observation that APQ- 120 R rate exceeded its MTBF requirements is
further contrasted by the fact that APQ-120'rRQT demonstrated values were below its
R rate and also below its specified MTBF value.

The few equipments that did not fit directly the 20% R rate pattern were equipments
with either low use when calculated against flying hours, or equipments with high
inheritance/maturity; nevertheless, their M rates generally fit the overall pattern. At
the present, with the available information,_ it appears that the 66-1 failure/maintenance
categorization may also create this disparity. In some equipment a malfunction could be

corrcte byadjustment of controls, minor repair, calibration, and hence be classified
as maintenance action per current 66-1 data system reporting procedure. In other
equipments, where the number of adjustment controls has been minimized, malfunctions
would require replacements, thereby increasing the number of 66-1 reportable failures.
From this data it is concluded that the M rate is directly proportional to the R rate which
indicates that improvements in reliabl"~y can have a direct impact on both tlii "Flailure"
actions and the "Maintenance" actions.- When relating failures and maintemnce actionis,
the sp- ne precautions discussed on pages 61 and 62 would apply.

G. ROT TO FIELD RELIABILITY CORRELATION

1. OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this subsection is to identify and qua-atify the basic relia-
bility factors which account for the differences e.'tstilng between the factory demonstrated
reliability performance and the reliability re~ported and achieved in the field environ-
muents, for the equipments studied, so fthat the effect of reliability disciplines can be
improved equipment field reliability.

2. SUMMARY

Based on the analys is of APQ- 113 and APQ- 120 flight-profile and RQT environ-
ments, RQT and (Iold reliability performances, stirveys of field repair adequacy and
quality, several factors, which possibly account for over Ur0% of the differences, were
derived and are listed in Table XXXIII.

The disparity between meoasured test and field NITBI' is attributed to factors such
as time base, failure definition and accounting and stress level differen~ces. TheV test
measurentent is found more p~recise tMan the field (or the readily identiftable factors
such as time base and failure accounating as the test is conducted under Idea~l factory con-
ditions. RQT nay not, however, adequately forecast fieldW reliability perfortnance 1f the
test stresses applie are not represt.ntative of the field environments to be encountered.
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TABLE XXXII. RQT/FIELD RELIABILITY COMPARISON FACTORS

RELIABILITY
FACTOR DEFINITION

ENVIRONMENT:

0) FIELD TOTAL MTBF (HRS) RQT ROT IS NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE TOTAL
Ks 66-1 MTBF (HRS) ADJUSTED FIELD ENVIRONMENTWHICH INCLUDES FLIGHT

ENV., HANDLING. FACILITIES, PERSONNEL, ETC.
12) FLIGHT PROFILE FLIGHT PROFILE/ RQT INCLUDED IN Ks. COM4PARISON OF FLIGHT

Kp TIME AT TEMP. EXTREMES PROFILE WITH RQT CYCLE SHOWS SIGNIFICANT

(PART OF Ks) DIFFERENCES.

MEASUREMENT:

(1) TIME RATIO OF AVIONICS POWER TO ADJUST 66-1 TIME BASE FROM FLIGHT HOURS
Kt TIME TO REPORTED FLIGHT TO EQUIPMENT OPERATING TIME. TAXI, CHECK

HOURS OUT AND MAINTENANCE TIME IS NOT INCLUDED.

12) FAILURE REPORTING 66-1 REPORTED FAILURE BASE TO ADJUST THE 66-1 FAILURE BASE BY REMOVING
Kr 66-1 FAILURE BASE-SERVICE- ALL SERVICEABLEIUNVERIFIED FAILURES. CAUSE

ABLEIUNVERIFIED IS LIMITED FIELD DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITY.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Usibg the data available and the Kt and K. factors, identified in Table XXXIII and
quantified in this subsection, the 66-1 data was adjusted upward in Table XXXIV to ac-
count for imprecision in the field data reporting system, permitting a gross estinmation
of the degree (hb) Lo which reliablity qua•llfication testing simulates tWe compl0e fietri
enviroazueat.

TABLE XXXV. RQVIFIELDNITUFS)MUIATION RAT106
ROT MISFiIHR fA-IREPORtTED 06-I W01OFIER 661l AOJUSTED MTBT SI&WLATION

RADAR e WSCL .R. RATE 4HRS) FACTORS MTBF (RR9. ROQT FI'LD

APQ-120 4- 11 11.11 11.0 1 ~

APO-117 IK
"FS-IIA ib ; ( l.v 0& 19.0 1I V, I. . ,

APQ-114 T R0 II&SM T'EMNf11J .f8-IIA T ROT1.3 U.- 1I.5 109 Jw IS iEEn lotvR

2
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a. ON-Hours Factor,

The Kt modifier of RQT demonstrated, to field experienced, reliability d als with
lpower ON-time accumulation. The value of this modifier varies on these radars from

less than 1 to almost 2. This alone double the values of the R rate reported in 66-1.1 • (6-Log-K-261) report. On the F-4E, at Neiis AFB, for instance, the APQ-120 radar
is utilized on less than 9Wt of flights and, when utilized, is not left on during the entire
mission; on the F-Ill A/E, the APQ-113 is turned on immeditely and is left on during
the entire mission, including taxi time. Also to consider are the mainternce shop ON-
hours which constitute a substantial share of ON-hours over and above flight hours.
Similarly, flight line "ON-EQUIPMENT" testing adds to the total ON-hours.

Because the Elapsed Time Indicator (ETI) recording is not a 66-1 requirement.
even though each radar is equipped with an E"'! (on the APQ-113/l14 all LRUs have one),
the actual ON hour statistics are not available. Nevertheless, at Nellis AFB, the 474th
TFW Maintenance Shop had maintained individual LRIU records, by serial number, with
ETI recorded both in and out of shop, that showed the total power ON-time was 1. 5 to
1. 8 times the total flight time for the A PQ-I 13 (most of the F-II lAs are located at
Nellis AFB). For the APQ-120. a previous Reliability study had assessed this factor at

b. Diagnostic Capability Factor, Kr

Awoher modifier factor developed, Kr, accounts fur the high percentage of ser-
viceble (I. e., unconfirmed failures) items which are attributed to the degree of disgnos-
tic ca•bility and quality of field trublekshootin;gi-ilure deteftion activity. K. is based
. Uw fo llowing metetdokgy sajl~ortkd by fieol eperience.

Flight MTUF. reported to 66-1. ts computed by uitig the followiag equation

MTF •Flight Hours.

whre the wrn"er vi'caveablits'- applies, to ttwse Tvm cii, ftenis which could not be lupti-
-cted or n•flrmcd as Ihard failurv--" - t.,g_., .litches. or itormittents. euvw matft-
tally Inducd P"Wonts or Interface probelil.

NOW. thle 4'M- rtenum1Wr AS rd~t)Odi in RCS 6-Laig-R-201 is ixiwer thwi ithat roin-
1pard 3r, dia m- w i•umWr-4 of flt b sure.. qwu-iiiy of ri movai• wtd qua-, _4-
~sewmairs' repoeted in lw$ -~iK~i This diftemwne can b atal

att~uto totheer-blW~ copkiotttedmethzdi4 an dgti twa ~nrols. which roquiaw tr.
niatfoh"a resmiral c-n=d. o)4cW Arj o r *0VOe "esr'N

(suotctioiil Is execulkd. Vor O1w r ofe ~ thiuo sudv It wag co-toeii ý.Sscntial
that all " i'icokble acktans hr- conmtderrdnd0W .a~d Ta.bt XXXV pftesvt1,ls the dta1[
and establishes 4 value tor a K rfactor.i r

Another Influence for the uiderslated R tate bumnhec is 11w "apparv*W' rtp4r At
the *$IR lvvt-l. ;woplished ro~gh' rf cewtevf bV a -spa'.. v n eml.4t sub~'.'-
queat dl?4mos of the re-movd subaswibly a•s 's ieable" at the tower ech•pel
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TABLE XXXV. 66-1 REPORTED MTBF 6-LOG-K-261 VS 5-LOG-K-261,
APQ-120 VERSUS APQ-113/114

5-LOG K 261

B .1 C D E Kr'FLIGHT # R*[,OVALS # SERVICEABLES COMPUTED MTBF 6 -LOG K 261 Dr
HOURS IT-1) A REPOR E

(B -C) M18Fj APQ -120 203270 22750 7710 13.5 11 1.23-

APQ-113(A) 26020 1106 305 32. 5 26 1.23

APQ-113(E) 20200 704 131 35.0 33 1.06

APQ-114 17487 425 74 49.8 46 1,.08

REPORTING PERIOD DEC. '70 - NOV. '71

repair level. The error in this case is compounded, first by not "cens, ring-out" a
"I"serviceable" unit from the removals count; second, this i6 indicative that the original
cause of the malfunction has not been corrected and "exists" either elsewhere in the
LRU or in the "serviceable-diagnused" subassembly. In practice, this item will bereturned to service-use and cause anotiter malfunction in the future, which will possibly
be scored again as a failure. 4

To account for these discrepancies, a modifier L•ctor, Kr" has been established.
The Kr" factors for both radars were computed from the field and factory repah' data
and are tabu~lated in Table XXXVI.

TABLE XXXVI. PERCENT SERVICEABLE DISTRIBUTION IN FIELD & FACTORY
R&R, APQ-120 VSAPQ-113/114

______ PERCENT SERVICEABLE K_ I
._____LRUS ASSEMBLIES

BASE + DEPOT R&R AT BASE, DEPOT R&R AT I I A
RADAR (Al FACTORYIB) (C) FACTORY iO) A+BC*D I-10AB4C-D)

APQ-120 31.2 9.6 4Q,8 1.16

APQ-113(A) 24.0 2.4 1,5 2a 0 48 1 1.46

APQ-113(E0 17.5 3.3 .6 22.0 43.4 1. 46

.APQ-14 18,0 1.3 6 20,7 4.6 1.46

REPORTING PERIOD DEC. '70 - NOV. '?1
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Using the values of Krt and Kr" for the respective radars the field repair/factory
modifier factor K can oe computed using the following expression:

Kr
Kr K' rK" (33)

r

It is of interest to note that a close correlation is obtained for the APQ-120,
AeP-113(E). and APQ-114 radars where the values of Kr are 1.42, 1. 55, 1.58
respectively.

The value of Kr for the APQ- 113(A) is 1.8, thus modifying its R rate to a value
matching the R rats of APQ-113(E) (e.g., 47 to 51 hours respectively versus the pre-
viously report'd R rate in the 6-Log-K-261 report of 26 and 33 hours), narrowing tWe
reported 27% difference to a mere 8%. Also to be noted is that the reported Nellis AFB
(F-111A) serviceable rate is 37%, as extracted from the 474th TFW TAC K18 reports,
which surpasses the rates published in the AFLC reports for the entire APQ-113 -
F-111A - force.

Further analysis of the "serviceable" or "unverified" pattern is portrayed in
Figure 88. The high percentage of "serviceable" (inverified) items in the field com-
pares closely with the "platform" and "factory" percentage. This is explained by the fact
that as complexity increases, the diagnostic accuracy decreases, and the additional

Saircraft interfaces complicate the verification process of a failure.

In RQT however, the percentage of "unverified" failures drops down drastically.
APQ-113/114, for instance. experiences a 43.4% unconfirmed malfunction rate in the

* field as compared to 6% in RQT. The same comparison for the APQ-120 contrasts a
40. 8% figure in the field with 5% in RQT.

- IN PROC SS

APO-12D APQ-113JI14

EQUIPMENT 31%

F).r 88% FIELD 6

Figre 8.Permoit Uuver~ioid Failures Flow (Sarviceables)
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Based on personal observations by GE personnel of field maintenance "modus
operandi", the RQT to field disparity can be ascribed to the following:

0 Attention to detail and controlled conditions in the factory due to "fear
of failure" atmosphere (i. e., "pass-the-test" motivation).

0 Lack of adequate AGE, simulating aircraft interfaces and environments,
in field and depot maintenance shops.

e Skill, diagnostic specialization differences between factory trained
technicians and service personnel.

* On-the- spot consultation with Design Engineering personnel to assist in
the diagnosis during RQT.

0 Differences in diagnostic procedures, wherein minimum use of "double-
substitution method"* was practiced by field personnel to verify a
flight-reported malfunction.

c. Environmental Profile Factor, KP

Environmental differences between RQT and flight conditions were found to exist
but aze difficult to quantify due to unavailability of 'ailure data related to particular en-
viroiiients. For example, in the case of the APQ-113/114, the predominant flight en-
vironment is cold (Figure 81), since during 55% of flight time, the temperatures range
between -35 ' F and -60'F. In contrast, during the RQT environment, only 12% of the
time is spent below -35°F, For the APQ-120, the opposite co: Mition occurs (Figure 80),
wherein 30% of the RQT was below -350F, but the flight environment was never lower
than +40 F.

d. Wier Factors

Other factors that affect the disparity between field and factory demonstratedI •reliability but which for lack of quantitative data have not been computed are:

H Handling differences of equipment during maintenance and repair in the
field as compared to factory environment.

• Quality of repairs by field and depot personnel when compared to the
requirements and skill of factory experienced operators and associated
quality standards.

* Test equipment capabitity and availability at various maintenanc,,
echelons in the field is lower than in the factory.

• Repairs in the field QrP often made with substitute ports of lower
quality/reliability.

*A "d,",;11• .•itution method" referred to herein requires replacement of the nwl-
Nfit.-w.I • .nw with anot hor working iteni. Upon disappearance of malfunction
':ym�,i�, it*, l original item Is reintroduced into the system to see if the trouble
recurs.
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* H. FACTORY, PLATFORM AND FIELD RELIABILITY COMPARISONS

1. OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this subsection is to analyze and compare each radar's
reliability performance in Reliability Qualification Test, at platform and in the field.

2. SUMMARY

APQ-113/114 shows a close correlation, after normalization with the applicable K
factors, to field and platform performance, between prediction, RQT, platform arld
field. The platform somewhat higher failure rate can be attributed to the new environ-
ment, handling and interfaces, while the field performance differences reflect factors
which have not been addressed, e.g., field handling, part substitution, field workman-
ship, and the remainder of environmental factors.

APQ--120 reflects a relationship between RQT and platform similar to the
APQ-113/114 but at a failure rate which is ten times greater than predicted. Field per-
formance reflects a 5:1 ratio to the APQ-113/114.

The estimated cost of failures difference between radars, at platform level, isSt ~attributed to the env ironmental factory preconditioning of the AI•- 1 13/114.

The radar field experience to date indicates that field reliability growth of equip-
merit, once deployed, was not achieved on any radar, notwithstandinc ECP activity.

* 3. DATA ANALYSIS

Reliability performance of APQ-113 and APQ-120 was compared at significant
performance levels such as factory Reliability Qualification Test, platform (i.e., Air-
craft Avit.nics Integration Tests), and field deployment. Data from the last RQT was
used in these comparisons to reflect the comparative maturity of the equipments (i. e.,
after all redesigns. A comparison of the 66-1 reported field reliability versus predicted
values was made. to check on the accuracy o! reliability prediction methodologies.

S! Sin•ce the two radars differ in parts coun't (10, 704 in APQ- 113 versuo 13,553 in

APQ-120), the data were normalized to "failureu per million part hours" to assure a
common bpse. The time period covered in this investigation is from December 1970
through November 1971 and represents 203, 000 flight hours and 3300 platform ON hours
for the APQ-120; 53.500 flight hours wid 4100 platform ON hours for the APQ-113.

Previously developed K factors were applied to the reported field rates. Results
ot this survey are summarized in Figure 89 anl the reliability performance ratios be-
tween the respective radars, at each level of operation (i.e., factory RQT, platform,
field), are also showii. It can be noted that quite a disparity exists between the RQT
demonstrated Values of the two radars. The disparity in RQT performance (30:1) is
Sattributable to the lower quality grade of parts ('4:t) arzi the lack of RET for the

A+4PQ-120 (,wlo:2).
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1971 APQ-113 APQ-120 RATIOS
PRED. .5 1.9 1:4

RQT .620 17. 2 1:30

, 30 PLATFORMO .98 23.6 1:25

FIELDU .96 4.8 1:5

-4..

a. *TEST #5 @ 90%

0 Q2 @ 90%

10 o NORMALIZED

A PQ -113

PREDICTION RQT PLATFORM FIELD
PERIOD: DEC. '70 - NOV. '71

Figure 89. Failure Rates, Factory to Field, Failures per 10 Part Hours,

F -111A/E APQ-113 and F-4E APQ-120

Despite the normalization with K factor, the RQT experienced failure rates do not
track one for one the extrapolated field values. This can be attributed to the remaining

unquantifted differences, previously described in Subsection G.

The divergence (25:1) in platform failure rates of the two radars is attributed to a
compounding effect of parts quality, environmental factory screening and reliability ma-
turity of APQ-113 gained through the RET. The platform performance for each radar
does not follow its RQT performance and the difference can be attributed to new environ-
ment, new interfaces, and looser control over failure incidents. In RQT each radar had
a low percentage of relevant failures whereas at platform all failures attributed to the
radar were considered relevant.

The field reliab lity, normalized to each radar's parts count, differs by a ratio of
5:1 between the APQ-120 and APQ-113/114. This divergence is again attrib uted to the
differences in reliability disciplines (e.g., parts quality, RET) which affected the plat-
form performance. However, the field performance divergence (5:1) is smaller than the
platform divergence (25:1), explained through Ute nullification of LRU environmental
screening effects, after initial flight environment exposure.

• IFor the A PQ-120, its field performance is also four times better than its RQT per-
fornmance. This is due to additional unquantized severity factors present in the APQ-120
RQT, such as the thermal shock during transition from cold to hot, and environmental

. profile differences.

Another analysis of platform and field reliability was made utilizing performance
data accumulated over the entire period of field deployment. Comparative performance,

, ' reflecting averages for 1968-1971, at platform is shown in Figure 90, displayng failures
per aircraft processed.
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• 10 UNVERIFIED

9X • APQ-120

K�.1.00 AVG-24. 3
S~~WORKMANSHI P&,,,'

S. •, ADJUSTMENT t
UNVERIFIED PARTS

WORKMANSH! I .APQ-113/114
ADJUSTMEN AVG -6. 3

PARTS . - j

INCOMING LRU AIRCRAFT FLUIIGHT TEST
BENCH TEST INSTALLATION SELL

REPORTING PERIOD '67 -'71 GROUND TEST

Figure 90. Platform Failure Distribution, APQ-120 vs APQ-113/114

To explain the difference between APQ.-120 and APQ-113/114 performance at plat-
form test, the respective platform processing methods need definition. The APQ-120
is received at platform as an equipment, installed in the aircraft for a ground checkout,
and then flight tested and sold. The APQ-113/114 is received at platform not as an
equipment but as LRUs, tested at General Dynamics incoming as LRUs and installed in
an aircraft by LRU to complete an equipment for ground test and flight test and Air
Force sell.

The APQ-113/114 shows initial failures at incoming and bench LRU test and a mi-
nor quantity at aircraft ground test when the LRUs are first integrated as an equipment
with other avionics systems. Additional features during flight/sell are insignificant and
"indicate that the APQ-113/114 equipment was ready to be subjected to the aircraft flight
environment.

In contrast to this, the APQ-120 performance reflects a significant addition of
failures when subjected to the aircraft flight environment. This essentially shows that
the APQ-120 equipment had not been previously environmentally conditioned to r~aeet the
aircraft flight environment.

Finally, the failures per aircraft attributable to the radars as experienced by the
two prime contractors are compared and related in terms of costs (Figure 91). It was
decided not to include unverified failures in the comparison, because this may

"penalize" the radars, as the "unverified" could be caused by the interfaces or other
unknown factors.
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FAILURE FAILURE COST PERI
COST COST FAiLURE

PER EQU I P. ,% PER EQU I P._ I4
PLATFORM ON RECEIPT/ BENCH

N/A FAILURES/EQUIP. 2.23 $ 8q2 $ 400

PLATFORM IN PROCESS ON A/C

$6,700 6.7 FAILURES/EQUIP. 1.4 $1, 4WO -$1,0,G

PLATFORM'•LIGHT/TEST 3ELL

$42,500 8.5* FAILURES/EQUIP. .22 $1,100 $5,000

$49,200/EQUIP. A $3,4001EQUIP.

FIELD
ARATIO 10 5:1
*2322 UNACCEPTABLE FLIGHTS REPORTING PERIOD 1968 -1971

Figure 91, Platform Failure Cost
APQ-120 F-4E vs APQ-113/114 F-111

Using estimated platform failure cost figures which were obtained through discus-
sions with airframe manufacturers - i. e., $400 for axn "on-receipt" fai'ure, $1000 for
an "in-airframe" failure, and $5000 for a "flight" failire, cost comparisons for platform
integration are made between the two radars. It k estimated on this basis that integral ,-
ing the APQ-120 into the F-4E aircraft avionics was more expensive by an approximately
15:1 ratio, excluding the cost of factory preconditioning the APQ-113.

The field reliability over the reported deployment cycle for both radars is shown
in Figure 92. It is apparent that while the R rate ratio of 4:1 between the two radars is
maintained, neither one shows reliability gýowth of any significance during the reporting
period 1967-1971.
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APQ-120
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~ .10 100J 1000
CUMULATIVE RIGHT TIME (1O3 HRS)

REPORTING PERIOD 1%7 - 1971

Figure 92. Field Reliability vs Flight Time, APQ-120 vs APQ-113/114

I. RELIABILITY OF ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND

ELECTROMECHANICAL PARTS

1. OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this subsection is to compare the experienced part fail-
ure rates at two levels of radar deployment outside factory (i. e., platform and field) for
the two radars. A secondary objective is to identify the contribution of each generic
part type to total failures caused by parts. These comparisons will be used to Pnalyze
the relative merits of various screening tests employed by the two contractors at piece
part level and higher assembly tests.

2. SUMMARY 4

rhe observed APQ-120 part failure rates are higher than those of the APQ-113/114
by an order of magnitude (except for inductive and specialty devices). APQ-113/114
platform failure rates are mostly lower than or equal to APQ- 120 field failure rates, re-
Ilecting the benefits of assembly burn-in and screening for modules, specialty devices
trnd LRU burn-in in weeding out of infant mortality failures.

It would appear from the data available that up to a 50 percent improvement in
iAPQ•120 field reliability could be accomplished by development of corrective actions in
two commodities: mechanical parts and diodes. Data analysis points to wear-out or vi-
bration-caused effects for the mechanical parts and inadequate screening or circuit mis-
application of diodes. Thirty-two percent improvement in APQ-113/114 field reliability
could be accomplished by improved screening or circuit design changes associated with
iductive devices and transistors. It also appears from available data that up to a 42
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percent improvement in APQ-120 platform reliability could be achieved by improved
screening and corrective action for modules and specialty devices.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Parts performance analysis is based on 66-1 data (RCS 5-Log-K-261). It must be
recognized that 66-1 data refer to "Part Replacements" which include both primary
and secondary failures and furthermore do not represent all proven defective parts.
Platform data was obtained from prime contractor's reports. "Failure" rates were
computed using the accumulated platform and field hours and the piece part count of the
respective radars, exclusive of parts in potted modules.

Part failure rates for APQ-113/114 radars and the APQ-120 radar are tabulated
for several generic part types in Table XXXVII. The failure rates shown are catego-
rized by the two levels of deployment, i. e. , platform and field, and a comparative per-
formance between the two radars is computed expressed as a ratio of APQ-120 to
APQ-113/114 data.

TABLE XXXVII. DEVICE/PART PERFORMANCE COMPARISON,
APQ-120 VS APQ-113/114

PART FAILURE-RATE Xi0"6
APQ -120

GENERIC APQ-1131114 I APQ-120 APQ -1131114
PARTS PLATFORM FIELD PLATFORM FIELD PLATFORM FIELD

CAPACITORS 1.64 0.14 9.1 1.25 5.5 9.0

DIODES 3.64 0.82 43.0 12.00 11.8 14.6

INDUCTIVE 11.00 5,00 30.8 11.00 2.8 2.2
DEVI CES

INTEGRATED 2.96 0.32 58.3 10.6 19.5 33.0
CIRCUITS

RESISTORS 0.89 0.20 12 5 2.2 14.0 11.0

SPECIALTY 59.00 6.0 128.0 21,0 2.2 3.5
DEVICES

TRANSISTORS 10.3 1.09 114.0 12.5 11.0 11.5

MECHANI CAL
PARTS 66 6 101.0

POTTED 196.0 28 5
MODULES

'PLATFORMIFIELD REPLACED PARTS

N
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What emerges from inspection of Table XXXVII are lower failure rates for all
parts in the APQ-113/114 radars, especially for semiconductors and resistors. This
can be explained by inspection of Table XIII which presents a comparison of parts screen-
ing requirements for the two radars. Another observation one can make is that APQ-120
field part failure rates are equal to or worse than APQ-113/114 platform failure rates
(except for capacitors and specialty devices). Thus, it appears that platform integra-
tion of the APQ- 120 accomplishes the same screen as the factory LRU burn-in on APQ-
113/114.

Table XXXVII ranks the parts replacement percentages for the two radars.
Several observations can be made by inspection and may be used in future studies to
improve field reliability.

TABLE XXXVII. PART REPLACEMENT RATES RANKING,
A PQ-120 VS APQ-113/114

PQ APQ-1131114
FI ELD PLATFORM FIELD PLATFORM

MECHANICAL 34% MODULES 27% MISCELLANEOUS 17% TRANSISTORS 25%
PARTS

DIODES 13% SPECIALTY 15% INDUCTIVE 16% SPECIALTY 25%
DEVICES DEVICES DEVICES

MODULES 12% DIODES 14% TRANSISTORS 16% MISCELLANEOUS 12%
SPECIALTY 12% TRANSISTORS 14% SPECIALTY 15% DIODES 10%

DEVICES DEVICES
MISCELLANEOUS 11% RESISTORS 12% DIODES 14% RESISTORS 7%
RESISTORS 7% MECHANICAL 7% RESISTORS 10% MAJOR PROCURE- 6%

PARTS MENT ITEMS
TRANSISTORS 6% MISCELLANEOUS 4% MAJOR PROCURE- 6% INDUCTIVE 6%

MENT ITEMS DEVICES
CAPACITORS 2% CAPACITORS 4% INTEGRATED 4% INTEGRATED 5%

CIRCUITS CIRCUITS
INDUCTIVE 2% INDUCTIVE 3% CAPACITORS 2% CAPACITORS 4%

DEVICES DEVICES
INTEGRATED 1%

CIRCUIIIS

TOTAL 100% TOTAL 100% TOTAL 100% TOTAL 100%

APQ-120 data shows that mechanic,9 parts are the main offenders in the field
(34% of all field replacements). This contrasts with only 7% contribution for the plat-
form kerlornince. Thus. It appears that a wear-out failure mechanism occurs in the
field or that the relative in-flight vibration levels precipitate mechanical failures.
Diodes are second on the list in the field and third in platform performance with
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comparative percentage distributioni of 13% and 14% respectively, leading to a conclu-
sion that a better parts screening or review of electrical stresses/application could pro-vide a payoff.

In the case of the APQ-113/114, inductive devices and transistors share equally
the highest percentage contributions ',16% each) to field failures by part commodities.
Again, a review of parts screening specifications or parts applications is in order.
Increased parts screening is suggested by the fact that transistor failures contribute
25% of total failures at platform level. and drop down to 16% in the field.

Failure distribution ranking at platform indicates that in the APQ-120 radar the ,I
first exposure to a flight environment, acts as a severe screen for the encapbulated mod-
ules - 27% of all failures. This suggests that an environmental scree.bng of the mod-

ules, at lower assembly level, would be beneficial. For the APQ-113/114 platform, it
can be generally noted that a uniform distribution of failures occurs.

1*
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SECTION VII

CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE PROCUREMENTS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section provides the study contractor's recommendations for changes to
specifications and procurement practices for reliability management in development con-
tracts, based on the APQ-113, -114, -144 and APQ-120 Radar Reliability programs and
reaults.

B. SUMMARY

This section contains the following subjects:

0 Specific recommendations addressing

Reliability Contracting Policy

Reliability Contracting Practice

Preprocurement Practice

Procurement Practice

- Recom~mendations for procurement documentatior c.anges and add~tions
to:

MIL-STD-781

.MIL-STD- 785

MIL.-HDBK-O00 (X) (proposed)

0 Recomimendations for every elemient of the equipment Life Cycle from
concepts, to development, to production, to deployment, and tuaiuten-
"ance.

C. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

1. RELIABILITY CONTRACTING POLICY

• Insure thit MIL-STD-785 is Imposed on avionics contracts
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0 Elevate the stature of reliability requirements in the overall program
context so that tradeoffs as a minimum will be on a par with other major
performance requirements.

o Instill the fear of failure to meet contractual reliability requirements on
both sides -- the contractor and the government program manager.

0 Motivate the contractor to identify and resolve equipment Ixobl.ems
early in the development phase.

0 Use Life Cycle Cost projections when allocatimn reliability investment
and production costs.

* Initiate additional Retrospect Studies to quantize reliability discipline
payoffs in Life Cycle Costs.

• Modify present MIL-STD-781 and MIL-STD-785 per suggestions put
forth ity this s ection• and estabiish a Reliability Trsiinug Manual
0(%L-HDBK-200(X)) also outlined herein.

S2. RELIABILITY CONTRACTING PRACTICES

a. Procurement Requirements

* Realistically establish. and dtmebison the reliabiity revirements.

-71 0 Provide !or reliability growth programs.

* Objectively evaaiutu Ehe contractor's ability to comply.

* Establish reliability tecuial miluw.oes for, develoiwet.

* ~viilepass/fail progress wwsuemuA.

b. Dovelopm•ont CoatrWct Penaltie-s

* Test and correcivo action couiwa•wce uutil the reiLibtWiy rQq, ••retneueb
arie achieved.

A* Pro&dctiwn authorizatifo hold uutil t6e riek-W ty roquirom•tM are

achieved.

*Correctiont of deileianciea In d*tiV'V ~Ld hlriWArNO.

0 WtenKded contructur In-servkie warranties.

• Assumptiot, el u•xýAxd pro•'d•niag requiremeav resulting from ia-
conormtng reliab~ilty.

* PerIties tied to MuchilevemUl it l the pLtilind rgrowth rate usitV the
RPM model.
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3. PRE-TPROCUREMENT

a. Conceptual Phase

Initiate reliability activity in the advanced development phase.

0 Estimate equipment and LRU electrical/mecaanical piece part
complexity.

* Project G-n expected MTBF performance of the proposed equipment
through comiurison witf- field performance of similar systems.

0 Analytically project the equipment MTBF capability through existing
prediction techniques, e.g., MIL-HDBK-2lTA.

. Conduct life cycle cost estimates on the predicted range of MTBF
values and select optimum point.

' Identify potential state-of-the-art problem areas and initiate pro-
grams to alleviate, i.e., low degree of design inheritance.

* Structure program schedules, recognizing the need for reltabilby
growth in development.

L,. RFQ Phase
Structure RFQ requlreme•tt.

0 flased on the MT5F mt:'muinm acceptable limit, wicify the nmxi-
malm piece nuart Complexity oW the equipment, e.g., the equipment
piece part makeup shaU be less fto 2000 parts.

0 Srteeily MTHF as fos

MTOF -A 300 hours miantium

M4TDF of 500 t'-amrs poal

* Require a rel1tbillity prodkxtioi estimate ol MNI1F to tw s•ApWUe in
the pce•psal thAt is 125 the mulnimuu requirom.mt and dline-
": ate- the v4u i~4tt parts con ty. w aterial quality lovels, -til-
uro rates ased. Onvirgnuin ta K taicto- -appRiod, arrd Justiictiww
foru ame.
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' Require contractor estimation of MTBF "off the board" as a percent-
age of prediction and require justification of this estimate based on re-
cent contract performance test data or field performance.

* Require a test plan submission to "grow" the "off the board" MTBF to
the minimum acceptable requirement with a minimum/maximum growth
rate.

* Require continuing MIL-STD-781 qualification and acceptance testing]' subsequent to the growth test.

* Require the submission of a product operational environmental burn-in
plan (nominally 100 hours) requiring 50 hours of failure-free test on
each equipment to the worst case environmental conditions

• Structure correction of deficiency clauses.

* Structure penalty program to lack of MTBF achievement.

* Require reliability program milestone event plan.

c. Source Evaluation

Establish Contractor Proposal Reli, bility Credibility Review Checklist for source
evaluation.

• A comprehensive reliability assessment checklist should be developed
to allow an in-depth review of a prospective contractor's intent to com-
ply with the reliability requirement. A properly structuren Source
Evaluation Checklist would, in addition, eacompass the following
questions:

e Does priced bill of material correlate -with the quality of material
used in prediction?

* Is ti~ere visible evidence of intent to screen 100% of product in the
specfied environment as evidenced by test facilities quoted,
schec'ule time, etc. ?

* What is the contractor's track record as it relptes to previous per-
formance and timeliness of Rachievement?

0 Is Design Inheritance explained and justified? (Design Inheritance:
The degree of performance assurance obtained by incorporating
proven design features.)

4. PROCUREMENT

Monitor contractor developmnint preproduction performance.

* Measure pirforrnance against program reliability
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• Monitor design growth through monthly submittals of updated pre-
dictions.

* Monitor effectiveness of reliability growth test through monthly sub-
mittals of actual test progress versus growth model.

* Monitor reliability test results.

0 Approve effectiveness of corrective action steps.

* 
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D. PROPOSED SPECIFICATIONS CHANGES

I. MIL-STD-781 PROPOSED REVISIONS

a. Objective

Introduce into test planning the Reliability Planning and Management methodology

by recognizing the iniUal performance immaturity of newly developed equipments.
This testing prior to qualification provides:

SExtended erderly environmental test

* Early problem identification

a Incorporation of corrective actions

• Measurement of resultant growth

to insure meeting contractual reliability requirements early in the product cycle.

b. Summary

* Require reference to a new Military 'liow ToV" Handbook on
Reliability Planning and Management

* Development and inclusion of new Test Plan XXX Reliability Growth
Test (RGT)

* RGT required prior to Reliability Qualific',0,ion and Reliability
Acceptance Test

" Provide measurement of reliability growth to a 4redetermtned
Model

• Require a reliability prediction L 25 specified MTBF

c, MIL-STD-781 Detailed Revision Changos

Tho revislor chntges are presen.ted in sptftcatimi paragraph number order and
" assm'ated suimmary of cmtknts.

S2.0 IREFERENCED !X)CUMENT1

.2, 1 (|qt~uires rterenco o it new '-ow To" MIL ,l•ndbook "200 X" describing
U410,7 '1"0,•etatuW01 altrnativ" Ad reiltwe vilues within reliability program
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(Add as last item under 2.1)

PUBLICATIONS

MIL-HDBK-200X Reliability Planning and Management

4.2 TEST PLAN (modify to read)

Test Plans. When reliability assuranc6 tests in accordance with MIL-STD-
48I are required, testing will consist of a reliability growth test (see
4.2. 10), a reliability qualification (demonstration) test (see 4.2.3), and
reliability production acceptance (sampling) tests (see 4.2.4).

4.2.1 Add item

(6) Reliability Growth (Test Plan XXX.)

4.2.1.1 Add

The Reliability Growth Test applies to newly developed or substantially
redesigned complex equipment to identify inherent defects in the design,
manufacture and quality for the development and validation of corrective
action.

4.2.1.2 Start with

The initial preproduction product(s) shall be submitted to the Reliability
Growth Test in accordance with the requirements of Test Plan XXX. Upon* successful completion of the Reliability Growth Test, the initial proauction

lot of equipment may be submitted to the Qualification (demonstrat ion).
Phase test ........... etc.. continue with present wording.

Add

4.2. 10 Test Plan XXX 'Reliability Growth Test).

4.2.10.1 GENERAL

This test plan is intended for use on preproduction equipments, for the
purpose of initiating and sustaining reliability growth as a function of the
development, i ration, and validation of corrective actions, This
plan is not applicable to Reliability Acceptance Test; however, it can be
used in conjunction with the Reliability Qualification Test.

4.2.10.2 TEST PERIOD

The number of equipments and Test duration shall be In accordance with the
provisions of Test Plan XXX.
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4.2.10.3 EVALUJATION OF TEST

To monitor whether R is growing at the projected rate during the Relial~lity
Growth Test, the growth slope shall be equal to or greater than the contract
specified, as measured linearly on the log log plot of cumulative MTBF (cu-
mulative failures/cumulative hours) versus cumulative hours. When growth
slope is lesi3 than the contract specified, the procuring activity shall be im-
mediately notified and mutually acceptable recovery effort and corrective ac-
tion shall be constituted and implemented. (See Figure 4.2. 10.)

SPECIFIED
MTBF -

START NOTE:
SPOI NT I(GRAPH IS
S (10% OF SPECIFIED I LOG -LOG PLOT)

MTBF) I

A0 HRS I
EVALUATION TEST IN HOURS

(CUMULATIVyE)

Figure 4.2. 10. Reliability Growth Model

RELIABILITY GROWTH TEST MODEL

Instructions for Figure 4.2. 10

[ 1. Using log-log graph paper, label axes per Figure 4.2. 10.

2. Draw horiz.ontal line at the specified MTBF value.

3. Plot START POINT at 100 hours and 101i of specified MTBF value.

p 4. Front START POINT, draw lines at

Mux. Growth - Slope 0. 6
Min. Growth - Slope 0. 1

(NOTE: This slope is mneasu~red physically or linearly on tWe graph,
not using logaritlimic measurement),
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5. Draw line representing Selected Growth Rate with slope between max.
and min. lines.

"6. Intersection of SPECIFIED MTBF and SEL. GROWTH lines yields Tt,
an approximation of the Fval'.ýation Hours Required.

7. Tradeoff Time, Cost, Test Equipment, Prime Equipment, Corrective
Action Cycles involved to achieve Tt. Select another value of Growth
Rate until satisfied with tradeoff.

8. During actual testing, plot cumulative values of MTBF versus Evaluation
Hours. Compare with Selected Growth Rate. Modify actual growth
rate by selecting more/less intensive corrective action implementation.
Once the actual rate of growth follows the planned rate, the measured
equipment MTBF will become the key indicator of when the specified
MTBF has actually been achieved. See Section II for definition and de-
termination cf "measured MTBF."

5. 1. 1 (Substitute for the second sentence these two sentences)

FAILURE RATE PREDICTION

At the point of initial design release, the summation of the realistically
derived failure rates shall provide an overall failure rate prediction no
greater than the reciprocal of 125% of the specified MTBF. Failure to
comply shall require a design hold, immediate notification of the pro-
curing activity and a mutually acceptable design iteration plan shall be in-
stituted.

2. MIL.STD.785 PROPOSED REVISIONS

a. Objective

The objective of these revisions is to Introduce into program structuring the
Reliability Planning and Management methodology to recognize reliability growth in
complex equipments. This Study demonstrates initial reliability performance of

complex product to be typically 10% of that which is realistically predicted. This
methodology provides the management tools to:

• Dimension the effort

0 Allocate resources

0 Assess risks

* Schedule work tasks

to insure meeting contractual reliability requirements early in the product cycle.
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b. Summary

0 Require development of Reliability Growth Test Planning Model

0 Require R prediction > 1.25 specified MTBF

0 Recognize initial product capability at 10% of inherent predicted capa-
bility.

9 Establish R program planning options versus constraints

* Provide early and continuous Reliability program progress and visi-
bility

Establish auditable Reliability program planning s.s a key element in V
source evaluation review

c. MIL-STD-785 Detailed Revision Changes

The revision changes are presented in specification paragraph number order and

associated summary of contents.

FOREWORD (Revise entirely to read)

The reliability achieved by military systems is directly dependent upon the
reliability requirement imposed and upon the emphasis placed on reliability
by (Government and Contractor) management throughout the development life
cycle. In order to achieve specified reliability and to do it early in the life
cycle, it is necessary to dimension (through a reliability growth model) the
extent of evaluation and corrective actions reasonably required as a part of
the design and development phase. The basis for te structuring of Reli-
ability Growth Test Planning Model is in accordance with MNL-STD-781 Test
Plan XXX and MIL Handbook '"200 X", auditable by and subject to the approval
of the procuring activity as a part of the final source selection decision for
development contract award. It is intended that the mandatory criteria pro-
vided herein aid in the timely and economical attainment of reliability re-
quirements as an integral part of the general process by which acceptableI levels of system performance and life cycle cost are achieved.

•2.. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

2l. I (Requires reference to the to-be-developed Military "How To" Handbook on
Reliability Plannrng and MW- agement.)

MIL-HDBK-200X - Reliability Planning and Management

4. GENERAL RER1U1REMENTS

4.1 (revised to read)

1The contractor shall establish and maintain an cffective reliability prog -am
that is planned, integrated, and developed in accordance with Military Niand-
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book "200 X" ReliabiLlity Planning and Management, in conjunction with the
• other design, development, and production functions, to assure the timely

and cost effective achievement of the contract specified reliability require-
" ~ment, optimization of equipment development, and total life cycle costs.

The program shall assure reliability involvement throughout all aspects of
the design, development, and production with firm management commitment to
meet the contractual reliability requirements.

5. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

•,i. 1.2.1 Add Item

(1) A Reliability Growth Test Planning Model in accordance with MIL

Handbook "200 X" Reliability Planning and Management Section 5. 1.

NOTE: Renumber items (1) - (8) as (2) - (9).

5.1.4 Progra Review (modify to read)

The. Reliability progr'in shall be planned and scheduled to permit the contrac -
tor and procuring activity to review its status including results achieved, at
preplanned steps or milestones. The following mandatory reporting require-I
ments are established.

a) Review of failure rate prediction 30 days prior to design release to
establish that realistic and suitable failure rates have been utilized
and that the summation of the failure rates, i.e., scope of the physi-
cal implementation, supports a prediction at a minimum 125%o of the
specified MTBF.

b) Review of the finalized Reliability Growth Test Planning Model and
:-all associated planning and procedures including, but not limited to,

test equipment schedules, number of equipments under test,
spares support for the equipment under test, test procedures,

;!i stress levels, growth rates, and corrective measures.

,., •,-•C) RGT progress shall be reported every 30 days through the submittal
i of an up-to-date Growth Model chart showing the MTBF achieved as

compared to Projected Growth. Corrective action status shall be
highlighted for all failures, Only externally induced failures shall .

iii ~be classified as non-relevant. lhe procuring activity shall be noti- •
i fied at least 10 days prior to oacti contractually scheduled formal
i reliability program review to permit possible participation by the
•. ~procuring activity. The minutes of these formal reliability program :
•: • reviews shall be made available to the procuring •c~ivity upon

S!5.2.2.3 ___ ,__ A ortionment/Predlctlon (add)

d) The reliability prediiction based on the ttechnically established and
credible failure rates above, will yield, at a minimum, a predictionii • that is 125% of the specified M4TBF requirement.



5.3.2 Development Testing (Replace completely)

A Reliability Growth Test shall be structured and conducted in accordance
with MIL-STD-781 Test Plan XXX for all pre-production contracts. The
Growth Model is predicated on the following criteria:

a) Initial Performance - A realistic appraisal be made of the new or
changed equipment design, recognizing the presence of flaws which
constrain initial performance to 10% of the inherent predicted
Capability.

b) Reliability Growth - The rate of reliability improvement (for com-
plex equipment) is approximately inversely proportional to the square
root of the cumulative operating (test) time. For a constant level
of corrective action effort and timely implementation, reliability
growth closely approximates a straight line on a log-log plot.

c) Limits of Reliability Rate of Growth - Limits are estimated as a
maximum of approximately 0.6, a rate of 0.5, for an aggressive
reliability program. A minimum rate of 0. 1 can be expected on
those programs where no specific consideration is given to or for
reliability.

d) Product Evaluation Exposure - The test evaluation time required to
effect a compliant product is based on (a) Predictino ai 125% of

required MTBF, (b) Initial performance, (c) Reliability Growth
Rate. With the exposure hours thus established, and a valid as-
sumption on achievable test efficiency, then the tradeoffs in program
planning can be objectively made by Lontractor and buyer, encom-
passing (a) the acceptability of the initial design, (b) its design
margin, (c) number of equipments to be placed on test, (d)
facilities, (e) test time, (f) calendar time, and (gW ultimately,
program cost.

Successful completion of the test shall be the achievement of the
specified MTBF in accordance with the approved Reliability Growth
Test Planning Model. Reliability Demonstration Test shall be con-
ducted only after successful completion of the Reliability Growthl
Test.

3. PROPOSED HANDSOOK FOR RELIA&ILITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

"a. Objective

One roeonmmoldation of this study is that DOD provide for a andLboeI* of the pro-
posed relibability management ewoptes for application W governmetut and iwdustry. Such

ha andbook cotild be incorporated itto existilg documentalio; howe'or, it is recoi-
mended that a separate handbook be considered. As thW methodologies described in this
study are further developed ani, as new methodologies are discovered, these would be
added to such a manual.
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The following outline provides the foundation for such a program manual to be
• " developed.

As we make an all-out effort to improve our capability for the utilization
of advanced management techniques such as RPM, it is of vital impor-
tance that this capability be communicated to Planning Functions as well
as Implementing Functions. This can be accomplished by carefully
laid plans to identify, orient, train, and certify such users. Some of the
typical groups in both Government and Industry that must be indoctri-
nated are:

Project Managers

Estimators
Contracting Officers
Engineering Administrators
Design Engineers
Reliability and Quality Engineers

Government and Industry should jointly identify a total training program
in this area to be implemented as rapidly as planning guidelines can be
developed.

4. OUTLINE FOR PROPOSED MIL.HANDBOOK (200X) RELIABILITY PLANNING

AND MANAGEMENT

SCOPE

Provide a manual of reliability Program Management tradeoffs and methodol-
ogies, suitable for application by DOD and industry management, quantifying the
relative values of reliability activities for optimization of individual equipment
developments and their total life cycle cost.

CONTENTS

System

* Life cycle cost modeling and experience model verifications

* 13aBudget percentage of R&D contract value to allocate fot _R

* Factory reliability to f,;old reliability correlations and .factors

0 Factory -to-f ild failuroa. situilar.!disfirni-ar

* Quantize reliability oteIcts oi operational r dinu~s and mI rissa
abort rate

Product

* Provide reliability disctplines versus cost'Unw tradeofs
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* Dimension reliability design disciplines (e.g., value of parts
screening, standardization and derating)

* Assign reliability value to computer -aided design

* Structure Reliability Planning and Management (RPM)

* Detailed pzocedures for measuring reliability growth

* Determine reliability effects on true Product Manufacturing cost

* Quantize reliability (MTBF) effect on logistics support cost

Reliability Program Tools and Techniques

To be selectively utilized during Design, Design Evaluation, and Development
to provide the Reliability Gro,th needed to meet Requirements.

0 Parts Standardization - the most piece parts using the fewest number of
drawings, i. e., the least number of different pa:ts for the functions
required. A suggested ratio overall is 20:1.

* Material Qualgy - the quality of parts used and the extent to which such
quality can Ee improved by Parts Screening, Burn-In, Supplier Control
and Surveillance.

• Assembly; Quai_4 - the quality of such assemblies assured by establish-
ing equipment and personnel standards, operator training, station con-
trols, and corrective action data systems.

Data S m - to provide basic data for a given program and to enable
comparison of like programs using basic parameters such as Cumula-
tive Test Hours and Cumuative MTBF to facilitate retroslr-ct studiWi
and correlaticn.

- Failure Incidence (by part type) - per 1000 processed during manufacture
and A sembly to allow economic application of corrective action.

To be utllizoed in Evaluating Prediction of Reliabili.y

* Design Uteritance - direcL benefits fiot provIv designs

. Scroeoed Parts (versus Urscreoned Parts) - effect on Failure T~ates used.

. Fatre Rate& - compare vtith pubistted rates using RADC, U .DUK

- Screetrc •1 rU - check effect on parts prices

* Parts StandardL,.A~tion - minimum number oa drawings, used, i.e.
tuinhized.cFu 1 ditocut parts.
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* * Major Procwirement Items - reliability prediction, use of screening
and suppliers controls

. PROPOSED MIL HANDBOOK (200 X)

e Quality Plan - effective product flow, inspection and testing plan,
manufacturing and process controls. Responsive to change based upon
quality data.

* Manufacturing Plan - Product flow, assembly and processes detailed
in planning. Planning documented and controlled.

I:•
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APPENDIX

SPECIAL TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Alpha (a) Growth Rate A term used to dimension the reliability
growth rate - see Analytical Section(a derivation)J

ASM (See Assembly)

Assembly A number of parts or subassemblies or
any combination thereof joined together
to perform a specified function

"BI (Burn-In) Product Environmontal Screening

CID Change-in-drawing notice, the GE/
AESD document which authorizes and
describes Engineering changes to
releav'.d drawings and parts lists

ETI (ETM) Elapsed Time Indicator

Field Encompasses the final as deployed

status (AF) within which the trttited
radars were studied

IC Integrated circuit

ID lndctwe dovices'

IPC The (#E inspect-iot plainiing that defines
test inspeetion characteristics antu
quality levels to -3ipraisv spectwili
operratotns. products and supplier•lii materiatl

LCC Life Cyv-e Cost as us&d it thts study -
basv;.4 Lmlely on rZat of maintt.mance
attritmtable to equipm•nt reliabilfW"£ ! ~perormnaot e

LRU Luiic Replaceabe Unit

APQ-120 I $ iuipmen
AIIQ-113 114:1441 Slscriptiin iisetloi

ii:- : • .
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M Rate "Mean time between maintenance" as
reported in the 6 Log K 261 (66-1)
USAF report

MISC. Miscellaneous parts (sockets, fuses.
terminals, plugs, switches, lamps,
meters, etc.)

MMH/FH Maintenance Man-Hours/Flight Hours

MPI Major Procurement Items (7 items in
APQ-113/114/144 including ARCA,
TRCA, D/A Converter, Servo
Amplifier A&B, Camera and HVPS)

MTBF Mean Time Between Failure

MTBA Mean Time Between Aborts

MTBMA Mean Time Between Maintenance Al

Part Items such as resistors. transistors,
capacitors• diodes, integrated
circuits

Pltform The radar installation and acceltance
cycle at the prime airframe contrac-
tors (McDoniall Douglas and General

Dynamics)
PPL Preferred Pa.'ts LAst

Pre-Release The prtion t cofntra(t phase includig :-
the des•-ji. d•oe•opmzent tnd qualihf¢i a
tinn (desigjn and reliabihty) tests

i Rate "'Mean Time toetw.oe. Fail re'* .

reo"rted in the 6 Log K 261 (66-1)
USAF~ rt'peW ]

WlT Retaibility A cawce Test

RDT&E l0e~ar-ch. leevelk4=mnt. Test and

It, Sim Pt l a-•tn Id Nutagemtent

k"RQT R"liablliv QialitW.rtiwu rTe
($ynausaytums with d&-~stranlO
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S/A Subassembly, two or more parts which
form a portion o6 an assembly or an
item replaceable as a whole, but having
a part or parts which are individually
replaceable

Screened Parts Environmentally screened and burned-in
parts, performed at the part level by
part vendors or by manufacturers
prior to assembly

Serviceable Items which tested OK in Air Force
maintenance shops after being removed
from aircraft, normally reinstalled
without repair

Specialty Device Specialty Devices (Gyros, Motors,
Filters, Relays, LVPS, Tubes, etc.)

Systematic Failures Pattern failures not part of the originai
prediction, which can be detected,
corrected and eliminated via a test
program

TAAF Test, Analyze and Fix, also RET
testing

Unit (Equipment) A major assembly consisting of any
combination of parts, subassemblies,
and assemblies packaged together as a

"physically independeait entity
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